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ABSTRACT 

An outline is given of the various systems that have been 

developed for the production and reduction of electronographic exposures. 

The typical limits to photometric accuracy are discussed. 

The performance of the individual constituents of a particular 

system consisting of a Spectracon image tube, nuclear emulsion and 

Joyce-Loebl MkIII CS microdensitometer is described. 

The problems of mounting the image tube on a telescope are discussed 

and are illustrated by a description of a camera design for the 

Cassegrain focus of the 60-inch reflector at Boyden Observatory. 

The computing procedures followed for the extraction of morphological 

and photometric data are given and are illustrated by some of the data 

produced so far. The need for monochromatic photometry of planetary 

nebulae is outlined and the suitability of electronography is shown by 

preliminary results from an ongoing observation programme. 

The problem of the removal of photocathode non-uniformities is 

tackled and the limitations set by this procedure are discussed together 

with the implications for astronomical photometry. 

Some improvements are proposed which might be made to existing 

systems and which should be considered in setting up new equipment. 
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PREFACE 

The only method by which information can be obtained about 

astronomical objects is by careful observation of that proportion of 

their radiation which reaches us. There is no way in which we can 

affect the processes within these objects and indeed, unless one restricts 

observations to the very closest of our neighbouring stars, all the photons 

that we are likely to detect in our lifetime have already left their 

sources. 

Therefore the astronomer must rely on collecting as large a fraction 

as possible of the incoming light and on processing it to yield spectral, 

spatial and photometric information. To undertake this sort of work one 

must always be aware of the improvements in detection techniques and 

their possible application to both old and new problems. 

For over one hundred years the predominant tool for optical 

observations has been the photographic plate which provides a practical 

means of integrating and storing the incoming light. The "two-dimensional" 

nature of this detector means that accurate relative positions can be 

obtained while a knowledge of the characteristic curve, relating density 

to exposure, for each plate yields photometric data. Over the years 

emulsions have been tailored to the needs of the astronomer so that long 

exposures of fairly faint objects may be undertaken. The detection 

efficiency of the plates has also been improved by various techniques 

such as baking and nitrogen flushing which increase the sensitivity. 

The inability of the emulsion to record incident fluxes lower than 

a certain threshold value, coupled with limited storage of the plate, 

requires that exposures be tailored to specifically faint or bright 

features within any given field. Then a cross-calibration between plates 
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is required. However, for survey work, where a detector of very large 

surface area is required, the photographic plate remains the only 

practical solution. 

The photoelectric effect is a process which has true linearity; it 

is also more efficient than photography. If the electrons released from 

a photocathode can be detected and stored a fairly straightforward method 

for photometry can be obtained. Originally the process was employed in 

single channel detectors (using photomultipliers) for photometry of stars 

and for the measurement of integrated fluxes from objects. The area of 

sky from which the light is being collected is defined by a diaphragm 

and the total amount of light which falls within this aperture is measured. 

The signal from the photomultiplier can either be recorded in analogue 

form or the amplified pulses from individual photo-electrons can be counted. 

The severe drawback of this method is its single channel nature which 

necessitates the use of a large amount of telescope time if a large area 

is to be covered. Very often photoelectric measurements are used to 

calibrate photographic photometry which can cover a much larger field. 

Obviously if the advantages of linearity and high sensitivity of the 

photoelectric process are coupled to a two-dimensional form of image 

recording an improvement in detection limits should be expected. 

The development of image tubes which retain spatial information 

within a focussed electron image has produced several variants, each with 

different read-out systems. Cascade devices simply act as image 

intensifiers, the final stage having a phosphor screen at the output end, 

the light being focussed onto a photographic emulsion using a coupling 

lens or more recently, a fibre-optic plate. Electronographic detectors, 

which are single stage devices, use nuclear track emulsions to register 
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the electron image directly. Television-type systems, where charge is 

stored in a target, produce an analogue signal using an electron beam 

read-out. Finally there are photon counting systems or more strictly 

photoelectron counting systems which use computer memory or magnetic tape 

as the storage medium. These latter devices have only produced one-

dimensional information (e.g. Spectra) so far but two-dimensional read-

out with about 105  picture points is now technically feasible. 

In each of these types of systems it is necessary to evaluate the 

efficiency of the detection process and the amount of noise that is 

introduced by the detector. This has led to the concept of detective 

quantum efficiency (DQE) as a figure of merit. This compares the 

performance of the measuring device with a so-called "perfect" detector 

which would register every incoming photon with equal weight. If the 

measured signal-to-noise ratio of the detected signal is IS/NI OUT and the  

incoming signal-to-noise ratio is IS/NIIN 
then the DQE(E) is given by 

2 
E = IS/NIOUT 

IS/NIIN  

The incoming signal-to-noise ratio is just the photon flux (M) divided 4  

by its shot noise (J7170;thus the DQE is given by 

1S/NI
2 

E 
OUT 

It can be seen that to maximise this quantity it is necessary to 

detect as many of the incident photons as possible with an equal weighting. 
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Photoelectron counting, when available in two dimensions, will 

provide the nearest approximation to this process. However, at the 

moment other forms of detection must be investigated. They are all 

analogue techniques and therefore each photoelectron event will not 

be given equal weighting in the read-out process. 

Another important consideration is the dynamic range of the device 

which is basically limited by the amount of storage available per 

picture element. With image intensifier systems this limit is set by 

the photographic emulsion. In electronographic systems again it is 

emulsion which provides the limitation but the grain size of the nuclear 

track emulsions is small; thus the storage per picture element is larger 

than for photographic plates. Television-type systems can be limited by 

the charge that can be stored on the target while a photoelectron counting 

system will have virtually unlimited storage for any single element but 

the range of brightness within a single exposure is governed by the 

maximum data rate that can be handled by the system. 

If a useful comparison is to be made between the various methods of 

detection the data have to be compared at a comparable point. That is 

the stage where one has extracted the numerical information that is going 

to be processed to produce the final photometric and spatial data. Thus, 

in the case of emulsions being used as an intermediate store, the method 

by which the density data is obtained becomes an integral part of the 

overall system. 

Therefore, it is only by a knowledge of the interaction of the 

various parts of the system of image tube, emulsion and microdensitometer 

that the true limiting performance can be defined. 
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Part of the work for this thesis has been to undertake a study of 

the interaction of various parts of a specific electronographic system 

and to understand the resultant limitations to photometric accuracy. 

At the same time the application of the system to astronomical 

problems has led to a clearer understanding of the practical aspects of 

operating an image tube on a telescope and the areas where minor 

modifications would greatly assist the observer and would help to obtain 

the best performance from the device. 
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CHAPTER 1 

ELECTRONOGRAPHIC PHOTOMETRY 

"The naked papers without an historical treatise 

interwoven, require some other book to make them 

understood." 

Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) 

The original concept behind the electronographic process was put 

forward by Kiepenheuer in 1934 (1). Despite the simplicity of the idea 

of using the quantum efficiency and linearity of the photoelectric 

process coupled to the information storage capabilities of an emulsion, 

the development of viable detectors has been a long and involved process. 

The present-day devices fall into two main categories, those in 

which the emulsion and the photocathode are contained within the same 

envelope for the duration of the exposure, as in the Kron camera (2), 

or for longer periods, as in the Lallemand camera (3), and the devices 

such as the Spectracon (4) and the McMullan wide-field camera (5) where 

a permanent thin mica membrane is placed between the emulsion and the 

main part of the tube containing the photocathode and electron optics. 

The latter devices require a higher operating potential to ensure that 

a substantial proportion of the electrons released from the photocathode 

pass through the mica membrane, while retaining sufficient energy to 

leave tracks in the emulsion. The typical operating voltage for the 

Kron and Lallemand devices is about 25 	30 KV,whereas for the Spectracon 

and McMullan cameras a voltage of 40 KV is required. Due to scattering 

within the mica the emergent photoelectrons (about 75% of the incident 

electron flux) have an energy distribution which peaks at about 28 KV 

1 
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(see Fig. 1.1). Thus, although a thin membrane output window improves 

the potential shelf life of the device by preventing contamination of 

the photocathode by substances outgassed from the emulsion and, in the 

case of the Spectracon, means that the unit can be used without 

complicated auxiliary vacuum equipment, its effects on the photoelectrons 

can also have a bearing on the overall photometric performance of the 

device. Since each photoelectron reaching the emulsion leaves a track, 

the length of which is energy-dependent, the higher working voltage and 

the energy distribution of emergent electrons can affect both the storage 

capabilities of the emulsion and the "weighting" given to the individual 

tracks. Coleman (6) has shown that these are important considerations 

when making an assessment of the detective quantum efficiency (DQE) of 

a device such as the Spectracon. 

Three of the devices mentioned, the Lallemand camera, the Kron 

camera and the Spectracon are in regular use on telescopes. Thus 

substantial quantities of electronographic data are becoming available 

to the general astronomical community, and the emphasis is moving 

towards the development of methods for the efficient retrieval of the 

large amount of information stored on each exposure. 

Due to the high storage capacity of fine-grain nuclear track 

emulsions, such as Ilford L4, used for electronography and the linear 

relationship between the density and exposure which has been shown to 

hold to densities of the order of 5D (7), any measuring machine used 

for data retrieval must be capable of accurate and linear measurement 

over this whole range. Since density can be related to the 

transmission of a sample in the following way 

D  = -1°g10T 
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it can be seen that the measuring system, which responds to the light 

transmitted by the plate, will have to cope with incident fluxes 

varying by about five orders of magnitude. 

The resolution of electronographic devices is high - the 

electrostatically-focussed Lallemand and Kron cameras reach about 

70 kp/mm as does the magnetically-focussed Spectracon when operated 

at single-loop focus. Higher resolutions have been obtained using 

magnetically-focussed devices, for example of the order of 120 Zp/mm 

at two-loop focus for the Spectracon. In most cases the resolution of 

the astronomical exposure will be set by the size of the "seeing" disc 

and the spatial sampling rate required will be similar to that for a 

photographic plate. However, in certain cases, where either the optics 

have been designed to match the resolution of the device, or where 

measurements for accurate photometry in regions of rapidly changing 

density are needed, samples may be required at separations amounting to 

only a few microns. 

Since each photoelectron is capable of leaving a track in the 

emulsion the electronographic process does not suffer from reciprocity 

failure. That is to say, there is no "threshold" incident photon flux 

required before an image starts to build up. The only effects that 

have to be taken into account when measuring plates at low density are 

those of plate fog which can be very low (less than 0.03 D for L4 (8)) 

and those arising from any dirt picked up on the emulsion during 

processing. Due to the fine grain and high storage of the emulsions 

such as L4 the human eye is totally incapable of assessing the 

information stored in the exposure, and, even for straightforward 

morphological studies, contour maps produced from density measurements 

of the plates are required to reveal the structure present in the object. 

Therefore, when using electronographic techniques, the measuring machine 
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and the subsequent data processing are equally as important as the 

primary detector. 

As with many new astronomical techniques, some of the first work 

done using electronography was to take spectra (9,10). When working 

with spectral data the reduction of the exposures can be straightforward 

and the amount of data fairly small if it is possible to reduce the 

information to "one dimension". This is true where the spectrum has 

been artificially broadened and where the image geometry is good. 

In this case the measuring aperture of the machine can be extended 

perpendicular to the dispersion and a fairly slow scan along the length 

of the spectrum can be used, thus allowing a larger "dwell time" per 

sample point. Both of these methods serve to improve measurements of 

high density where the microdensitometer may be photon noise-limited 

and, since only a few scans are required, without making the measuring 

time prohibitively long. If, however, one is dealing with time-resolved 

spectra (11), or spectra containing spatial information (for example 

across the diameter of a galaxy), or distorted spectra, then the 

sampling aperture must be made small and thus the number of sample 

points becomes large. The problems are then the same as those of the 

extraction of spatial information from direct exposures. 

For two-dimensional data, whether it be from star fields, 

extended objects or spectra, it is necessary to be able to produce 

accurate density measurements from samples taken at small intervals 

and at fairly high rates if the scan time is not to be too long. 

Of late several scanning machines which are capable of high-speed 

sampling have been developed, mainly for work on aerial survey 

photographs. Since many of the problems of information retrieval 
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and data handling are common to the fine-grain, high-storage, 

astronomical, photographic emulsions such as IIIaJ, these devices 

are finding their way into use by astronomers. However, photographic 

emulsions generally saturate at a density not much greater than 2D. 

With this limited density range fast scanning machines can be used 

to good advantage but, with the high densities present in electronographs 

and the short sampling periods dictated by high-speed scanning, the 

measurement of density may become very inaccurate due to the low 

photon-flux reaching the microdensitometer detector. Also, due to 

the linear density-exposure relationship, a stringent set of conditions 

are set on the inherent linearity of the measuring machine. 

Therefore, when studying the limiting photometric accuracy of 

observations, it is necessary to consider the overall performance of 

a system comprised of the image tube, the emulsion and the scanning 

machine. The final results will obviously be peculiar to a 

particular set of equipment,but it should be possible to outline 

general trends which have a bearing on other systems. 

Once having obtained numerical data from electronographic 

exposures the subsequent processing is usually tailored to the 

specific problem being studied. However, in some cases the problems 

that have been tackled have been dictated by the form in which data 

can be extracted. The rest of this chapter is taken up with a brief 

description of some of the methods used so far for processing of 

electronographic exposures and an outline of the advantages and 

limitations of various systems. 



Broadly speaking, the photometry that has been undertaken using 

electronography can be split into three main categories: 

1) Spectra 

2) Starfields 

3) Extended Sources 

This roughly follows the chronological order in which electronography 

was first usefully applied in each branch. The sequence stems partly 

from the availability of detectors and partly from the development of 

the necessary tools for extracting the information from the exposures. 

1) 	Spectra  

The first electronographic camera that was available for use on 

a telescope was the one developed by Lallemand in France. Work on 

this device was first started in 1936 (12) but it was not until the 

early sixties that it really came into regular use. It was originally 

mounted at the Coude focus of the Lick 120-inch reflector in 1959. 

0 
It was used with a grating giving a dispersion of 48 A/mm at the 

0 
photocathode, which corresponds to a dispersion of about 64 A/mm at 

the plate since there is a demagnification of about 0.75 produced by 

the electron optics. The first result from this device was obtained 

on the nucleus of M31 (13). This was shown to be in rapid rotation 

by the curvature of the lines that showed up due to the large scale 

of the Coude spectrograph perpendicular to the dispersion. Mainly, 

this was a case of utilising the speed of the device to register an 

image that could not be easily obtained using a photographic plate. 

Ilford G5, a fairly fast emulsion, was used, and the data reduction 

took the form of accurate positional measurement of the lines rather 

than that of accurate densitometry. As well as applying this device 

7- 
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to other problems involving the dynamics of objects as derived from 

their spectra (14,15) it has been turned to the problem of time 

resolved spectra of variables (16). The star is trailed along the 

slit manually, giving a time resolution of the order of a few minutes. 

As well as obtaining relative fluxes by scanning along the spectrum, 

a scan along a line perpendicular to the dispersion will yield a 

record of the variations within one line. Again it is a case of 

utilising the speed of the device to obtain information that could 

not be registered using a photographic plate. 

The linear response has been used to derive energy distributions 

of stars and nuclei of galaxies (15,17,18) and to study the intensities 

of emission lines in planetary nebulae (19,20). In these cases the 

photometry is of more importance. HoT;iever, in all these observations 

the information which has been extracted has been in the form of 

single scans and, perhaps of necessity, only portions of the total 

information present have been selected. Similar work is now being 

undertaken with the Spectracon on the same telescope and using identical 

techniques (21,22). For both the Lallemand camera and the Spectracon, 

Walker has found that the limitations on positional measurement are 

set by the accuracy of the measuring engine and that the wavelength 

resolution is equal to, or better than, that normally obtained with 

photographic spectra of the same dispersion. 

The Spectracon, as its name implies, was originally considered 

as a device for studying spectra. The output mica window was made 

long and narrow (30 mm x 5 mm) since it was thought necessary to keep 

to this sort of configuration to retain sufficient strength in the 4 pm 

mica sheet to withstand atmospheric pressure. Being a fairly compact 
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sealed unit the Spectracon has been used as a primary detector in 

two astronomical spectrographs designed to accommodate image tubes (23). 

In both cases special optics were required (24) together with a 

focussing solenoid designed to give the required uniformity of field 

at the focal plane. Once designed, these spectrographs will accept 

standard Spectracon image tubes which may have photocathodes of 

different types and therefore differing spectral responses. The focussing 

solenoid is provided with scan coils so that the image may be trailed 

electronically in a direction perpendicular to the dispersion. Thus 

the spectrum may be artificially broadened without movement of the 

telescope or instrument. The two spectrographs have been used 

regularly on the 98" Isaac Newton Telescope and 36" telescope at the 

Royal Greenwich Observatory, Herstmonceux, and on the 74" reflector 

which, until recently, was sited at Pretoria, South Africa and is now 

being moved to a better site at Sutherland. 

Being "user instruments" the spectrographs have been used on many 

different problems of both stellar spectra (25,26) and studies of 

extended objects (27). Again in some cases accurate photometry has 

only been obtained for what is virtually "one-dimensional information" 

and the faster electronographic emulsions have been used to obtain 

spectra in fairly short exposure times for the purposes of line 

identification rather than photometry. Using the linear response, 

coupled with fairly simple reduction methods, it is possible to obtain 

information which would not be readily available from a single 

photographic plate. 
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2) 	Starfields  

It is perhaps in the study of star clusters that electronography 

has one of its primary applications and also where the most 

difficulties in data reduction arise. The advantages of the process 

are threefold: 

a) The large dynamic range of the process means that both 

bright and faint stars can be registered on the same plate. 

Therefore it is possible to measure stars in the very 

bright central regions of the cluster and relate them to 

those in outer regions that are easy to measure as 

standards using conventional photoelectric techniques. 

b) The linearity of the process makes the transference of 

magnitudes from the standards to the rest of the cluster 

easy. Only a few standards are required and there is no 

need to set up different sequences for different magnitude 

regions as is required for photographic photometry. 

c) Basically one is performing photoelectric photometry in 

two dimensions. Since the data is recorded on emulsion 

the "diaphragm" through which one makes a measurement of 

the stellar magnitude can be set during data reduction 

and thus effects such as crowding of the field can be 

taken into account. Also one is simultaneously measuring 

many stars so that the telescope time required is greatly 

reduced. 

However, the rapid extraction of data from such plates is still 

not a routine process, although various methods have been tried. 
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Table 1.1 

Errors obtained from profile method of magnitude determination 

Magnitude 
Interval 

Probable Error 
Observed (mag) 	Predicted (mag) 

16.0<m<16.9 10.020 10.001 

17.0<m<17.9 10.023 10.002 

18.0<m<18.9 10.028 10.005 

19.0<m<19.9 10.035 10.010 

20.0<m<20.9 10.050 10.028 

21.0<m<21.9 10.072 10.062 

22.0<m<22.9 10.146* 10.161 

* Small sample 

Measurements taken from a 100 minute exposure using a Spectracon 

plus L4 emulsion on a -60-inch reflector. Half-height diameter 

of image = 2."0 (110um). 
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The most regular production of results has come from Walker 

(28,29,30,31,32), who used the Spectracon on the 60" reflector at 

Cerro Tololo to obtain B and V observations of 13 clusters in the 

Magellanic Clouds. The method used for extracting the data is simple 

but slow, and only a fraction of that present on the plate is used. 

Walker and Kron (33) showed that magnitudes of stars could be 

determined by using the profiles of stellar images on in-focus 

electronographic exposures over a range of 5 magnitudes up from the 

plate limit. To extract the full information the density volume of 

the image should be taken, and using an integrating microdensitometer 

designed by Hewitt (34), the range can be pushed to 7 magnitudes (35). 

Walker found that the use of the volume method in the crowded regions 

of the cluster led to a larger scatter in the magnitudes obtainedeen 

the profile method was used (28). To obtain the profile the image is 

scanned using a Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer operated as a simple 

manually-controlled device. Using a measuring aperture of 12.5 x 12.5 pm 

the image is moved back and forth until centred in the "Y" direction, 

and then a scan is made across the diameter. Variations in local 

sensitivity of the photocathode are corrected by using a map obtained 

from an exposure of the dawn sky. 

Table 1.1 shows the errors obtained using this method for 

different magnitude regions (36). These are compared with the error 

one would expect from an ideal detector registering sources of differing 

brightness against a fixed background which is the predominant source 

of noise (37). It can be seen for the brighter stars a limiting 

accuracy of about 0.02 	is reached. Walk:,  attributes this effect to 

the grain structure of L4 emulsion, since using a volume-integral 

method on a small sample of the stars produces a drop in the error. 
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However, apart from the random effects of grain statistics one must 

take into account microdensitometer noise at the bright magnitudes 

and residual effects of local variations in sensitivity due to both 

photocathode and emulsion. 

Wldrick et al (38) have undertaken stellar photometry using the 

Lallemand camera and methods that are somewhat similar to those used 

by Walker. The reduction of the data is limited to manual scanning of 

the images and several procedures have been investigated. They have 

found local variations in sensitivity across both the photocathode 

and the emulsion of the order of 20% over distances of 20 mm and 8 mm 

respectively. Therefore they use the night sky background around an 

object as a measure of the sensitivity of the overall system from 

point to point within the exposure. There are certain limitations to 

this method. Since one is using the night sky as a uniform light source 

emulsion fog must be low,as must the tube background. Also, scattered 

light and reflections within the optical system must be removed, since 

all these may produce effects which are not uniform across the image 

plane. Also this method will only work with those objects that are 

small as compared with the scale of the sensitivity variations. 

Four methods of measuring stellar magnitudes have been studied. 

Low scattering in nuclear emulsion means that bright star images do not 

tend to spread as they do in photographic plates. Therefore, assuming 

that the image diameter is the same for a bright or faint star, the 

peak density of the image can be taken as a measure of the magnitude. 

Wlerick et al have also used the profile method of Walker, a variant 

on this where three sections are used, the central one and one either 

side spaced by approximately the width of the measuring slit, and 

finally the density volume of the object obtained from the areas of 

several profiles across the whole star. With the Lallemand camera 
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there is a pincushion distortion produced by the electron optics, 

which leads to an increase in the size of the images at the edge of 

the field. Since the sky background and the stellar image are spread 

in the same way there is no need to correct the measures made using 

the maximum density measurement. For the other methods corrections 

must be put in for the effect of image spreading on the measurement 

of local sensitivity. More important in the outer regions of the 

photocathode are astigmatism and field curvature, which distort the 

image - in these cases the density volume method is the one most 

easily applied. Practically,the simpler and faster methods are limited 

to the region of the exposure where these distortions are small as 

compared with the image sizes (typically 60 pm to 80 um, corresponding 

to 1.5" to 2"); this area is a circle of about 12 mm diameter. 

To obtain 1% accuracy on the stellar images it is necessary to allow 

for the effects from pincushion distortion right across the field. 

Using these methods a study of stars in the field of LL Lacertae was 

undertaken; the sample contained about 15 stars which had been 

measured photoelectrically. Using both the density volume method and 

the three-area method an accuracy of approximately 2% has been obtained 

on stars in the region 14m<B<19.3m. 

All the methods described so far are slow and, apart from the 

integrating microdensitometer used by Ables et al (35), all the data 

is obtained by manual scanning. With the general use of measuring 

systems which produce digital output, the application of computer 

processing to the large amounts of data has been investigated. The 

scanning of the plate need not now be selective, providing that either 

the program is sufficiently "intelligent" to recognise a star, or there 

is some form of interaction between the system and the user. However, 
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to store digital data of a whole starfield, even from tubes of fairly 

restricted image area, over a million picture points must be kept so 

that they are readily available to the computer. Also, to produce 

such large amounts of data, there is a minimum speed required of the 

measuring machine if problems of long-term stability are not to be 

important. 

An interactive program for the processing of star fields has been 

produced at Imperial College (39). Data produced by a Joyce-Loebl 

microdensitometer is stored on magnetic tape and is subsequently 

processed using a CDC 6600 computer coupled to an interactive graphics 

terminal. The magnitude of the star is estimated by making repetitive 

fits of two orthogonal gaussian profiles to the raw data and then using 

these to calculate the density volume of the image. The various stars 

can be "called up" by using rough coordinates obtained from a CALCOMP 

plot of the whole field. The area around the stellar image is displayed 

and the position of the window over which the fit is to be performed 

can be changed. Residuals between the gaussian fit and the raw data 

can then be displayed. 

In the method mentioned above the locations of the stars have 

to be fed into the program by the user. A system developed by Newell 

and O'Neill (40,41,42) for ESP (Electrographic Stellar Photometry) 

has a data "thresholding" procedure for searching large arrays of data. 

This locates a peak by two criteria: 

1) It must have a density greater than, or equal to, that 

of the surrounding eight points. 

2) It must lie above a preset threshold density level. 
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These peaks are plotted on a map. Those that are due to dirt and 

non-stellar objects are rejected and then small subsets of data 

centred on the remaining peaks are retrieved from the random access 

disc, where the main scan is stored, and are processed using the 

main photometric reduction routines. 

The density volume of the star is extracted by using either 

curve-fitting routines or a numerical integration technique which is 

faster than the curve-fitting and therefore used for large amounts of 

data. The method does not require that a zero level be set for each 

star and so can be used in fairly crowded fields. In effect, a variable 

diaphragm is used on the stellar image and the optimum size of this 

window, for a numerical integration, is determined by the variation 

of the difference in magnitudes obtained by integrating in two 

orthogonal directions with the different window sizes. When this 

difference reaches a minimum the window size can be set. This is 

obviously dependent on the crowding of the field and the seeing conditions, 

and so it can be tailored to a particular group of stars. Once a pseudo-

magnitude of the star is found by one, or an average of several, 

integrations the whole field is calibrated by comparing the measured 

magnitudes with established magnitudes of standard stars. Using this 

method a curved magnitude calibration curve has been obtained. The 

curvature is attributed to two main causes: 

1) The effects of transmission averaging in the microdensitometer 

on the measured density. 

2) The effects of the upper density limit of the microdensitometer 

at the centres of dense images. 
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Table 1.2 

Plate-to-Plate agreement of Electranographic Stellar Manitudes 

obtained from the cluster M13  

Magnitude 
my 

Error in magnitude determination 
Amv 

12.76 10.037 

13.51 10.034 

14.58 -10.015 

15.45 10.013 

16.30 10.014 

17.43 10.035 

18.47 10.066 

19.07 10.100 
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Both effects cause an underestimation of the magnitudes of the bright 

stars. The former can be minimised by using as small an aperture as 

possible, and the latter can be improved by increasing the area of 

integration. However, departures from linearity then occur in the 

faint stars due to the inclusion of parts of surrounding objects, and 

the fainter objects are systematically measured too bright. In 

practice it has been found that the calibration curve maintains its 

shape from plate to plate and is wavelength-independent. Thus it can 

be used for all plates obtained and reduced under the same conditions. 

In a study of two short-exposure plates of M13 Newell and O'Neill 

have shown that this method can provide accurate photometry. Using a 

PDS microphotometer to produce digital data with a raster scan of 10 pm 

in X and Y and a projected measuring aperture of 20 pm, which corresponds 

to 1 aresec on the plate, a whole exposure of 1.8 air x 1.8 L;;was 

measured producing about 31 million densities. The integration for 

the magnitude determination was carried out over an effective aperture 

of 8.5 arcsecs. This method of integration suffers from centring 

errors. The machine can accurately repeat measurements to about 

± 0.003
m
, but if the scan pattern is shifted across the image a 

variation of about t 0.01m  can arise in the magnitude obtained. This 

is for images of about 40 pm diameter scanned at 10 pm intervals. 

Reducing these effects by reducing the step length, or increasing the 

aperture over which the integration is made, results in greatly 

increased computing time and data storage problems in the first case, 

and effects arising from background crowding in the latter. A plate-

to-plate agreement test was then undertaken using two exposures of 

different length. The results are shown in Table 1.2. The increase 
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in standard error in the magnitudes of the brighter stars is 

attributed to calibration errors as the microdensitometer upper 

density limit was approached for stars brighter than 14m. 

It can be seen that for regular reduction of large numbers of 

cluster plates methods such as the one above have to be used. To be 

able to employ these sorts of techniques one needs not only the 

machine to extract the data from the plate but also the availability 

of fairly sophisticated computing facilities. Investigations into 

similar techniques are being undertaken by Heckathorn and Chincarini 

(43) and Purgathofer (44a). 

3) 	Extended Objects  

The study of extended objects by electronographic means has mainly 

come into its own with the availability of digital output from 

microdensitometers. As pointed out previously an electronographic 

image does not reveal much wIen visually inspected and it is necessary 

to produce some sort of contour map to study the morphology of the 

source. Machines such as the Joyce-Loebl isodensitracer will produce 

maps with a varying number of grey levels, but the one scan of the 

object will present spatial details at the expense of photometric 

information. Equally well, manual scans across sections within the 

object, or the use of an integrating microdensitometer such as that 

used by Ables and Kron (44), will extract photometric information while 

losing a fair proportion of the morphological detail. By scanning the 

image and storing the data in digital form it is possible to process 

the results from one scan in several ways to yield the required spatial 

and photometric information. 
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Using a Joyce-Loebl isodensitracer, Walker (22,45) has undertaken 

morphological studies of both planetary nebulae and extra-galactic 

nebulae from exposures taken with Spectracon image tubes. Various 

emission lines from the planetaries are isolated using narrow-band 

filters, and the subsequently-produced contour maps reveal the varying 

structure of these objects in the light of particular ions. Broad-

band observations have been made of QSOs and compact radio sources to 

investigate the faint outer structure of these objects and to look for 

the existence of luminous bridges between galaxies of different red-

shift. On these sorts of exposures structure has been revealed by 

contours set at about 1% above the night sky brightness. 

Ables and Ables (46,47) used narrowly-spaced contours of the sort 

described above to obtain the luminosity profile cf the galaxy NGC 4881, 

from exposures using the Kron camera. Several maps were made and the 

density-above-sky for the outer isophote was estimated for each map. 

The profile was plotted by taking the dimensions of each contour; 

circular symmetry was assumed so that the data was presented as a 

single profile. To extract photometric information in this manner is 

a long process and also is subject to difficulties arising from the 

quantised density levels. As mentioned before, Hewitt (34) has modified 

an isodensitracer to produce an integrated density along one line of a 

raster scan. A potentiometer driven by the density-wedge carriage 

provides a voltage (which is proportional to the density) that is 

integrated using analogue techniques and displayed on a chart recorder. 

Measuring errors are estimated at less than 1% for this method. The 

application of this device can be somewhat limited since spatial 

information is only retained in one direction,but it has been used to 

good advantage by Ables and Kron (44) and Kron et al (48) on the 

photometry of jets in M87 and 3C273 where they retained spatial 



Table 1.3  

Seeing 	
Night Sky 	Limiting 	Limiting Isophotal 	Exposure 

Colour 	Brightness 	Stellar 	Magnitude Used 	Emulsion 	- Time 
aresec mag/arcsec2 	Magnitude 	mag/arcsec2 	Mins 

V 	 24.1 	26.0 3.7 	21.3 	 L4 	165 

Lelievre 
	B 	2.7 	22.2 	24.4 	26.8 	L4 	95 

U 2.3 	21.4 	22.9 	24.8 	G5 	45 

1416rick 
	✓ 	— 	20.1 	 26.2 	L4 	80 

Plate scale 1" = 40pm 
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information across the width or along the length of the jet. 

Similar integration techniques can be performed by using several 

manual scans across an object. These methods have been used by 

Wldrick (49) for work on BL Lacertae and by Lelievre (50) in a study 

of N Galaxies. With a single scan across an exposure of BL Lacertae, 

taken using the Lallemand camera, nebulosity round the object has been 

detected down to a level that is about 6 magnitudes down on night sky 

brightness. This result was obtained using a measuring aperture of 

25 pm by 25 pm. To increase the size of the measuring aperture would 

improve the emulsion noise, but limitations to accuracy are set below 

this level by the residual effects of variations of sensitivity within 

both the emulsion and photocathode. Separating BL Lacertae into a 

bright central core and an outer faint nebulosity the magnitude of the 
rn 

latter has been estimated out to the contour at V = 26.2 arcsec-2  to 

an accuracy of 0.2
m. Lelievre has estimated magnitudes of galaxies 

and stellar-like objects in the field of 3C303 to an accuracy of 0.05m  

and 0.10
m respectively. The galactic magnitudes are assessed within 

a "diaphragm" set by an outer isophote of given brightness per square 

arcsec. Table 1.3 summarises the detection limits of Lelievre and 

Wldrick. Lelievre comments that the larger granularity of the G5 

emulsion served to reduce the overall photometric performance of the 

system. 

The application of scanning machines producing digital data has 

meant that not only can a larger volume of data be handled but the 

reduction routines can be more sophisticated and varied. 
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A whole series of routines for studying the structure of galaxies 

has been developed at the University of Texas and the Johnson Space-Craft 

Centre for the analysis of data produced by a Boller and Chivens PDS 1010A 

microdensitometer (43,51,52,53). The system is used on exposures obtained 

with the Kron camera. The microdensitometer is operated under computer 

control (from a PDP-8/e with 20K memory) and the data may be stored on 

either disc or magnetic tape. :The system is also supplied with a 

high-speed teletype, a paper tape reader/punch and a precision CRT plotter. 

The data can be processed in two ways, either using a quick-look facility 

on the PDP which can produce density profiles, dummy contours and a 

playback of the raster, and display them on the CRT, or by using a larger 

computing facility to handle scans read from magnetic tape. Some of the 

routines used for the handling of large data arrays are based on methods 

outlined by Jones et al (54). This includes a program for fitting a 

polynomial to the sky background surrounding an object and interpolating 

over the object so that the sky background can be subtracted. The data 

can be corrected for non-linearity in the camera-emulsion-microdensitometer 

system and emulsion defects can be removed, as are stellar images that 

are superimposed on the nebulosity under study. The corrected data 

is then used to produce isophotes and integrated magnitudes (53). 

An investigation into the performance of the microdensitometer shows 

that slow scanning speeds are required for images with high peak 

densities (51) since there is an apparent shift in position of the 

measured image due to the response time of the photometric system. 

Benedict et al (52) calculate a limiting surface brightness at 3. aD  

above the background density, which would be 3.8 magnitudes down on 

the sky background. This is based purely on the microdensitometer 

noise at high density which amounts to about 1% of the measured density. 
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Gull (55), in an assessment of the performance of various 

emulsion and image intensifier combinations, has shown that L4 emulsion 

noise is swamped by the machine noise of the PDS over most of its 

density range for measuring apertures larger than 10 pm x 10 pm. 

To obtain results on a 40 pm x 40 pm aperture it was necessary to make 

measurements of the plates taken on the Kron camera using a 10 pm x 10 pm 

aperture and then to add them to produce the given resolution. Even so, 

the effects of microdensitometer noise were seen for densities in excess 

of 2.4 D as measured on the PDS. The peak signal-to-noise performance 

of the system was found to be about 150:1. This would give a limiting 

surface brightness about 5.4m  down on the sky background with an exposure 

taken to a background density of 2.4 D and an analysing aperture of 

40 pm x 40 pm. Gull has used the Kron camera to take narrow-band 

exposures of the Orion Nebula to produce both straight isophotes and 

also maps of the ratio of continuum emission to H. 

It is the large dynamic range of the electronographic process 

which is probably of the greatest importance in surface photometry. The 

ability to record, on the same exposure, both bright central regions 

and faint outer extensions of an object and thus to relate the relative 

fluxes accurately provides a powerful tool for both general morphology 

and luminosity studies. 

It can be seen that the general trend in electronography has been 

to move toward more automated methods of reduction as the machines have 

become available. At the moment most of the astronomy is still coming 

from fairly simple measurements made with unsophisticated equipment. 

This partly stems from the complexity of an automated photometric system 

as such. Since no one part can be considered totally in isolation, it is 

only by studying interaction of the constituent elements that the final 
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overall performance can be defined. However, once such a system is 

established it should be possible to process large amounts of data 

on a routine basis. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE PHOTOMETRIC SYSTEM 

"Observe how system into system runs," 

Alexander Pope (1688-1744) 

As outlined in Chapter I, it is necessary to consider the 

photometric limitations of a complete system. Each constituent part 

will contribute to the overall performance and, by a knowledge of 

the role that each one plays, areas for improvement can be defined. 

The system under study consists of the following components: 

1) The Spectracon electronographic image tube 

2) L4 nuclear track emulsion 

3) A Mk III CS Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer, 

producing digital output on magnetic tape. 

This sequence basically deals with the incoming data, from the image 

at the focal plane of the telescope to the scan data on magnetic tape. 

The computer processing is tailored to a particular type of observation 

and will be dealt with in a later chapter. 

2.1 The Spectracon  

The design and operating characteristics of this device have 

been described in full detail in many publications (4,6,56,57). 

Therefore an outline will be given of those features of the instrument 

which have a bearing on its photometric performance. 
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Fig. 2.1.1 is a cross-sectional diagram of the encapsulated tube 

sitting inside the focussing solenoid. The standard photocathode 

size is 10 mm x 30 mm, although tubes of larger image area have been 

built by placing two such cathodes side by side (58). The photocathode 

is processed in a separate cell and transferred to the main tube 

through a side arm. Careful handling is required during this transfer 

to avoid scratching the photocathode surface. The plate is manoeuvered 

down the tube and is locked in place in a metal frame which is mounted 

inside the glass tube-window. To a certain extent a pre-selection 

process can be used to find photocathodes of fairly high sensitivity 

before the transfer is undertaken. Using this technique cathodes iiith 

S-9, S-10, S-11, S-20 and S-25 responses have been successfully put 

into Spectracons. However, there has.been little success with cathodes 

of the S-1 type (56) which tend to lose up to 50% of their efficiency 

during transfer. Typical photocathode sensitivities are 50 - 70 pA/lumen 

for S-11 and 90 - 120 pA/lumen for S-20. These white light responses 

0 
correspond to quantum efficiencies of approximately 14% at 4200A and 

0 
15% at 4900A respectively. 

Obviously the speed of the device will be governed by the quantum 

efficiency of the photocathode. Coleman (59) has calculated the 

detective quantum efficiency (DQE) of the Spectracon used in conjunction 

with various different methods for recording the photoelectrons. The 

overall DQE ranges from about 70% of the quantum efficiency of the 

photocathode for track counting in emulsions and diode detection of 

photoelectrons, to 30% to 50% of the cathode efficiency for different 

electron-sensitive emulsions scanned using a microdensitometer. The 

primary mechanism which reduces the performance is the effect of the 
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output mica window, which transmits about 75% of the incident electrons 

and imposes an energy distribution on those emerging from it (see Fig. 1.1). 

The overall sensitivity of the photocathode affects the speed of 

the Spectracon, but of equal importance, from the point of view of 

relative photometry within a field, are the changes in sensitivity 

across the cathode surface. Peak-to-peak variations of the order of 

50% of the overall sensitivity have been measured over the whole 

photocathode by Smyth and Brand (60). Typical measurements over areas 

of about 2 mm by 2 mm give variations ranging between 2% and 7% 

depending on the photocathode quality. These fairly low spatial 

frequency effects arise from non-uniform deposition of the photo-

sensitive layer during manufacture, possibly due to varying temperature 

along the surface of the plate or poor geometry within the cell. There 

are also photocathode defects, which are small areas of zero-sensitivity 

and can take the form of pinholes or fine scratches. These are 

produced by dust particles masking part of the cathode plate during 

evaporation, and scratches may occur as the photocathode is manoeuvered 

into the tube. 

When the tube is in focus these dead spots are indistinguishable 

from dust specks on the outside of the mica window. However, on an 

out-of-focus exposure the latter show up as in-focus spots on the 

plate. Any dust lying on the surface of the window can be removed 

using a soft brush. Usually the output window of the Spectracon consists 

of a uniform cleaved sheet of mica about 4 pm thick. Windows ranging 

from 5 mm x 30 lum to 20 mm x 25 mm have been constructed and used on 

Spectracons. Sometimes, during use, some of the mica may be removed 

by contact with moist emulsion. The resulting structure in the mica 

window is then revealed by a change in sensitivity across the image 
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area of the tube. This usually leads to a step-function in sensitivity 

and this has to be compensated for if accurate relative photometry 

across the field is required. 

The resolution of the Spectracon is dependent on the emulsion that 

is used with it. When operated at two-loop focus, resolutions of 

70 243/mm have been obtained with Ilford XM, 90 4/mm with G5 and 

120 2p/mm with L4. Since this greatly exceeds the resolution required 

for most astronomical optical systems and, by going to single-loop focus 

the heat output of the solenoid can be reduced by a factor of four, the 

tube is normally operated at single-loop focus for astronomical exposures. 

The limiting resolution is then 70 2p/mm to 80 2p/mm on L4 over the 

whole field. The resolution limit of the tube itself is set by the 

electron optics and scattering of the electrons within the mica and 

is about 150 2p/mm. 

The image geometry of the Spectracon is generally good. Distortions 

of the order of 5 pm or less occur between the centre of the photocathode 

and a radius of 2 mm. Over the usual extent of mostiof the astronomical 

images obtained with this device no correction is required. The 

emulsion is on a Melinex backing of 25 pm or 50 pm thickness, which 

provides dimensional stability. 

For the photometry of faint objects, and narrow-band observations, 

the background of the tube must be low. Extremely high values of dark 

current stem from electrical breakdown within the tube and the subsequent 

corona being detected at the photocathode. These sources can of course 

be non-uniform. There will also be thermionic emission from the 

photocathode. Oliver (61,62) has investigated another source of 

background which is only important for tubes with S-20 cathodes. This 

is the occurence of multiple-electron events (ion spots) where groups 
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of 10 to 20 electrons are released from the photocathode by Cs
+ 
 ions. 

These ions are formed by the evaporation of caesium from the tri-alkali 

photocathode to the tube electrodes and its subsequent field desorption 

from these as Cs
+ 
ions. 

With careful encapsulation and cooling of the photocathode dark 

currents in the range of 50 to 500 electrons/cm
2
/sec have been obtained 

for both S-11's and S-20's (56,57). This upper level amounts to a 

density increment of about 0,002D/hr on L4 and 0.02D/hr on G5. 

Signal-induced background (SIB) can also serve to reduce the 

performance of the device. Coleman (6,59) has investigated the 

various sources of SIB in the Spectracon and has shown that the 

predominant effects are from light scatter within the face plates of 

the tube (there are five glass-air or glass-vacuum surfaces), and 

reflection of transmitted light by the electrode structure. The effect 

appears to be fairly uniform over most of the image surface but rises 

at the extreme ends of the photocathode due to almost specular 

reflection from the first electrode. Coleman gives a value for the 

SIB of (10 	2)%. This would lead to a loss of limiting magnitude of 

0.05
m 

for stellar photometry. 

As can be seen from the figures presented so far, the performance 

of the Spectracon cannot be defined in isolation from the method that 

is used to detect the electrons. Therefore the next stage in the 

assessment of the system is the storage medium. 

2.2 Nuclear Track Emulsion  

Over the past few years extensive work has been carried out 

on the various nuclear track emulsions used for electronography 

(Brand (63), Cohen (64), Harwood (65), Kahan and Cohen (7), Cohen and 
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Kahan (66), Coleman (6,59), Griboval et al (8), Kron and Papiashvili 

(67), Ables and Kron (68)). One of the prime areas of investigation 

has been the linearity of the response of the detector-emulsion 

combination. Valentine (69) has proposed that the linear density 

versus exposure response of electronography comes from the single hit 

nature of the process (that is, one electron producing one registered 

"event" in the emulsion). 

Considering the definition of optical density (D) 

D = log10 
1 

where T is the transmission and is given by 

T = 1 - S 

S is the total projective area of all the blackened grains per unit 

area of the emulsion. Thus the relation between D and S is 

D = -log
10 
 (1-S) 

Silberstein and Trivelli (70) have taken the shielding effect of the 

grains into account and replaced S by S', the effective projective area 

of the blackened grains per unit area. St  is related to S by the 

following means 

S
t 
= 1 - e

-S 

Hence D = -1°g10(1-S') = log
10  e 

S can in turn be replaced by the product of the number of developed 

grains per unit area (N) and the effective area of each grain (a). 

D = 0.434 N a 

This is Nuttings Formula. Therefore it can be seen that if, as 

Valentine suggests, a single hit process is taking place with a mean 



The grain area a is the effective cross-section of the 
undeveloped grain and is associated with the scattering 
and detection of incident electrons. The effective grain 
area a is related to the size of the developed grain and 
is involved with the measurement of the density of the 
emulsion. 
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number of electrons/track and the number of tracks in the emulsion 

proportional to the incident flux, that a linear density versus 

exposure relationship should follow. However, in expressing the number 

of grains/unit volume (N) rendered developable by an exposure to E 

electrons/unit area, one must take into account the probability of a 

grain being hit. With an electron range of R and a total number of 

halide grains per unit volume of N', each of area a', the number of 

exposed grains (N), assuming a single hit law, is given by the following 

expression 

' 
N = N' R (1-e--a  ) 

Therefore the density D can be related to the exposure E in the 

following manner 

D = 0.434 Na = 0.434 N'Ra (1- e-Ea') 

When E is infinitely large the saturation density of the emulsion is 

reached. 

D = D
SAT 

= 0.434 N'lla 

Thus 

D = DSAT (1-e
-Ea 

 ) 

and for D<<D
SAT 

D = D
SAT

Ea 

and the linear density versus exposure relationship holds. Cohen (64) 

has shown that at densities which are a substantial proportion of the 

saturation density of the emulsion (D>DSAT),  the linearity of the 

—27 
single hit process breaks down, departing by more than 15%. However, 

the saturation density of nuclear track emulsion is high and thus 

linearity is still maintained over a useful density range. 
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Table 2.2.1 

Emulsion/type 

Mean 	Thickness 
Grain of Emulsion 
Size 	Layer 

pm 	pm 

Relative 	Useful. 
Speed at 	Linear 	Reference 

Unit Density 	Range 

XM, Fast speed 	1.5 	10 

G5, Medium 

	

0.27 	10 
speed 

L4, Slow speed 	0.14 	5 

	

110 	% 1.3D 	(64) 

	

22 	
' 2.3D 	(64) 
rk,  4D 	(69) 

1.5 	> 5.6D 	(64) 
ti 6D 	(69) 
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Varying degrees of linearity have been found for different 

emulsions. The most consistent results come from Ilford L4, a slow 

fine-grain emulsion, when exposed either to mono-energetic electrons 

(69) or to the range of electron energies present from the Spectracon 

(6,59). Most measurements have been taken to densities in excess of 5. 

The useful linear range of an emulsion seems to some extent to decrease 

with increasing speed (see Table 2.2.1). This will be due, at least 

in part, to the lower storage of the coarser grained emulsions. 

Exposures to test the linearity of G5 were undertaken by several workers 

(67) in an attempt to verify the relationship. An identical method of 

development was used for all the exposures, and measurements were made 

on both the experimenter's own measuring machines and the Joyce-Loebl 

microdensitometer at Imperial College.' Substantial agreement was found 

except for the results from Griboval, the disparity being attributed to 

the performance of the different measuring devices. 

Coleman (59) has tested the linearity of L4 using three different 

developers and has found that the emulsion was linear up to densities 

in excess of 5 for all three. However, stringent precautions were taken 

to ensure rapid and even development. The methods used for processing 

these exposures, and all those taken by the author for experimental work 

and observations, are described in Appendix I. 

As well as considerations of linearity and speed the noise of 

the emulsions is important when accurate photometry is required. In 

this respect L4 produces by far the best results. The zero frequency 

noise power of the emulsion has been found to be proportional to density 

up to about 4.5D (67). This relationship implies that the distribution 

of the developed grains in the emulsion is still random at high density. 

This can be compared with similar measures made for G5 (64) which show 

some evidence for grain clumping at higher densities. Cohen (64) has 
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shown that despite the lower speed of L4, the signal-to-noise 

performance of L4 and G5 is similar for an exposure of fixed level. 

Coleman (6) has explained this better performance in terms of the 

higher uniformity of the dimensions of the L4 emulsion crystals. 

The zero frequency noise power is given by the following expression 

n(0) = 

where A is the area of the measuring aperture and aD is the r.m.s. 

density variation obtained with that aperture. Providing the noise-

power spectrum of the emulsion is flat over the range in spatial 

frequencies to which the measuring machine is capable of responding, 

ckeofrs-,x4- 
this value is independent of scanning 

X
area. Since a linear relationship 

between n(0) and density implies a random distribution of grains at 

quite high density an assumption of a flat noise-power spectrum for L4 

would seem justified. Simple checks using different-sized apertures 

bear this out (6). 

The zero frequency noise power can in turn be related to the 

Selwyn granularity, S(A) 

n(0) = 2 S2(A) 

Shaw (71) has related the granularity to the distribution in developed 

track areas by the following expression 

2 —I S
2
(A) = 0.434(a

D/a
D
)1) 

where Tip  is the mean area of a developed track at density D. Thus 

n(0) = 0.434(0:2/ CY 	D D D 



by D
2
/n(0) - thus 1 S(0) 

2  
n(0) 	

should also be proportional to density. 

The detective quantum efficiency of the emulsion at zero spatial 

frequency can be defined as follows 

The signal-to-noise power ratio S(0) 2 - at zero frequency is given 
n (0) 
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This may be rewritten as 

n(0) = 0.434 DaD (11-a/ / 
	2) 

aD aD 

The two sources of density noise are as follows. The first term in 

the bracket arises from the random variation of the number of tracks 

within the area A of the aperture. The second term indicates the 

increase in noise over that obtained if all the tracks were of equal 

area. For a narrow distribution in track areas n(0) will be 

proportional to D, a result that has been found experimentally for L4. 

 

S (0)  2 

n (0) OUT 

S (0) 2 
n(0) IN 

E
D
(0) = 

 

  

2 

IN 
is simply the number of electrons E impinging on unit area 

of the emulsion. 

The density for a given number of tracks per unit area (NT) is 

given by 

D = 0.434 N
T 74D 

Thus the zero-frequency DQE is given by 

E
D(0) - 

0.434D7D  (1:c2D)E 

S (0) 
n (0) 

D
2 

2 
CD 
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0.434 NT7D  

0.434Ft
D
Eil+a 	 2  

aD 

T 	---- 2 -1  
E
D 
(0) = E 1+a 

aD 

cci32 

where NT 
is the fraction of electrons which form tracks and the other 

term E  arises from the non-equal weighting of tracks. Obviously 

this last term requires to be kept as small as possible. Coleman (6) 

has investigated the various factors affecting this spread in track 

area. One of the prime requirements is a low spread in the dimensions 

of the undeveloped halide grains. Again L4 is shown to have the 

advantage of a fairly low spread (6). 

Therefore it seems that, for performing accurate photometry, L4 

is the prime candidate as far as emulsions go. XM and G5 still have 

their applications in the detection of faint images that would be 

below the measuring capabilities of the microdensitometer on L4, and 

for positional rather than photometric work. 

2.3 The Microdensitometer  

As stated in Chapter I the full detail of the electronographic 

image can only be revealed by using a microdensitometer to scan the 

plate. Electronographic data impose rigorous conditions on the 

performance of any measuring machine (Pilkington (72)). The 

requirements are not only the accurate representation of spatial 
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information, which is necessary for any high-resolution emulsion, 

but also the accurate measurement of densities that may be much 

higher than those that are useful for photographic emulsions and also, 

for applications where large areas of plate must be digitised, speed 

is impOrtant. The microdensitometer is the final link in the chain 

from photon image to numerical data. The three primary areas of 

investigation to define its performance are: 

1) Accuracy of spatial sampling 

2) Linearity 

3) Noise levels at high density. 

Before discussing these in detail, the general properties of the 

Joyce-Loebl machine used for the work.presented in this thesis will 

be outlined. 

2.3.1 The Joyce-Loebl Mk III CS Microdensitometer  

The microdensitometer consists of two elements - the density 

measuring device and the control and digitisation electronics. 

The system for the measurement of density was originally designed 

to operate as a one-dimensional scanner for spectra with fixed pre- and 

post- slits and the sample table being moved through the measuring beam. 

The sample table can be coupled to the recording table by various ratio 

arms which will give a sample travel ranging from 25 cm down to 125 pm 

for one complete stroke of the recording table. In this simple form 

the "Y" position of the table can be adjusted to about 1/10 mm. In 

order to use the machine for two-dimensional scanning, stepping motors 

and lead-screws are added to both X and Y motions, the smallest 

increment in each direction being 5 pm. These motors can be disengaged 
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40. 
FIGURE 2 - 3.1: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF JOYCE LOEBL MICRODENSITOMETER 

PQR 	measuring beam 

XYZ 	reference beam 

a 	lamp 

b 	pre-slit 

c 	sample plane 

d 	post-slit 

e 	synchronous motor and chopper 

f 	photomultiplier 

g 	density wedge 

h 	zero-effect wedge 

neutral density filter 

k 	filter to prevent light from red glass jaws of 

pre-slit system from reaching the photomultiplier 

1 	amplifier 

m 	wedge servo motor 

n 	specimen table servo system 

electrical connections 

light paths 
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for manual scans. The position angle of the specimen can be altered 

by about ± 20°. 

The measurement of density is made using a two beam optical 

system (see Fig. 2.3.1). Measuring and reference beams are taken 

from either side of the quartz iodine lamp (a). The measurement beam 

passes through the sample ( c ) while the reference beam is diverted 

through the motor-driven grey wedge ( g ). Both beams are brought 

together and are mechanically chopped so that they fall alternately 

onto a photomultiplier. The signal from this detector is used to drive 

the grey wedge carriage, thus a servo-loop is formed that balances the 

attenuation in both beams. The position of the wedge is then taken 

as a measure of the density. When the sample is being manually scanned 

a second servo-system drives the recording table so that it moves at 

a slower speed when high density gradients are present. When operated 

in manual mode, a pen is connected to the wedge carriage to provide 

density output, when digital data is required a 100 KO potentiometer 

is driven by the carriage and provides a voltage input for an A/D 

converter. The density range and resolution of the device can be 

changed by using different wedges (see Table 2.3.1). There is also 

a facility for providing zero level density offsets. Tests have been 

made of the stability of the photometric system. It has been found 

that, after a warm-up period of about two hours during which density 

measurements change due to mechanical drift of the optics arising 

from temperature changes, residual drifts in density of the order of 

0.002 D/hr remain. One cause of this may be the fact that the two 

beams are taken from opposite sides of the lamp and are looking at 

different parts of the filament. However, the effect is small for 

the typical duration of scans and as compared with the density content 

of the exposures. 
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Table 2.3.1 

Density Ranges and Resolution of Joyce-Loebl  

Wedge 	Density Range 	
Density Resolution 

 of Digital Output 

A 	.39 	0.00022 

B .79 	0.00048 

D 1.67 	0.001 

F 	2.5 	0.0015 

J 3.9 	0.0022 



The optical system has both pre- and post- slits which serve 

to reduce scattered light. Since the machine was originally designed 

for spectrum scanning the Y slit control is not quite as accurate as 

the X. With care, the area of the pre-slit can be set so that it 

differs from that of the post-slit by less than 50% for a 10 pm 

aperture and by less than 10% for a 40 pm aperture. There is a facility 

for changing the objective; for electronography those of 

magnifications x10 and x20 are most frequently used, having numerical 

apertures of 0.25 and 0.5 respectively. The exposures are sometimes 

mounted on glass plates and are measured with the emulsion face-up 

and uncovered. However, most of the emulsion is on a Melinex backing 

and during scanning these exposures are held between two glass plates 

of about 1 mm thickness. 

The design of the control electronics has been described by Cullum 

and Stephens (39). The table can be moved under manual control (using 

a joystick) or in an automatic raster scan. The output of the 

potentiometer is fed to the A/D converter when a "wedge balanced" signal 

is received. The table is then stepped and another measurement is made. 

The scan rate is slow, basically limited by the response of the 

mechanical system and the wedge-servo balance time at high density. 

The maximum sample rate is 18 samples/sec; an average figure obtained 

from exposures of varying density content is about 10 samples/sec. 

Any wedge range can be divided into about 1,700 levels and the 

density increment per level can be found by simple calibration techniques. 

There is a small keyboard to write numerical identifications at the 

head of a scan and the facility for writing single densities onto the 

magnetic tape. The scan data is written to tape with "beginning of 

scan line" and "beginning of density-word" characters. The structure 

1i3. 



FIGURE 2.3.2: STRUCTURE OF SCAN 

Header Record 

AAIBBBBB IC INDDDIWDDDI-. • • • • 

100001 FOR 

LDDD1WDDDI • - - 

• -• - -4WDDD1EOR 

WDDD I WDDD ILDDDIWDDDI - - - - 

• • --1WDDDIEOR 

Last Record 

WDDDIWDDDI 00001 

• - - 10000 IEOF 

End of Scan 

AA User Identity 	W Beginning of Density Word 

BBBBB Scan Identity 	L Beginning of Line 

C :;umber of Standard Densities 	FOR End of Record 

D Density 	 EOF End of File 
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Scan 
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PROJECTION OF SCAN PATTERN ON SAMPLE 

A 	  
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c-- 

 

 

A -)- B 	Samples 

B C 	Steps in Y direction 

C -± D 	Flyback 

• E 	Takes up backlash 

E F Samples 

G Returns to zero taking up backlash 

FIGURE 2.3.3 
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of a typical scan is shown in Fig. 2.3.2. The 7-track magnetic tape 

produced by the machine is processed on a CDC 6400 computer at the 

College computer centre. 

2.3.2 Accuracy of Spatial Sampling  

For mapping and photometry it is necessary to have an 

accurate representation of the spatial distribution of the emission 

from any object. Also, if comparison or matching of two scans is 

required, there must be good repeatability of a given scan pattern. 

Positional information used for the mapping of images scanned 

with the Joyce-Loebl is based on the assumption of equal spacing between 

samples within the raster. The stepping motors and lead-screws 

providing the X and Y motions of the table have a minimum step length 

of 5 pm and the scan length and sampling interval are set up as multiples 

of this dimension. Since there is no check on absolute or relative 

position during scanning some general investigations have been made 

into the table motion. 

There is a certain amount of backlash between the sample table 

and the lead-screw and this was taken into account when the control of 

the automatic scan was designed. During scanning a pattern is followed 

as shown in Fig. 2.3.3. The table overshoots on the flyback and 

sampling commences as the stepping motors return the table to the zero 

point. Of course, if the backlash is not taken up before starting 

there will be errors in the first few data points. However, it is a 

fairly simple matter to perform a short scan, which will automatically 

take up the backlash, or to position the table correctly using the 

joystick. 



FIGURE 2.3.4: SCAN OF BAR PATTERN 
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FIGURE 2.36: CHECK FOR ZERO-SHIFT IN SCAN PATTERN 

SCAN A 
	

SCAN B 

I
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7 

normal scan pattern 

- 	& 
	scan pattern with systematic zero shift 

SCAN A 
	

SCAN B 

Form of the plots of scans of a bar pattern 

with a systematic shift in the zero position 
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Cullum (73) has made some measurements of the cumulative error 

obtained on a 25 mm stroke of the sample table (25 mm is about the 

longest length of scan required for a Spectracon exposure). The r.m.s. 

error was found to amount to ± 6 pm in the Y direction and slightly 

better than this in X. 

To look for effects arising from individual sample intervals 

being of non-standard length a check can be made by scanning a pattern 

of equi-spaced lines with a fairly close separation. A diffraction 

grating of 250 kp/inch was used for this test. Obviously the edges 

of the bars will be smoothed out by the finite width of the slit, but 

it is possible to check the length of the dark and bright bars and look 

for gross irregularities (a typical scan is shown in Fig. 2.3.4). 

On measurements made so far, no evidence for large differences in 

sample interval has been found. Another effect that can be checked 

is a systematic shift in zero position. To do this one must eliminate 

effects due to the grating being at an angle to the direction of the 

scan (see Fig. 2:3.5). If the sense of the scan is reversed in the 

X-direction and then the two scans are plotted so that the data 

represents the same spatial orientation, the bars in the two plots 

should be at the same angle unless the zero position shifts. This has 

been checked and again a null result obtained. 

Thus, with care, it is possible to obtain quite good positional 

accuracy within a set of scan data, and if the same features are visible 

within two scans it should be possible to match them. 
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Table 2.3.2 

Objective 	N.A. 
Projected 	

Slit Width 
Actual Slit 	Obtained 

Slit Width Width 	at Sample* from Edge Trace 

	

pm 	 tun 
	

pm 

x20 	.5 	200 	4.55 	5 

	

400 	9.0 	9.5 

	

800 	18.25 	18.75 

	

1600 	36.4 	36.5 

* Allowing for a projection factor of 2.2 between 
the sample and the measuring aperture. 
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FIGURE 2.3-7 TRANSMISSION VERSUS POSITION OF 
KNIFE-EDGE ACROSS THE SLIT 
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Microdensitometer Modulation-Transfer Function  

As well as considering the effects of positional accuracy on 

the representation of the distribution of the data on the plate, 

one has to take into account the effects of the microdensitometer 

in filtering the spatial frequencies of the measured image. The 

modulation-transfer function (MTF) of the device gives a measure of 

these effects. The MTF of the microdensitometer can be measured from 

traces of a knife-edge either by obtaining the line-spread function 

and performing a Fourier transform, or by using a method described by 

Scott, Scott and Shack (74) which yields the square-wave response of 

the system,which is then converted to the sine-wave response or MTF. 

For this latter method the output of the microdensitometer in terms of 

the measured relative brightness is required. Therefore the density 

measurements must be converted to transmission. 

Scans of a knife-edge were undertaken using the range of aperture 

widths most likely to be used for digitisation of electronographs. 

Thus the smallest slit used was about 5 pm wide, coinciding with the 

minimum available step length of the stepping motor. Table 2.3.2 

gives the details of the scans and Fig. 2.3.6 shows the typical edge 

traces. When these traces are converted into plots of transmission 

versus the position of the knife-edge across the slit a series of 

straight lines are obtained, Fig. 2.3.7. This is the result one would 

expect if the MTF of the microdensitometer is predominantly the filter 

function of the slit rather than stemming from any limitation of the 

optical system. Fig. 2.3.8 shows the calculated variation of density 

and transmission with displacement for a knife-edge being drawn across 

a slit. Thus it seems, in the range of slit widths likely to be used 

for digitisation purposes, that the MTF of the microdensitometer can 

be adequately described by the slit function alone. This takes the 
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form of a sine function so that the MTF M(f) is given by 

M(f) 
sinTrfx 

= 
Trfx 

where f is the spatial frequency in cycles/mm and x is the width of 

the slit in mm. A plot of the function is shown in Fig. 2.3.9. 

2.3.3 Linearity  

The linear response of the electronographic process 

requires that the microdensitometer itself be highly linear. Certainly 

the combination of the Joyce-Loebl plus L4 has been shown to be linear 

over a large range in density (Kahan and Cohen (7), Ables and Kron 

(68)), and it would seem fortuitous if this arose from mutually 

compensating non-linearities in the two components. 

With the two-beam system used in the Joyce-Loebl, one possible 

source of non-linearity is the grey wedge. Cohen (64) reports small 

scale departures of 2% or less due to inhomogeneities in the wedge and 

states that these cancel out over the full wedge range. Two methods 

can be used to remove these effects, either to calibrate the wedge 

(Ables and Ables (47) have used the electronograph itself to do this) 

or to scan twice using a small zero offset so that densities are 

measured at slightly different parts of the wedge. It is also fairly 

simple to check the relationship between the position of the wedge 

and the output that is written onto the magnetic tape (see Fig. 2.3.10) 

to look for non-linearities in the potentiometer. 

A problem with all microdensitometers, and probably the major 

source of non-linearity with the Joyce-Loebl, is the low assessment of 

true density due to transmission averaging across the measuring slit. 

The machine is balancing the amount of light passing through the 

sample against that coming through the grey wedge, and has no means of 
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compensating for the density structure across the measuring aperture. 

Taking a trivial example of a slit, half of which contains zero density 

and the other half contains density 1D, it can be shown that the true 

average density is 0.5 D while the measured density from the average 

transmission is 0.26 D. Pilkington (72) has calculated these effects 

for stellar images with a gaussian profile of half density width W 

and peak density Do  above background, scanned with a square aperture 

of side L. He has shown that the error (Am) in the magnitude derived 

from the density solid of the image is given by 

2 
Am  = 0.29 Do  

Thus for an image peak density 3 an error of 0.1m  requires a slit of 
woolMak 

1/3the.
X
half density height of the image (W) and an error of 0.01m  

(about 1% accuracy) requires a slit of approximately 10 
10 W.  

Taking a fairly simple case of a linear density gradient across 

the measuring slit it is possible to do some order-of-magnitude 

calculations on the change in density across the slit that is tolerable 

for a given percentage error in density measurement. 

Using the relationship between density (D) and transmission(T) 

D = -log
10 
 T 

it can be shown that 

T = 10
-D 

 = e
-KD 	

where K = logel0 

if D is of the form that 

D = Gx + C 

where x is the displacement across the aperture and C is the background 

density level, then the average transmission T across a slit of width 



is given by 

a 
f.  = 2-- 	Tdx 

a 
0 

1 fa  e-K(Gx+C)
dx 

a 

= -e
-KC [

e
-KGx.] 

a 

e  
-KC 5. 

- e 
T 

 _ 
KGa

JJ  

Therefore if we now turn this into the measured density D* 

— 1 log - 	—1 
D* -logioT-k 

D* = C Ga + 
log10 

(10 -1) 

But D is the true average density 

.15 = C + Ga 
2 

Therefore the percentage departure from the true density A% is 

given by 

KGa 	Ga 
-1°g10 

(10
Ga
-1) 	2 

\ 
T5 	- D* 

A% - 	x 100 = x 100 

  

  

Ga + c 
2 
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Ga is simply the density change across the slit. Let this be equal 

to AD, then A% is given by the following expression 

A% = 
100 	KAD 	AD 
AD+C 
( 

1°g10 
0 -1 

	

AD 	2 

A Hewlett Packard calculator was used to evaluate AD for 

different values of background density C for a A% of 1. The results 

are shown in Fig. 2.3.11. 

It is very simple to extend the treatment to two gradients in 

both x and y directions across a slit of side 'a' such that the density 

(D) at any given point is 

D = Ax + By + C 

D* the measured density is then given by 

D* = C + Aa + Ba + log,, 
" (10Ba-1)(10Aa-1) 

now if A = B = G the percentage density change (A%) is given by 

A% = 100 ( 	
Ka -21oglo  

(10GGa-1) 	
- Ga ) 

Ga+C 

100 (-21ogio  . 
K
AD  
AD  

.L. 	 AD ) 
AD+C 	(10 -1) 

which at zero background density yields the same limit as the one-

dimensional treatment. This may at first seem odd since there is a 

total change of 2AD across the diagonal of the aperture. However, by 

considering the aperture slit up into strips of equal density (see 

Fig. 2.3.12) one can see that a heavier weighting is given to those 

areas clustered round the true mean density. 

2 

K
2
ABa

2 
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FIGURE 	: VARIATION OF DENSITY ACROSS MEASURING SLIT 
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Therefore, for given image content, these figures can be used 

as a guide to the maximum size of measuring aperture that can be 

used. At this point it might be valuable to stress the distinction 

between the "measuring aperture" and the "analysing aperture". In 

the first case one is considering the effective size, at the emulsion 

surface, of the measuring slit of the microdensitometer. In the 

second case the analysing aperture is the area which is considered as 

a single element in the numerical analysis undertaken using computer 

programs. It can be the same size as the measuring slit or an integer 

multiple of it. This effect is achieved by adding adjacent samples 

from a scan to form a new array of data for processing. Experiments 

have shown that, for emulsion noise data, the noise scales down with 

the addition of samples, as would be expected. That is, the noise is 

reduced by ,f-N-  where N is the number of samples added together. However, 

for systematic rather than random fluctuations this addition does not 

reduce the noise. Therefore, even if a fairly large analysing aperture 

is required, sampling must still be undertaken with the size of aperture 

dictated by linearity and accuracy considerations and the data then 

added together to give the required resolution element. 

2.3.4 Microdensitometer Noise  

Having considered the systematic errors of the 

microdensitometer it is necessary to deal with the random noise arising 

from both the photometric system and the digitising electronics. Since 

the digitisation process is used purely to register the position of the 

grey wedge, the noise arising from this source should not change over 

the different density ranges. It should only be of importance at low 

densities since at high density the predominant effect should arise 

from photon shot noise within the photometric system. 
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Measurements of system noise have been made for the Joyce-Loebl 

by holding neutral density filters fixed in the measuring beam while 

scanning the table in the normal manner. The densities produced were 

written to magnetic tape and were subsequently processed on an 

INTERDATA 70 minicomputer to produce r.m.s. noise values. For each 

density, 5 scans of 1,000 points were taken, each scan on a different 

part of the grey wedge. Fig. 2.3.13 shows results for 10 pm and 40 pm 

square measuring apertures. The r.m.s. density noise (aD) is plotted 

against the density of the neutral filters as measured on the Joyce-

Loebl. Using the relationship between density (D) and transmission (T) 

D  = -1°g10 T 
	

(1) 

one can relate the density variation (aD) to the change in transmission 

dT 

1 	dT 
a
D 

= dD - 
loge  l0T 

If N* is the number of photons passing through the slit at zero density, 

in the time it takes to make a measurement, then the number of photons 

(N) passing through the slit at transmission T are given by 

N = TN* 

Thus 

dN = N* dT 	 (iii) 

and so 

N T 
dN dT 

(iv) 

Therefore —
N' 
 which is the photon signal-to-noise ratio of the 

photometric system of the machine, can be related to the density 

fluctuation aD 
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N 	1  
dN 	aplogel0 

However, since photons obey Poissonian statistics 

dN = jNAT 	 (vi) 

substituting (vi) in (iii) 

dT = 

Therefore a plot of dT versus FIT should yield a straight line if the 

machine is limited by the photon shot noise of the system. Fig. 2.3.14 

shows the plots for different slit widths. It can be seen for the 40 pm 

aperture that there are two distinct parts to the plot. It must be 

remembered that what is actually being measured is op, which from 

T 
equation (ii) is proportional to d — . This quantity, which in turn 

is proportional to -, will decrease at high transmissions and so 

eventually the limiting electronic noise of the digitisation system will 

begin to dominate, resulting in an over-assessment of photon noise at 

low density. One can also argue that at higher transmission the closer 

spacing of points serves to give a better fit for a straight line. 

However, if the slopes of the two lines, taken from the low transmission 

measurement, are used to make an estimate of the number of photons 

passing through the slit at zero density, a factor of 16.2 is found 

between the two results. This is inEpod agreement with the factor 

of 16 one would expect from the difference in areas of the measuring 

apertures. 

The useful working density range of the microdensitometer can be 

defined by comparing its own noise with that of the emulsion for the 

same given measuring aperture. The machine should always be operated 

so that it is the emulsion noise that dominates - then one obtains the 

correct reduction in emulsion noise when samples are added together 

\(v) 
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to provide a given analysing aperture. This limiting density will 

then define the highest accuracy that can be reached for a given 

resolution element. (Referring to section 2.2, for L4 emulsion, 

where the zero frequency noise power n(0) is proportional to density, 
2 

then the signal-to-noise power ratio 	
S(0) 	should also be 
n(0) 

proportional to density.) 

Having outlined the general properties of the photometric system, 

the next process is to examine its use and performance in astronomical 

observations. 
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CHAPTER III 

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS 

"The universe is full of magical things, 

patiently waiting for our wits to grow sharper." 

Eden Phillpots 

This chapter deals with the acquisition of astronomical exposures 

and their subsequent reduction to useful information. There are three 

main aspects to be considered - the mounting of the image tube on the 

telescope and the observational procedures, the scanning and processing 

of the exposures and the interpretation of the results obtained. 

3.1 Spectracon Cameras  

This section deals with some of the general aspects of mounting 

a Spectracon on a telescope, together with a description of a simple 

camera developed by the author. 

3.1.1 Weight and Dimensions  

The present-day Spectracon solenoid (see Fig. 2.1.1) was 

specifically designed to be as light and compact as possible while 

maintaining an adequately uniform magnetic field. The use of mu-metal 

shields ensures that the effects of stray magnetic fields external to 

the coil (such as the earth's magnetic field) are reduced below the 

level that would cause a serious shift in the image. (A shift of 5 pm 

occurs for a transverse field of 0.003 oersted at double-loop focussing. 

(Bacik (56).) The solenoid has been described in full detail by McCee 

et al (75) and a variation of that design, not requiring liquid cooling, 
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FIGURE 3.1.I : DIMENSIONS AND CLEARANCES FOR SOLENOID 
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has been produced for operation at the prime focus of a large telescope 

(McGee et al (4)). 

The outer diameter of the solenoid is about 10 cm and the length is 

approximately 40 cm. When the tube and film holder are in place a 

further clearance at the back end of about 20 cm is required if the film 

is to be loaded and retracted without undue damage (see Fig. 3.1.1). The 

entrance aperture of the solenoid is about 4 cm diameter and the tube 

sits well back so that the photocathode lies about 28 mm inside the 

solenoid. The total weight of the combination of Spectracon plus 

focussing coil is about 11 kg to 12 kg. ThuS, with design of a 

sufficiently-rigid, light-weight support, this device can be mounted on 

a fairly small telescope (76). 

3.1.2 Cooling 

The solenoid can be operated at 1 or 2-loop focussing, 

producing 16W and 65W respectively. When located at Cassegrain and 

Coude foci, liquid coolant can be circulated through the solenoid. This 

liquid can be either tap water or anti-freeze circulated by a cooler. 

As has been mentioned previously a solenoid has been developed for 

operation at the prime focus, where it is not feasible to use liquids. 

In this case four Peltier coolers are located at the front of the coil 

to cool the photocathode. This system is only operated at single-loop 

focus and good thermal contact with a large heat sink is required. 

A temperature differential of about 209cis maintained between the 

photocathode and ambient temperature. 

In both solenoids the cooling is concentrated towards the 

photocathode end of the tube while the mica window is allowed to warm up. 

This prevents condensation on the window and problems with the emulsion 

becoming sticky. 
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3.1.3 Power Supplies  

Two sets of cabling must be run to the camera, a high 

voltage cable carrying the 40 KV supply to the Spectracon and a 

12-way low voltage cable which supplies the solenoid. A high voltage 

connector is usually located close to the solenoid and an adequate 

form of clamping and support must be provided to stop the cable shifting 

when the telescope is moved. A good earth return is absolutely essential. 

3.1.4 Adjustments to Position Angle and Focus  

The number of degrees of freedom which have to be built into 

the camera depends very much on the properties of the mounting flange 

and telescope to which it is being matched. 

Because of the rectangular shape of the image area of the Spectracon 

an adjustment of position-angle is necessary so that objects which are 

greatly extended in one direction can be accommodated. This rotation 

need only have a complete range of 180°  and is fairly easy to provide 

by rotating the assembly of solenoid and tube in its mounting. 

The position of the focal plane of the telescope can usually be 

set with sufficient accuracy using the telescope controls and only a 

coarse location adjustment need be built into the camera. 

The location of the photocathode 28 mm inside the solenoid causes 

no problems when there is a large back focal-distance to play with. 

However, some difficulties can arise at the prime focus. For example 

there is approximately 75 mm between the surface of the Wynne corrector 

and the focal plane at the prime focus of the Isaac Newton Telescope. 

This is sufficient space to fit in a filter holder and shutter 

arrangement but not enough for any form of reflex viewer or field finder. 
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3.1.5 Acquisition and Setting  

The limited image area of the Spectracon is often cited 

as a disadvantage in astronomical observations (Walker (9)). Certainly 

for work on large star clusters this can be a drawback, but there is 

quite a substantial class of objects that can be easily fitted onto 

the photocathode provided that they can be set with a fairly high 

accuracy. 

The general problem of acquiring an object obviously varies in 

nature with the complexity of the telescope. With a mechanically accurate 

and fairly sophisticated instrument such as the Isaac Newton Telescope 

accurate co-ordinates and off-setting techniques can be used to good 

advantage. If such co-ordinates are not available or if the telescope 

cannot be set to within the accuracy required, then some form of field 

viewing device and a means of relating the photocathode position to that 

field are needed. This can range from a television finding system, if 

it is already available, to a simple combination of cross-wire and 

eyepiece. Certainly it is an advantage to be able to view the field as 

seen by the photocathode and very often the efficiency of an observing 

programme will be governed by the ease of acquisition and setting of 

the objects. 

3.1.6 Additional Requirements  

As with any instrument there must be provision for some 

sort of guiding eyepiece, a shutter mechanism and filters. Also care 

must be taken to exclude stray light. This is particularly important 

when the observing floor is illuminated with red lamps and a S-20 

response tube is being used. Light levels that are not visible when a 

phosphor screen is placed near the mica window can still produce clearly 

visible background within an hour on L4. 
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FIGURE 3.1-2: BOYDEN CAMERA 
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3.1.7 Spectracon Camera for a 60" Reflector  

During April 1973 observations of some southern radio 

sources and planetary nebulae were undertaken using a Spectracon on 

the 60" reflector at the Boyden Observatory, Bloemfontein, South 

Africa. The camera that was built for the Cassegrain focus of this 

instrument is shown in Fig. 3.1.2 and a cross-sectional diagram is 

shown in Fig. 3.1.3. 

The camera was to be mated to a fixed mounting flange so a 

facility for adjusting the position angle had to be provided. The 

setting accuracy of the telescope was known to be worse than 2' and, 

since the Spectracon photocathode represented a field of 1 1/3' x 

it was necessary to provide an adequate field-finding eyepiece for 

acquisition and setting. The telescope was provided with only a 4-inch 

finder so that a guiding eyepiece also had to be built into the camera. 

Focusing was achieved using movements of the secondary mirror of the 

telescope, although positional adjustment of the solenoid was built in. 

When working on certain parts of the sky the back of the 60" 

mirror-cell comes within a couple of feet of the floor. Since the 

focal plane lies in a range between 14" and 18" from the back of the 

cell, a "straight through" system for the Spectracon was clearly not 

feasible. Therefore, it was decided to use an accurately locating 45°  

mirror to deflect the image onto the tube, this mirror being moved 

to one side of the beam when the field finder was being used. The 

system had been used before at the Cassegrain focus of the Isaac Newton 

Telescope (INT) with satisfactory results. 

The finding and guiding eyepieces were mounted on a circular plate; 

this could be rotated through a full 360°  and clamped in position. 

The guiding eyepiece was also provided with a radial motion by being 
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mounted on a dovetail slide. This provided a total search area for 

the guider of a little under 500 square arcmins. The guider eyepiece 

was provided with a graticule with a guiding box of 2" x 2". The 

unvignetted field of view of the finder eyepiece was about 5' in 

diameter and a graticule with a central box of 5 mm x 5 mm (44" x 44") 

was fitted. The camera was built so that the finder eyepiece could be 

adjusted to be confocal with the photocathode. Therefore, by setting 

the object using the main finder graticule it was possible to make it 

fall on the photocathode when the 45°  mirror was put into the beam. 

The whole top plate assembly was supported from the base plate by four 

pillars. The 45°  mirror-mount was attached to one wall of the camera, 

which was made of !" dural plate, while the remaining three sides of 

the box were made from light-weight cladding. 

Since water cooling was used there was no need to provide a large 

heat sink at the front end of the solenoid. Therefore a layer of black 

rubber was used between the solenoid and the filter holder and shutter 

assembly to provide a light seal. As an added precaution a hood was 

fitted over the front part of the tube. Light leaks through the slot 

in the guider plate were reduced by fitting a strip of black paper 

which was free to move back and forth with the guider and which was 

held down on the plate by light-weight runners made from small strips 

of plastic. 

The total weight of the finished camera plus solenoid came to 

about 40 kg. Various parts of it have since been incorporated in a 

slightly heavier version for use on the Isaac Newton Telescope. This 

latter arrangement can also accommodate a narrow-gap Fabry-Perot 

interferometer which can be used as a tunable filter (Reay, Ring and 

Scaddan (77)). 
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Further descriptions of the mountings for the Spectracon are 

given by Walker (22,78), McGee et al (4) and Coleman et al (76). The 

tube and solenoid has also been incorporated as the detector in a 

coherence interferometer described by Dainty and Scaddan (79). 

3.2 OBSERVING PROCEDURES  

The Spectracon system is fairly easy to set up and run and 

only simple precautions are necessary. 

1) The EHT connections to the tube should be checked to ensure 

good contacts throughout,and the tube should be properly earthed. The 

most common cause of corona in the connectors is bad contact between 

the plug and socket. However, high humidity can cause trouble, and 

in this case dessicant can be packed round the mouth of the EHT junction 

box and an extra seal added. 

2) The cooling, focussing current and EHT should be run up well 

before observing is started to allow time for both thermal and 

electrical stabilisation of the tube. The EHT should be applied fairly 

slowly (over 1 minute minimum) to allow for the gradual charging up of 

the glass spacers. 

3) The mica window of the tube.is surprisingly strong and it 

should not implode unless treated carelessly. Any dust should be removed 

from it using a soft brush. These small particles are unlikely to break 

it but will mask the emulsion and mar the exposure. The main trouble 

will arise if the window becomes damp, because the emulsion will stick to 

it when put in contact and will pull the mica away when removed. 

4) To obtain good exposures care must be taken to ensure that the 

emulsion remains clean during processing (see Appendix I). Small pieces 

of dirt can usually be recognised when the plates are measured, but 
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smears and patches due to uneven drying will look like features of 

the object, particularly in the very low contrast images. 

With very elementary care the Spectracon can be mounted and 

operated on many different sorts of telescopes and sites. For example, 

during the past three years, as well as being used at both the prime 

and Cassegrain foci of the INT, it has been used for observations in 

South Africa, Tenerife and Hawaii, on telescope apertures ranging from 

20" to 60". 

3.3 SCANNING AND COMPUTER PROCESSING OF ELECTRONOGRAPHS  

Once having obtained an electronograph one has to set about 

producing useful information from it. The exposure must be scanned 

and the resultant data processed to produce the required output. The 

Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer (described in Chapter II) was designed 

to produce magnetic tape in a format that could be easily handled by the 

CDC 6400 computer at the College computer centre, and most of the 

reduction routines have been developed using this machine. However, 

it is a fairly simple matter to transfer them to the CDC 6600 that is 

available at the University of London computer centre. Some of the 

programs that will be described were originally used on data produced by 

a Joyce-Loebl Autodensidater at the,Royal Greenwich Observatory, 

Herstmonceux. In these cases the author has had a hand in modifying 

them and getting them to work with the data produced by the Imperial 

College densitometer. 

3.3.1 Scanning  

When scanning the exposure the following parameters have to 

be chosen: slit width, sample step length, extent of scan and angle of 

scan. The slit width and sample length are normally chosen to be the 

same. The slit width is set by linearity considerations (see Chapter II) 
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combined with the density content of the object and the plate scale of 

the exposure. The scan area is usually chosen to be somewhat larger 

than the visible object since, through experience, it has been found 

there can be extensions to the object which are not apparent to the eye. 

The angle of scan can be easily adjusted and is usually set up to be 

E-W or N-S for convenience. The density range of the object can be 

assessed by moving the sample back and forth in the measuring beam and 

the appropriate grey wedge is chosen. 

The data is written onto magnetic tape with a header record 

containing scan identification and standard densities. The magnetic 

tape records are made up of 256, 60 bit words, each word representing 

ten characters. Each density word is made up of four characters, thus 

a full record holds 640 densities. The header record is filled up with 

zeros after the last standard density has been written, and the scan is 

started at the beginning of a new record. All the records are filled up, 

the beginning of a new line being represented by a different leading 

character from the one used for the beginning of a density word. The 

last record of the scan is filled up with zeros after the last measured 

density and then a file mark is put on automatically. After a scan is 

completed the machine returns to the starting point and the tape is 

ready to receive a new scan. 

This binary tape produced by the machine can be read into the 

CDC 6400 computer; it is then possible to translate it into a format 

that is readable using FORTRAN programs. It is in this form that all 

the scans are stored for archive purposes, the scan tapes being re-used 

once the data has been translated. 
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3.3.2 Computer Processing  

Listings of the computer programs referred to in this 

section are to be found in Appendix II. 

JLTRAN (Translation Program) 

The advantage of producing digital data on magnetic tape is that 

it can be processed in many different ways. Since the output from the 

microdensitometer is used by a lot of people it is necessary to get it 

into a form that can be handled using a high level language like 

FORTRAN. Thus, if all users adhere to the same data format on the tape, 

a pool of programs, that can be used on all tapes, can be built up. 

The original translation routine was written by C.L. Stephens (80) 

and has been modified by the author. The data can be handled in three 

ways: 

The tape can be dumped in Octal onto the line printer. 

2) The tape, with a header, can be translated and written to 

an archive file in "standard format". 

3) The tape, without a header, can be translated and then an 

addition to the program must be made to write the data to a 

given output device. 

The archive format stores all the information considered necessary 

to identify the scan and to retain its usefulness if the original log 

data for the scan has been lost. The header consists of identifying 

characters for the user and scan number, the number of lines in the scan 

and number of points along a line, two 80-character alphanumeric arrays 

containing exposure and scan parameters and two arrays containing the 

values of standard densities and their corresponding measured values 

on the machine. 
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The identifying characters, the measured densities and the number of 

points in the scan are all obtained from the tape produced on the Joyce-

Loebl. The other data are read-in from cards. If there is a fault with 

the tape, so thatit does not translate properly, the scan is not written 

to the archive and a message is put out on the line printer. The program 

is capable of translating several files and if one is faulty it will 

proceed to the next scan. 

Display Programs  

Having obtained a translated scan some form of display routine is 

required. Most of the programs have been designed to use the plotting 

package, available at Imperial College, for the CALCOMP incremental 

plotter. These routines are easily transferred to the MICROFILM plotter 

available at the University of London computer centre. 

1) "Quick Look" Programs (LARD and MICSIT) 

The first plot of any scan is used to get a general idea of 

the quality of the data and also of the position of the object within the 

scan. Two programs exist to do this job. The first, LARD, was written 

by C.L. Stephens (80) for use on data from scans of star fields produced 

by the Joyce-Loebl Autodensidater at Herstmonceux. It has since been 

modified to take the standard format tapes produced at Imperial College. 

A plot array is formed from either the complete scan or part of it, each 

plotting point being a single sample or an addition of adjacent samples. 

As this array is formed it is searched for its maximum and minimum value. 

This range in the data is then set equal to a given value of the plot 

"height". The array is drawn out line by line, the variations in density 

being represented by changes in the height of the plot from a given base 

line. Although this routine is economical in computer time the plot time 

can be fairly long when large arrays are being handled. An example of 

this form of display is shown in Fig. 3.3.1. 
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The LARD display has certain drawbacks in that it is not very easy 

to see "behind" the object, therefore a program working on similar 

principles (MICSIT) was written for the microfilm plotter. This again 

forms a plotting array from the same data, but the range in data is 

divided into a given number of grey levels. These grey levels are 

displayed by using a single character in an on/off mode to produce a set 

of dummy contours. This is a fairly crude form of display but has 

sufficient accuracy to locate the object and to give an idea of its 

extent for subsequent plotting by contour routines (see Fig. 3.3.2). 

Each plot is labelled with the two alphanumeric arrays on the archive 

tape plus an array fed in from cards giving details about the area of the 

scan used. A scale marker, 10 plot steps in length, is also drawn on. 

2) Contour Program (DSPLY) (C.L. Stephens (80)) 

Again a plot array is formed from the scan data (since this 

job has to be performed in many programs it was written as a sub-routine 

(SECTN)). The major sub-program (CONT) finds and draws a contour at a 

given level within the data array. The contour heights can be set to 

fixed levels, or a number of contours can be equispaced within the range 

of data. There is also a facility for logarithmic contour levels if 

required. The search mode of the contouring routine requires that the 

complete plot array be stored in the computer. To reduce the storage 

required, the "Quick Look" programs are used to select the minimum area 

of the plot required to obtain contours of the complete object. An 

example of the contouring routine producing 15 equispaced contours is 

shown in Fig. 3.3.3. 

Photometric Routines  

The display routines, as such, reveal the general morphology of the 

object. Thus one obtains results that are available from machines such 
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as the Joyce-Loebl isodensitracer which use the exposure as a read-only 

memory to produce isodensity maps. Therefore one also needs routines 

which will produce information about fluxes from the object and which 

can be used to obtain more information from the contour maps. Most of 

the simple jobs have been written into one program (VOL) which is used 

in conjunction with the "Quick Look" routines. 

a) Background level assessment  

Using a display of the scan, to locate the object, areas of 

background can be selected. The co-ordinates of these areas are fed into 

the program and the background level and the noise on that background are 

assessed for each area. An average value is also calculated. The r.m.s. 

noise can be used to set the level of the outermost contour of the object. 

b) Density volume assessment 

The raster scan-pattern of the Joyce-Loebl most readily 

accommodates a rectangular or square "window" over which to make an 

assessment of the density volume, particularly if the size of the window 

is an integer multiple of the step length. At present an average value 

of the background level is subtracted since the program has been used on 

narrow band observations where the background level is very low and 

predominantly set by the plate fog. 

For the total flux from the object the rectangular window is probably 

quite sufficient. However, it is useful to compare data from 

electronographs with integrated fluxes measured using circular diaphragms 

of different sizes with a photomultiplier. This will also provide a 

method for absolute calibration of contour levels. Therefore a sub-routine 

has been written into VOL which will take the density volume within a 

dummy circular aperture projected in the scan. Again, at the moment, 

it works with an integer number of samples, the data being read-in line 

by line. The difference in the value of the area of the "diaphragm" 
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as compared with the actual area required is plotted against the number 

of steps across a diameter (see Fig. 3.3.4). Since most diaphragms used 

for astronomical photoelectric observations are in excess of 5" across 

and the image scales used for the exposures such that at least 15 samples 

may be put across a diameter, this leads to an accuracy of at least 3%. 

If a higher accuracy is required two assessments of the volume can be 

made with two different diameters straddling the required value and the 

average volume can be found. 

The programs as a whole tend to be changed and modified by different 

users to produce an output to suit themselves. The basic routines 

described here have served as general building blocks from which many 

variants have arisen. 

3.4 ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS  

During the past three years the author has been associated 

with Spectracon observations of several types of objects including 

radio-galaxies, pulsars and planetary nebulae. This has afforded 

opportunities for working with the device at different telescope foci 

and for learning about the requirements of different observing programmes. 

However, the main area of interest, where the majority of the data 

reduction has been undertaken, has been in the narrow-band photometry 

of planetary nebulae. 

In many ways the Spectracon is well suited to the study of these 

objects since they exhibit a wide range of surface-brightness which can 

he accommodated by the high dynamic-range of the electronographic process. 

Also the majority of the nebulae are of fairly limited angular extent; 

thus the small image area of the tube does not serve as a limitation. 
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3.4.1 Planetary Nebulae 

3.4.1.1 Formation  

At present, it is believed that planetary nebulae represent 

a fairly common phase in the evolution of a large number of stars (Miller 

(85)). The most likely progenitors seem to be the red giants. These 

objects satisfy the mass (about 1.5M0  (Liller and Aller (82))) and 

distribution requirements (Perek (86)) set by the nebulae. Also, studies 

of the structure of the atmospheres of these stars show that there are 

processes which can provide naturalejection mechanisms. 

From observations of spectra of both the central stars and the 

surrounding nebulae, there seems to be a clear distinction between the 

hydrogen-deficient nucleus and the outer envelope which, being predominantly 

hydrogen, has a composition similar to Population I objects. This 

requires an ejection process which will produce a clear separation between 

an outer, largely unprocessed, stellar-envelope and a highly evolved core 

containing helium and heavier elements. There are three, not necessarily 

mutually exclusive, models that have been considered. 

1) Ionisation instability (Lucy (88), Paczynski and Ziolkowski (89)). 

This is based on the fact that high-luminosity red giants can 

have envelopes with net positive energy if ionisation energy is taken 

into account. If this energy is converted to a motion of the outer 

envelope, the latter will escape from the nucleus with a terminal velocity 

of about 30 km/sec. This is close to typical observed expansion velocities 

of planetaries (Wilson (90)). So far the full dynamics of this mechanism 

has not been worked out and the instability has only been shown to exist. 

However, it is an attractive proposition in that it is associated with 

stars slightly more luminous than the long-period variables and would 

come as a result of evolution up the asymptotic red-giant branch of the 
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H-R diagram (see Fig. 3.4.1). 

2) Helium-burning-shell instability (Rose (91), Smith and Rose (92)) 

In this case ejection of the envelope results from relaxation 

oscillations caused by instability in the helium-burning shell. 

Calculations for models of helium-shell-burning stars have been made 

showing that, in the unstable cases, the rate of nuclear-energy 

generation attains a high value for a short interval during each relaxation 

oscillation, the highest rate being obtained in the last oscillation, 

that is at the end of the helium burning and before the star starts to 

contract towards the white-dwarf stage. Cahn and Kaler (82) have shown 

that the local birth rate of planetary nebulae (3.2 x 10
-3 

kpc
-3
year

-1
) 

tallies quite closely with the local birth rate of white dwarfs 

(1.6 	5) x 10-3kpc 3year 1  (Weidemann (83,84)). 	Therefore it is 

possible that planetary nebulae account for the production of a large 

proportion of white dwarfs. 

3) Radiation-pressure forced ejection (e.g. Faulkner (93), Finzi 

and Wolf (94)). 

Given the correct set of initial conditions radiation pressure 

can directly force the ejection of a stellar envelope. However, it is 

not clear how these conditions are reached during stellar evolution 

(Osterbrock (81)). 

Of all these processes the ionisation instability mechanism seems 

the most likely but the link between the formation and the observed 

structure of nebulae has not yet been made. If multiple shell objects 

(Gurzadian (95), Kaler (96)) result from successive ejections of 

envelopes, some mechanism must be found to account for this process. 

One object which has a possible bearing on planetary evolution is F G Sge 

which is located in the centre of a fairly old planetary, Hz 1-5 
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(Faulkner and Bessel (97)). This star has been steadily brightening 

since the turn of the century, and certain spectral features show 

evidence of expansion velocities in the envelope of the order of 70 km/sec. 

Herbig and Boyarchuk (95,99) have proposed that F G Sge could be in the 

process of producing a second, planetary shell. From measurements of the 

expansion velocity Flannery and Herbig (100) have set the age of the 

surrounding nebula at about 6,000 years. 

3.4.1.2 Spectra  

Whatever the details are of the mechanism for the production 

of planetary nebulae, observations can provide us with an idea of the 

general properties of the well evolved nebula. 

The nebulae are characterised by an emission line spectrum with a 

background continuum in the visible. The central star is of high 

temperature (30,000 -0- 100,000°K depending on the stage of evolution (87)) 

and emits mainly in the ultra-violet. Observations of these stars are 

to some extent hindered by the bright surrounding nebulosity which derives 

its emission from the degradation of the ultra-violet photons. The 

primary process within the nebula is photo-ionisation of atoms from the 

ground state. There are three main mechanisms which explain the observed 

emission line spectrum: 

1) Recombination 

2) Forbidden line emission 

3) Fluorescence 

1) 	Recombination  

When an electron is recaptured into a highly excited level of 

an atom or ion it can cascade to lower levels emitting permitted lines. 

The most abundant element in the nebula is hydrogen, while there are about 
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one-fifth that number of helium atoms. The strengths of the recombination 

lines are dependent on the element abundances, so that the spectra due to 

hydrogen and helium predominate. However, weak recombination lines may 

be observed for ions of other atoms, for example carbon, nitrogen, 

oxygen and neon (Seaton (101)). Extensive calculations on the recombination 

spectrum of hydrogen have been undertaken and now there is substantial 

agreement between calculated and observed values (Miller (85)). This 

means that the comparison of observed Balmer decrements with theory can 

be used to evaluate interstellar reddening effects. 

2) 	Forbidden line emission  

The photo-ionisation process provides a source of random 

kinetic energy in the nebula. This energy may be lost in inelastic 

collisions and subsequent radiations. The most important inelastic 

collisions are those which produce excitation of low-lying metastable 

states of various atoms and ions. These states have lifetimes that are 

long (a few seconds) as compared with those of non-metastable states 

(10
-8

sec). However, if there is a sufficiently low material density 

within the nebula, there will be enough time between collisions for these 

states to decay, emitting "forbidden lines" by magnetic-dipole or electric 

quadrupole transitions. In practice, collisional deactivation is by no 

means negligible as compared with forbidden line emission, and both 

collisional effects as well as transition probabilities have to be 

considered when making calculations of line strengths. 

Physical conditions within the nebula can be inferred from ratios 

of forbidden lines emitted by the same ion (see Fig. 3.4.2). For example, 

the ratio of the intensities of the nebular lines to the auroral line 

of [2III] is found to be heavily dependent on the electron temperature (Te) 

of the nebula (Seaton (am). Ratios of doublets from nebular transitions 

in G5II] and 10II] will give values for the electron density (Ne) while 
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remaining fairly insensitive to the electron temperature. 

The strength of the forbidden line emission from the nebula stems 

from two main sources. First, the lack of high energy electrons (15-30 e.v.) 

that can excite the higher configurations that lead to the emission of 

permitted lines and, secondly, the vast extent of the nebula, which permits 

the surface brightness in the forbidden radiation to build up. 

The optical depth of the nebula, for the forbidden line radiation, 

is very small. Thus, once emitted, the energy contained in this radiation 

is lost to the nebula. This provides a mechanism by which the gas may be 

"cooled". 

3) 	Bowen Fluorescence (Bowen 102)) 

The effects of this mechanism can be seen in the spectra of many 

high-excitation planetaries. Certain permitted lines of 0III and NIII 

are observed to be of high intensity while other lines, which under 

laboratory conditions would be as strong or even stronger, are missing. 

Bowen (102) showed that all the 0III lines could be produced by atoms 

cascading from a given level (2p3d
3
P
2
) and that there was a near 

coincidence in the energy required for a transition, within 0III, to, this 

level (2p
2 3

P
2 
-- 2p3d

3
P
2
) and that associated with the resonance Lya 

transition of the ionised helium. Therefore, in high-excitation planetaries, 

where there is a high proportion of doubly-ionised helium, the Lya of 

ionised helium is strong and the 0III fluorescence is triggered. The final 

transition in this cycle has a wavelength that is, in turn, nearly 

coincident with a resonance line of NIII, setting up a somewhat similar 

cycle in that ion. 
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Continuum Emission  

Continuum emission from planetaries originates from the following 

mechanisms: 

a) The recombination of electrons to excited levels of hydrogen  

and helium  

The intensity jump in the continuum at the head of the 

Balmer series is produced by recombination into the second level of 

hydrogen. These second level recombinations contribute to the continuum 

0 
for wavelengths shorter than 3650A. Recombination into higher levels 

will produce continuum emission in the visible and near infrared regions. 

Similar processes for ionised helium will be of importance in high-

excitation planetaries. 

b) Free-Free Transitions  

These involve a loss of kinetic energy by free electrons 

moving in an electro-static field produced by the ions. This is the 

predominant source of the radio continuum emission from planetary nebulae. 

c) 2-photon emission  

This is produced by hydrogen atoms escaping from the 2s 

metastable level by jumping to a fictitious p-level and then to the is 

ground level, releasing two photons (Mayer (103), Spitzer and Greenstein 

(104)). This process is only important under low density conditions, 

since at high density the 2s-level is collisionally depopulated. 

d) Emission from dust 

This process has been invoked to explain the high fluxes 

found in the infrared spectra of planetary nebulae. The continuum levels 

in this region are well above those that would be expected from the other 

processes mentioned above. At the moment the heating mechanism for the 

grains is not fully understood. However, at least part of the energy 

comes from Lye radiation (Miller (85)). 
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Using the data obtained from spectra of nebulae it is possible to 

extract information about the physical conditions of density and 

temperature and the chemical abundances within those objects. However, 

one major factor, which can produce anomalous results, is the effect of 

the structure of the nebula on the values obtained. 

For calculations on chemical abundances, made using model atmospheres, 

assumptions have to be made about the dilution of the radiation of the 

central star; this requires information about the geometry and the 

stratification of the nebula. Also the effects of inhomogeneities in 

temperature and density and the distribution of the atoms causing the 

various states of ionisation must be taken into account (Aller and 

Czyzak (105)). Several models have produced too low a flux in the lines 

of DTI.] and UC,Tq (Williams (106), Flower (107), Harrington (108)). Both 

Flower and Harrington were attempting models of the fairly regular 

planetary nebula NGC 7662. To explain the low fluxes in the forbidden 

lines Flower invokes higher temperatures in the areas where the lines 

are formed, and Harrington explains the effects in terms of neglected 

density fluctuations. Kirkpatrick (109) produced a better agreement 

between the observed and modelled spectra by taking into account optically 

thick condensations and by adjusting the central star energy distribution. 

Boeshaar (110) has taken spectra of different regions of nebulae 

and has shown that, using ratios of the 	and [I■1Ifl lines, the 

filamentary areas have a generally higher electron density and lower 

temperature than the surrounding nebula. This leads to increased fluxes 

in the forbidden lines from these areas. Thus, when integrated fluxes 

are taken either from spectral lines or from the whole nebula, the 

filaments are given a heavier weighting in subsequent temperature and 

density calculations. To some extent this explains the discrepancy between 

temperatures obtained from forbidden line emission and from radio fluxes. 
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Thus it is only with a general picture of the morphology of the nebula 

that accurate abundances and physical parameters can be determined. 

3.4.1.3 Structure  

When viewed through a telescope planetary nebulae appear 

as pale green discs resembling the planets Neptune and Uranus, hence the 

name. As has been explained, their spectra are composed of a series of 

emission lines, the predominant ones arising from hydrogen and the 

forbidden lines of E3Iffl . Much of the classification of the various 

forms of nebula has been made from either white light photographs or 

exposures of the bright emission lines. However, their structure can 

appear strikingly different when observed in the light of different atoms 

and stages of ionisation. One well-known example of this is the so-called 

stratification of radiation, where the image of the nebula appears smaller 

in the light of ions of higher ionisation potential. 

Several classification systems for the various observed forms have 

been used (Curtis (111), Stoy (112), Vorontsov-Velyaminov (113), 

Thackeray and Evans (114), Westerlund and Henize (115), Hromov and 

Kohoutek (116), Gurzadian (117)). The proliferation of these different 

systems reflects the wide range of forms that have to be included within 

the one general term planetary nebula. The different groups range from 

stellar-like objects, through various kinds of discs to helical, annular 

and irregular or amorphous structures. Also, a high proportion of the 

observed nebulae exhibit seine symmetry about an axis lying in the plane 

of the sky; these objects are classified as bi-polar. 

Apart from the single-envelope objects there are those classified 

as double-envelope nebulae (e.g. NGC 3242, NGC 7009) and there is also 

evidence for other forms of peripheral structure and possibly third 

envelopes (Duncan (117), Kaler (96)). 
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There have been several attempts to explain the observed intensity 

distributions in terms of the two-dimensional projection of a three-

dimensional structure. By far the largest classes of planetary nebulae 

are the stellar and disc-like objects. Some of these will be young 

planetaries but a large proportion are obviously well-evolved objects 

at large distances. Of the remaining groups, the ring nebulae predominate; 

various different models have been suggested for this configuration: 

1) A hollow shell of low opacity 

2) A toroid viewed normally 

3) A uniform sphere or cylinder with decreased emission in the 

central regions 

4) A uniform sphere or cylinder with increased opacity in the 

central regions 

Wilson (118) has ruled out the last model on the basis of the 

intensities of the Doppler-separated emission-line components arising from 

the "back" and the "front" of the nebula. Since the two components of 

the lines appear to be of equal intensity for several nebulae there can 

be very little absorption in the central regions of these objects. The 

three remaining models are possible. Hromov and Kohoutek (119) have 

managed to explain other than annular forms in terms of a right-angled 

toroid inclined at different angles to the line of sight, and have 

produced calculated isophotes of the resulting structures. From 

observations of IC 418 (120), IC 3568 (121), NGC 650-1 and NGC 6720 (122) 

and IC 4660 (123, 124) it has been found that IC 418 and IC 3568 can be 

explained by spherical or ellipsoidal shells, while the others require 

some sort of cylindrical symmetry. More recently the radio structure 

of NGC 7027 has been explained in terms of a cylindrical shell (125) 

although the visible object is largely obscured by dust. 
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Obviously these models are only a rough approximation to the real 

nebulae, and it is only with the extremely regular objects that 

comparisons can be made. However, a knowledge of the three-dimensional 

structure of the envelope, when coupled with the gas dynamics, can give 

more insight into the formation of the nebula. 

An important problem in the small-scale structure of the nebulae 

is the formation of and maintenance of density fluctuations in the 

envelopes. These filaments are most obvious in the nearest planetary 

nebula, NGC 7293. Van Blerkom and Arny (126) have explained the low 

excitation of these features in terms of the shielding effect of 

optically-thick knots which prevent the radiation from the central star 

from ionising the filaments. Thus they are only subject to the diffuse 

radiation field present in the nebula. Capriotti (127) has suggested a 

mechanism for the formation of such condensations. He has shown that a 

dynamical instability can be set up in the ionisation front of the 

expanding nebula. This front distorts around spikes of neutral gas, 

which are finally completely surrounded by the ionised envelope. These 

condensations are capable of surviving for the lifetime of the nebula 

(about 104  years) although they will be ionised, to some extent, by the 

stellar radiation. 

Gurzadian (95) has suggested that both the large-scale and small-

scale structure of planetaries can be explained in terms of magnetic 

fields. He estimates the required nebular field at about 10
-3 

gauss, 

by equating the magnetic energy of the nebula to its thermal energy. 

Isophotes can be constructed by assuming equilibrium at all parts in the 

nebula. (That is, the sum of the thrmal and magnetic energies is a 

constant.) By comparing these calculated contours with isophotes such 

as those produced by Aller (121) a value of approximately 10
-3

gauss is 

again obtained for the nebular magnetic field. Several nebular forms 
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can be explained in this manner and the knots and condensations are 

considered to be the results of fragmentation of the dipole field of 

the nebula. 

3.4.2 Monochromatic Photometry  

It can be seen that a knowledge of the morphology of 

planetary nebulae is required to clarify the theoretical calculations 

of both element abundances and three-dimensional structure. Quantitative 

as well as qualitative data is required in order to assess, for example, 

the effective contribution of radiation from high density regions to 

the overall flux from the nebula. 

To obtain this sort of data it is necessary to isolate the important 

emission lines and to take an exposure• of the nebula in each one. For 

the smaller objects the use of a slitless spectrograph (121) produces a 

series of images in the different spectral lines. This method suffers 

from two main drawbacks. First, the images will be distorted due to the 

width of the lines, and secondly the images of the larger nebulae will 

tend to overlap even at high dispersion. Therefore, in most cases, it 

is preferable to isolate the emission lines using narrow-band filters. 

In the case of the weaker emission lines or those nebulae of low surface 

brightness it is also necessary to have an efficient detector. 

Feibelman (128) has described a system which has been optimised 

for narrow-band photometry using photographic plate. The mirrors of 

the telescope are coated for high reflectivity. Other workers have used 

the combination of an image intensifier with a photographic plate to 

obtain exposures of faint nebulae in the forbidden lines of [NII] and 

[SII] which fall at the red end of the spectrum (Ford and Rubin (129), 

Capriotti, Cromwell and Williams (130)). 
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Table 3.4.1  

Telescopes used for Observations of Planetary Nebulae 

Telescope 

Isaac Newton
Hers tmonceux 

Rochefeller Reflector 
Boyden Observatory 
South Africa 

Mons 
Tenerife- 

Aperture 

2.5m 

1.5m 

50cm 

Focus/f/no 

Cassegrain 
f/14 . 

Cassegrain 
f/16 

Cassegrain 
f/15 

Plate scale 

6"/mm 

8.8"/mm 

28"/rani 
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The electronographic process offers certain advantages in having 

virtually no threshold (only that set by the fog level of the emulsion), 

a large dynamic range and a linear density versus exposure response. 

The latter property makes the investigation of relative fluxes across 

the nebula a fairly straightforward process, while the reciprocity and 

dynamic range should allow investigation of both bright and faint regions 

of the nebula from the same exposure. A low tube background is also 

required, since the sky background, which in broad-band photometry 

usually sets the limit to the smallest observable signal, is greatly 

reduced. 

Obviously, to undertake full documentation of representative nebulae 

in all the different emission lines necessary for a full understanding 

of their structure, an extensive research programme is required. 

Exposures to reveal filaments and condensations must be taken in the low 

excitation lines of OI, CNIi] and [SII] which fall longward of 6000A; 

thus a tube with a S-20 response is needed. The latter device has only 

recently become readily available. So far contour maps have been 

obtained from observations restricted to the spectral range defined by 

the S-11 photocathode. 

3.4.3 Spectracon Observations  

Spectracon observations of planetary nebulae have been 

undertaken on three telescopes (see Table 3.4.1). Generally the 

Cassegrain focus is utilised, since a highly convergent light beam 

will broaden the pass-band and reduce the transmission of the 

interference filter used to isolate the emission-line. The typical 

0 	0 
filter pass-bands have a half-power width of 10A to 15A, with the 

exception of the filter used for observations of the combined emissions 

of the N1 and N2 lines of DUI] which has a width of 50A. 
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Table 3.4.2  

Planetary Nebulae Observed Using the Spectracon 

Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere 

NCC 40 H*1 (MNK 3-2) 

2022 H7 

3587 H19 (IC2448) 

6210 H74 .(NGC3918) 

6543 H89 (IC4191) 

6720 H98 (NGC5307) 

6826 H110 (IC4406) 

7009 	. H122 (NGC5882) 

7027 H150 (VV 78) 

7662 

* Henize catalogue published in 

Ap.J. supplement, 14, 1967. 

• 
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The observations taken in South Africa were limited to exposures 

in Hf3 and E0III] (N1 + N2). On the other telescopes electronographs 

also were obtained in emission from He I, He II, DIII] A 4363A and the 

nearby continuum. A list of the objects that have been observed is 

given in Table 3.4.2. 

Much of the data reduction was held up until the microdensitometer 

and the associated software were in reliable working order. Hand scans 

were used for a preliminary inspection of the exposures. When scanning 

the whole nebula an area is chosen that is somewhat larger than the 

visible extent of the object. Note is also taken of dimensions quoted 

in the literature to ensure that the complete object is measured. In 

some cases this is not possible; for example NGC 6543 possesses a giant 

halo that has been shown to be about 61' in diameter (Millikan (131)) 

and thus extends off the edge of the photocathode. 

Some of the results of this work have been reported elsewhere 

(76, 132) and there follows a discussion of a selection of the data 

that illustrates the general quality that has been obtained. 

3.4.3.1 Nebular Dimensions  

In order to find the maximum observed dimensions of the 

nebulae it is necessary to assess the limitations set by the detection 

process. Preliminary plotting with 15 equispaced contours very often 

reveals an outer contour which is quite smooth and is obviously well 

above the noise level of the plate. In order to set the "limiting" 

outer contour an assessment of the background level and the noise on 

that background is made at several points round each object. These 

figures are used to set contour levels at multiples of the standard 

deviation above the general background. It is found that, for most of 

the data, an outer contour at two standard deviations above background 
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Object 

NGC 6210 

NGC 6543 

Dimensionsa  

25" x 23" 

38" x 35" 

Table 3.4.3 

Dimensions
c 

20" x 13"e  

x 19':7
f 
 

(300)g 

Level
d 

ti 5% 

%15% 

<0.2 

Outer Contour Level
b 

0.8% 

0.2% 

NGC 6826 36" x 36" 1.6%  
x 2e4

h 
 1,18% 

(110)1  <1.6 

NGC 7009 36" x 30" 2.3 30" x 26"e  " 6% 

(110)i <2.3 

NGC 7027 25" x 22" 0.4 18" x 11"e  1,  6% 

NGC 7662 35" x 1.5 301:2 x 202
f 
 12% 

(130)i 	<1.5 

cia.c02, 
a Major and minor arcs;, of region enclosed by outer contour 

b 	Level of outer contour expressed as percentage of peak surface 

brightness in image 

c Maximum recorded dimensions, not necessarily for monochromatic 

HP, observations. The figures in brackets refer to faint outer 

halos only found in long broadband exposures 

d Approximate percentage of peak surface brightness at boundary 

defined by previous studies 

e 	Perek L., Kohoutek L., Catalogue of Galactic Planetary Nebulae 

(Prague Academic Publishing House) 1967 

f 	Feibelman, W.A., R.A.S.C. Journal, 65 no.1, 25, 1971 

g 	Gurzadian, G.A., D.A.N. 133, 1053, 1960 

h 	Feibelman, W.A., R.A.S.C.,Journal, 65, no.6, 251, 1971 

Duncan, J.C., Ap.J. 86, 496, 1937 

J 
	

Kaler, J.B., A.J. 79, 594, 1974 
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provides a good guide to the maximum observed dimensions of the nebula. 

It has been found that when these Measurements are compared with 

those from previous studies there is a general trend to larger images 

from the electronographic data. It is simple enough to check for 

systematic effects by comparing separations of recognisable features. 

These distances measured from the electronographs are found to be in 

good agreement with those from other sources. Thus the increased 

dimensions are a real effect. As Baum (133) has pointed out, with the 

improvement of detection techniques the observed size of an object 

tends to increase. Therefore, in order to make the inter-comparison 

of results easier it is useful to give a flux level at the defined 

boundary in terms of a fraction of the peak surface brightness; this 

also serves as a guide to the dynamic range of the exposure. 

Table 3.4.3 gives details of the dimensions found from a study of 

HS emission from six nebulae (132). The general background level is 

predominantly due to plate fog. The noise on this background has two 

components, one from the emulsion and the other from any dirt or defects 

picked up during processing. Obviously, with care, this noise can be 

very low as compared with the peak density of the image. 

3.4.3.2 NGC 6543  

A prime example of the large dynamic range that can be 

obtained is shown in the plot of NGC 6543 (see Fig. 3.4.3) where the 

outer contour is at 0.2% of the peak surface brightness. The print at 

the top shows the typical visible extent of the object on the 

electronograph. This nebula has a large faint halo which is several 

arcminutes in diameter. It can he seen from the cross-sectional plot 

that there is a tail-off from the central core of the nebula into this 

outer envelope. Details of the exposure are given at the bottom of 

Fig. 3.4.3. 
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FIGURE 3-4-3 : NGC 6543 HI3 CONTOURS 

15 minutes L4 50cm telescope 
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The central part of the nebula presents a complex structure which 

/ffinch (134) has interpreted, using radial velocity data, as two helical 

surfaces with the generatrix passing through the central star and 

forming an angle of 550  with the line of sight (see Fig. 3.4.4). Terzian 

et al (135) have produced a high resolution radio map at 8,085 MHz for 

this object. A comparison of this with the H8 contours for the central 

region of the nebula (see Fig. 3.4.5) shows that there is substantial 

agreement between the two sets of data. The central depression found in 

radio measurements is also present in the H8 contours. By a comparison 

of the radio flux with that from H8 it is possible to search for effects 

of differential extinction across the nebula; the good agreement between 

the two sets of contours implies that there is no localised dust 

concentration. Therefore, if continuum emission from dust is to be 

invoked to explain the large infrared flux from this object (Woolf (136)) 

the grains must be fairly evenly distributed throughout the nebula. 

3.4.3.3 NCC 7662  

This object is an example of a double envelope nebula. 

The H8 contours (Fig. 3.4.6) show the elongated core surrounded by a more 

circular outer-envelope. When a comparison is made between radio-contours 

(Terzian et al) and the H8 map there seems to be little evidence for 

differential obscuration. 

Kaler (96) has reported that this nebula has a third shell that is 

just visible on the Palomar Sky Survey plates. He estimates the diameter 

of this halo to be about 130". The outer shell does not appear on the 

relatively short exposure H8 electronograph (see Fig. 3.4.6 for details). 

However, scans of a fairly long exposure taken with the COIIil (N1 + N2) 

filter show some evidence for this feature. Repeated scans were made 

across the central region of the nebula and a rise in emission was found 

to the east of the planetary at a distance of about 60" to 70" from the 
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FIGURE 3 • 4 • 6: NGC 7662 H13 CONTOURS 
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Table 3.4.4  

' EXPOSURE DETAILS DIMENSIONS (ARCSEC) 

   

POSITION
a 

ION/WAVELiNGTP: R.)  TELESCOPE EMULSION EXP. TIME(MINS) 	ANGLE(DEG) PRESENT STUDY
b PREVIOUS STUDIES 

  

50% level 61% level Dimensions Level(%)c  

MONS L4 15 37 20 x 15 34 x 30 13.9
d 80 

14.6x8.7e  70 

30.2x26.2f 13 

MONS G5 30 35 20x 13 35 x 32 14.8d  77 

d 
MONS L4 30 37 15 x 13 23 x 24 12.1 69 

13.8x10.0e  56 

d 
MONS L4 5 35 22 x 17 36 x 31 14.1 >75 

14.8x10.0e  >75 

il 48S1 

Eel 4922 

Heil 4G36 

Eyliti (5007+4959) 

a Accurate to ± 50 
b Major and minor axes of regions enclosed by contour at 50% and 61% peak surface brightness levels 
c Approximate contour levels in the new data (expressed as percentage of peak surface brightness) that would correspond 

to those previously measured dimensions 
d Wilson, 0.C., Ap.J., 111, 279, 1950 
e Wright, W.H., Publ.Lick.Obs., 13, 191, 1918 
f PeiLi.ir.ian, W.A., R.A.S.C. Journal 65, No.1, 25, 1971 
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centre of the nebula (see Fig. 3.4.7). This exposure was taken at the 

Cassegrain focus of the Isaac Newton Telescope and the image scale is 

such that the westerly end of the shell does not fall on the exposure; 

nevertheless there is evidence of a general rise in intensity in this 

direction. An upper limit of about 0.5% of the peak [Oill] surface 

brightness of the nebula can be taken for the surface brightness of 

the halo. 

The structure of this nebula in different emission lines is shown 

in Fig. 3.4.8. The contour maps are for H8, Dili] (Ni 	N2), He I 

0 	 0 
(4922A) and He II (4686A) and consist of a series of 15 contour levels 

equispaced between the background level and the brightest part of the 

image. The data has also been smoothed in the computer to remove the 

effects of small defects on the film (Youll (137)). The outermost 

contour is at about 6.25% of the peak surface brightness. 

There is a striking similarity between the general features of 

the H8 and DIII1 isophotes despite the difference in ionisation pOtentials 

for Ha I (13.6 ev) and 0II (35.1 ev). The map of He I emission is noisy 

due to the intrinsic weakness of the line, but the extent of the nebula 

is seen to be similar to that found from the H13 exposure. The central 

star is also visible. The structure in the He II line is more compact 

due to the high ionisation potential of de I (246 ev) and the two bright 

spots seem "twisted" with respect to those in the [OIIT] map. Table 3.4.4 

summarises the data for these maps and compares the results with previous 

measurements. 

3.4.3.4 NCC 3242  

This nebula is an example of a bi-polar structure with an 

outer halo. The cross-sectional display of the complete scan (Fig. 3.4.9) 

of an [OIII] exposure shows clearly the halo, the two peaks and the 
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FIGURE 3.4-10: [014 CONTOURS OF NGC 3242 
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FIGURE 3-4-11: H13 CONTOURS OF NGC 3242 
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star. Figures 3.4.10 and 3.4.11 show [CHI] .(N1 and N2) and Hi3 contours 

respectively. There are 16 contours in all, the first being 3o above the 

background; this corresponds to about 1.5% of the peak surface brightness 

of the nebula. The heights of the other contour levels are listed in the 

figures. 

A B and C D denote the major and minor axes of the nebula along which 

the profiles of the object have been plotted (fig. 3.4.12). It can be 

seen that the general shape of the nebula is the same in both 	and 

HS, although the absolute flux is much 4,1.1-gbutor for the [OIU] emission. 

Taking the profile along the major axis it is found that, when the fluxes 

are related to the peak flux in the nebula, the DU] is lower than 

in the centre of the nebula and in the smaller peak, while there is good 

agreement in the higher peak and the halo. Taking the minor-axis profile, 

there is good agreement again in the halo, but a lower flux from DUI) 

towards the central star. 

Hromov and Kohoutek (119) have produced a model which they believe 

can be applied to a large proportion of nebulae. It is possible to 

consider it qualitatively with respect to the central structure of 

NGC 3242. The model consists of a hollow cylinder of gas which can have 

different orientation of its axis with respect to the line of sight 

(fig. 3.4.13). Using this distribution of gas, various sets of isophotes 

can be produced for different orientations. Hromov and Kohoutek have 

found that some of the nebular forms observed in the hydrogen lines 

resemble the calculated isophotes quite closely. 

It can be seen that this model can be used to produce a bi-polar 

structure. As a simple test, the calculated isophotes were scaled to 

match the 11,9, contours of NCC 3242 and profiles along the major and 

minor axes of the model were taken. For the cylinder at 450  to the 
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FIGURE 3-4.12: PROFILES ACROSS NGC 3242 
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line of sight the peaks are somewhat too broad along the major axis, 

while the general distribution along the minor axis gives peaks that 

are too far apart. This would imply that a larger angle between the 

axis of the cylinder and the line of sight is necessary. Checking the 

isophotes for the angle of 67.5°  the peaks along the major axis are in 

better agreement, although the centre of the nebula, when viewed along 

the minor axis, is almost completely filled in (Fig. 3.4.1 4). 

Of course there is an involved interaction between the observed 

form of isophotes and the angle to the line of sight, but if the 

foreshortening effect of tilt is considered for the hi-polar isophotes 

produced for the 45°  orientation, one would get the correct space between 

the peaks along the minor axis for an angle of about 56.5°. At the same 

time there would obviously be some associated filling-in of the central 

depression and a narrowing of the bi-polar peaks along the major axis. 

This is only a qualitative discussion of the form of the central 

region of this nebula, the effects of the halo having been ignored. 

However, it can be seen that the observed isophotes can be explained 

in terms of a cylinder of gas. It is obviously possible to interpret 

the two-dimensional brightness distribution as a projection of a three- , 

dimensional structure. With a knowledge of the dynamics of the nebula 

it would be possible to produce a much clearer idea of the actual 

distribution of gas in the object. 

The use of the Spectracon for observations of planetary nebulae can 

yield high quality data which, for the brighter objects, can be obtained 

on a fairly small telescope. One problem that has not been mentioned in 

this chapter is the effects of photocathode non-uniformity. Most of the 

images presented here are of fairly small extent, and the variations 

across typical image areas are about 2% to 7% of the overall sensitivity 

125. 
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for the tubes used. However, larger images have shown distortions in 

contours due to both dead spots and sensitivity changes, and therefore 

it was necessary to set up a system for removing these variations. 

The results of this investigation are discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LIMITATIONS SET BY PHOTOCATHODE NON-UNIFORMITIES 

"Out, out 	accursed spot!' 

Robert Southey (1774-1843) 

In Chapter I some of the different approaches that have been 

taken to the removal of photocathode sensitivity variations were outlined. 

The ease with which these effects can be compensated is highly dependent 

on the form that the processed electronographic data takes. Maps of 

exposures to a uniform light source can provide a general idea of the 

shape of the function but, for ease of manipulation, numerical data is 

required. 

Since the predominant application of the electronographic system, 

described in Chapter II, is to the surface photometry of extended objects, 

the use of sky background as a measure of local sensitivity (glerick et al 

(38)) did not seem the best approach. It was decided to set up a method 

whereby an exposure to a uniform light source could be used as the 

"calibration" data for the correction of an astronomical exposure. 

Limitations to the process have been investigated. 

4.1 The Calibration Process  

The process of removing the photocathode non-uniformities can 

be divided into three main steps. 

1) Location of the same area of photocathode in both the 

calibration data and the exposure to be corrected. 
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2) The production of two sets of data which are matched 

in spatial orientation. 

3) The production of the corrected data. 

4.1.1 Location  

To be able to match two scans, produced from electronographic 

exposures, the same features must be located in both sets of data. These 

features should define an unambiguous set of co-ordinates with a fairly 

high spatial accuracy. Ideally, some form of fiducial mark should be 

provided on the photocathode but, in the absence of this facility, the 

small areas of zero sensitivity known as dead spots provide the reference 

points. To locate these spots a clearly visible background-density is 

required to throw them into relief. The measuring machine can be set up 

so that roughly the same areas are scanned on both exposures. The 

positions of the dead spots are then fixed in each scan. 

The location of the centre of each dead spot is undertaken manually. 

Plots of the complete scans are produced and the same features are located 

in both. Data from the areas around each spot are used to obtain an 

estimate of the centre point. The dead spots are a few tens of microns 

in diameter - thus the accuracy of location of the centre will depend on 

the sampling aperture and the step length used. For the smallest table 

step length of 5pm the limiting accuracy on a single position should be 

about ± 2.5pm. 

Having located the positions of these fiducial features in both scans 

it is possible to produce two sets of data that have the same spatial 

orientation. 
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FIGURE 4 +I : ARRAY OF DUMMY DATA 
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FIGURE 4+2 : ARRAY OF DATA ROTATED THROUGH 45 DEGREES 



4.1.2 Matching  

For ease in the further processing of the data one of the 

scans should be translated and rotated so that the resultant array 

matches the other scan point for point. Having set up a co-ordinate 

system from the positions of the dead spots it is a fairly straightforward 

process to produce the required data for such a transformation. 

A program has been written which, using the positions of three or 

more features in each scan, will rotate and translate one scan so that it 

matches the other. The listing of the program (MATCH) can be found in 

Appendix II. The co-ordinates are taken from an origin at the top left-

hand corner of the array. A section in the program to take care of a 

change of scale between the two scans was put in so that the program 

could be used for matching two astronomical exposures from different 

telescopes. It has no application in the calibration process. A check 

has also been put in for any anomalous changes in scale arising from the 

matching of two points that are not, in fact, the same features. 

The densities in the new array are found by linear interpolation 

between adjacent points since the small sampling distance required for 

accurate matching is usually very much less than the resolution element 

of the astronomical exposure and the size of the typical scale of 

photocathode sensitivity variations. If an application is found which 

requires a polynomial fit, a different subroutine can be inserted. 

As a check of the program a dummy tape was written and the scan 

rotated through 45°. Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 show the two maps produced, 

on the line printer, of the original and rotated arrays. The letters in 

the second map represent the interpolated numbers. Allowance must be 

made for the 8 by 5 matrix of the line printer which stretches the array 

in the "P direction. 
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FIGURE 4.2.1 : PHOTOCATHODE NON-UNIFORMITIES 



4.1.3 Correction of Data  

Having produced the two arrays of data that match, the 

calibration of the exposure can be undertaken with a simple program 

which obtains the ratio of the data point by point and forms a new array, 

on magnetic tape, in the standard archive format. This corrected array 

can then be processed using any of the routines already described in 

Chapter III. 

4.2 Practical Limitations of the Calibration Process  

In order to check the limitations of the calibration process 

a series of laboratory exposures were made. A Spectracon tube was 

selected which exhibited as wide a collection as possible of the various 

defects. These included dead spots, a general drift in sensitivity 

along the length of the photocathode and a step in sensitivity where 

there was a change in thickness of the mica window (see Fig. 4.2.1). 

The photocathode was illuminated by light reflected from a sheet of 

white card. The uniformity was checked used a photomultiplier with a 

500pm aperture placed in front of it. The whole assembly was scanned 

across the region of the photocathode and measurements were taken every 

mm. The illumination was found to be uniform to better than 1%. 

Exposures were taken using L4 emulsion in a 5pm layer on a 25pm 

Melinex backing. All the strips of emulsion used for this work came 

from three plates in the same batch. The electronographs were processed 

using the techniques outlined in Appendix I. The intensity of the light 

source was adjusted so that exposure times were between one and ten 

minutes, producing a range of densities from 0.25 D to 2.5 D. 
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1400pm 

FIGURE 4-2-2: DIVISION OF TWO EXPOSURES 
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Areas of the exposures were sampled at lOpm intervals using a lOpm 

x lOpm measuring aperture. A region of the photocathode was chosen that 

had easily recognisable dead spots and also contained the step in 

sensitivity due to the mica window. This latter feature was used as a 

check of the matching process since any edge mis-alignment would show up. 

Fig. 4.2.2 shows both the original scans and the calibrated scan for the 

0.25 D exposures. The data has been "blocked up" so that each plotting 

point represents an element 40pm x 40pm. On the two originals the 

intensity step is about 14% of the overall level, while the emulsion noise 

at this density is about 2% for a 40pm aperture. The feature in the top 

right-hand corner of the right-hand scan was a small fibre picked up on 

the emulsion during processing. There is also a general drift downwards 

in sensitivity along the length of the scan. 

The two scans were matched and divided in the computer, the fog level 

of the emulsion being assessed and subtracted. The resultant array of 

data is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4.2.2. The step has been removed 

to the overall level of the noise of the plot, which is about 3%, as has 

the general drift in sensitivity. 

To obtain a measure of the emulsion noise on the uncorrected data a' 

rough fit to the varying sensitivity was made by taking the average 

background level at several points along a line and interpolating between 

them. Areas free of dead spots were chosen for this measurement. Using 

this process a factor of 12-  was found between the noise of the 

calibrated scan and the emulsion noise of the originals for resolution 

elements up to 40pm x 40pm and a background density of 0.25 D - that is 

for noise levels on the calibrated data down to about 3%. 
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FIGURE 4.2.3: L4 EMULSION NOISE FOR A 10prn APERTURE . 
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FIGURE 4-2.4: NOISE ON CALIBRATED EXPOSURE AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 

FOR A 10pm ANALYSING APERTURE 
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Using exposures taken to a higher density it is possible to check 

the relationship between the noise on the corrected data and that on the 

original scans for a single measuring aperture. Emulsion noise figures 

obtained from this work tie in well with the estimates that can be made 

using Coleman's (6) figures for the detective quantum efficiency and 

sensitivity of the Spectracon combined with L4 emulsion (see Fig. 4.2.3). 

The emulsion noise for a given density and measuring aperture can be 

roughly estimated by treating the emulsion as a detector that registers 

5 events per square micron per unit density. Using these figures it is 

possible to check measured values of the noise on the corrected data with 

that which would be expected if there was just the straightforward 

addition of the two sets of emulsion noise. Fig. 4.2.4 shows just such 

a plot for a 10pm x 10pm measuring aperture and different background 

densities. On the whole the agreement is quite good to the level of the 

noise at the highest density, which is about 4%. 

Therefore from the measurements made so far both with a single 

resolution element and varying density and a single density and varying 

analysing aperture, residual effects of photocathode non-uniformities 

do not seem to be present. The noise levels of the calibrated data (3% 

to 4%) can be explained purely in terms of addition of emulsion noise. 

In order to find the limiting accuracy of the process the emulsion noise 

must be further reduced until a point is reached where the noise on the 

corrected data cannot be explained in terms of emulsion statistics. 

One such method is to block up the data from a corrected scan so 

that larger resolution elements are obtained. This was done for data 

taken from two exposures with a density of 0.62 D. The resultant noise 

obtained from elements ranging in size from 10pm x 10pm to 100pm x 100pm 

was compared with that which would be expected from emulsion grain 

statistics alone. The comparison is shown in Fig. 4.2.5. It can be seen 
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that there is a general trend to a higher value for the measured noise 

as the overall accuracy increases. In the region of 1 to 1.5% the 

predicted noise from the emulsion is well outside the errors of the 

measurements. Thus it would seem that, in the.region of one to two 

percent, the residual effects of non-uniformities become apparent. 

However, by blocking up this data to resolution elements 100pm x 100pm 

the effects of dead spots must be smoothed out to a certain extent.since 

each element will be of the same size or somewhat larger than the average 

dead spot. Therefore noise figures are required that have been obtained 

from areas that are clear of dead spots to see if there is any correlation 

between the measured noise of the calibrated data and the visible defects 

on the photocathode. 

For the two exposures at a density of 2.5 D the corrected data should 

have a contribution of 1% from the emulsion to the noise for an analysing 

aperture 40pm x 40pm. Therefore, taking this data and obtaining noise 

figures from those areas free of dead spots, it should be possible to 

assess whether there is still an increase in noise from some other source 

or whether the observed noise levels can be explained in terms of the 

presence of dead spots. From regions carefully selected to be clear of 

visible defects on the originals (that is only areas with a slow drift 

in sensitivity) noise levels of the 'order of 1.03 ± 0.08% have been 

obtained. However, in the areas where there are several dead spots, and 

thus no systematic relationship between the density within them and that 

over the rest of the exposure the overall noise level of strips 40pm wide 

and about 2.5 mm long sampled at 40pm intervals can rise to 1.5 to 2%. 

Obviously these results are only true for a specific distribution of dead 

spots, but it would seem to point to these features providing the most 

troublesome source of noise as far as the calibration of the system for a 
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uniform surface-response is concerned. This would also point to the 

necessity of keeping the mica window dust-free, since areas of zero 

sensitivity on the emulsion due to the screening effect of dust particles 

would have the same effect of reducing the performance of the system. 

4.3 Noise Power Spectrum 

The spatial frequency distribution of the noise on both the 

uncalibrated exposures and the corrected data serves as a guide to the 

frequency at which the slowly varying sensitivity changes of the 

photosensitive surface become important. The noise power spectrum of the 

L4 emulsion has been shown to be sensibly flat up to 80 cy/mm (64); thus 

any substantial peaking in the raw and calibrated data should not stem 

from this source. 

The calculation of noise power or Wiener spectra from digital data 

is fully described in several references (Bendat and Piersol (138), 

Dainty and Shaw (139), Blackman and Tukey (140)). Only those features 

relevant to the particular calculations made for this work will be 

outlined. 

The Wiener spectrum for the electronographic exposures was obtained 

from the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function of the data. 

Given a density record N samples long with values D
1 
	DN, the first 

stage was to obtain the mean value of the sample T. The data was then 

transformed to an array of numbers with a zero mean-value, i.e. 

X
1 
	 , where XN  = DN  - T. From this set of data the auto-correlation 

function (R) could be obtained for displacements which were an integer 

(r) multiple of the sample length h. 
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The auto-correlation function for this displacement is given by 

N-r 
1 

R
r 

- 	
n=1 

X
n 
X
n+r 

r can have a value between zero and m, where m is the maximum lag 

number and gives the largest displacement of the data with respect to 

itself. This maximum displacement will set the resolution bandwidth 

(Be) of the resulting noise power density estimate, these two quantities 

being related in the following manner 

1 
Be = mh — cycles /mm 

For continuous data the noise power spectrum (S) which is a function 

of the spatial frequency (f) can be related to the auto-correlation 

function which is a function of the lag distance (0. Thus 

S(f) = Jr R(Z)e-j27.fldR, 
CO 

The auto-correlation function is an even function of R., therefore 

CO 

S(f) = 2 	R(.e) cos 211- fR, dR, 

0 

and 	S(f) = S(-f) 

A one-sided noise power spectrum G(f) may also be defined where f only 

varies from 0 to +co, G(f) is twice S(f) over this region and is otherwise 

zero. Thus 

G(f) = 4 J R(Z) cos 21rfR. dQ 
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For digital calculations the maximum length of t is given by mh. The 

integration can be replaced by a summation using the following 

substitution 

k = rh 

dt = dr h 	dr = 1 

f
c 
= 1 	(Nyquist or cut-off frequency) 

2h 

This leads to a raw estimate of G(f), known as the periodogram (G(f)) 

 

m-1 
R
o 
+ 2 

r  E1  Rr 	
7rf 

cos --- + R
m 

cos 
Trm f

=  
's-6(f) = 2h 

  

However, this value approximates to taking the integral of the 

continuous function R over a finite range given by k = mh. Therefore 

mh 

jr

G(f) = 2 	R(k) cos 27ft dk 

which is equivalent to modifying the auto-correlation function by a 

top hat function of width 2mh. Therefore the true noise power spectrum, 

will in turn be convoluted with a sinc function to yield the raw 

estimate G(f). To reduce the effects of this process some form of 

smoothing is required. First, the function is only calculated at m + 1 

discrete frequencies, given by 

k = 0,1,2 	 

-mh 

f 
	kf c 

m 

This will yield m/2 independent estimates since it has already been 
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shown that the resolution bandwidth is set at —' which is equal to 
mh  

 

m-1 
+ (-1)

k  
R
o 
+ 2 

rE=1 
R 

 r 
 cos irrk 
	

m  

 

Gk  = 2h 

  

where k is the harmonic number. 

A final smooth estimate of the noise power spectrum at the harmonic 

k is given by a procedure known as Hanning. This value results in an 

averaging process which is as follows 

Go = 0.5 6o 
 + 0.5 G1 

 

G
k 

= 0.25 Gk-1  + 0.5 Gk  + 0.25 Gk+l 	k=1,....m-1 

G
m 

= 0.5 am_ i  + 0.5 Gm  

The smoothing is carried out during calculation using a Hanning lag 

weighting function Cr  which is given by 

Cr 	1 (1 + cosTrr) 	r = 0,1,2 	 

C
r 

= 0 	r > m 

Thus the smoothed noise power spectrum may be calculated using the 

following expression 

  

G
k 
 = 2h 

Irk 
R
o
+2 E 	C

r  Rr 	 ( m  
r=i  

  

2f
c  . At these discrete frequency points the periodogram is given by 
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A program (POW) was written to perform these calculations on data 

stored on the standard archive tapes; it is listed in Appendix II. 

These techniques for analysing data have been developed for 

stationary random processes. Strictly speaking the uncalibrated data 

is not random or isotropic since the emulsion noise is superimposed on 

a fixed noise-pattern due to the changes in sensitivity of the photocathode. 

However, the figures from these data are only to be used to obtain 

qualitative information. In particular the area around the large step 

in density due to the change in thickness of the mica window was avoided 

since this will swamp the low frequency contributions from the true 

photocathode variations. 

When an aperture is used to scan an emulsion the measured noise 

power spectrum (S') can be related to the real function (S) in the 

following manner 

S'(u,v) = S(u,v) I T(-107) I 2  

where u and v are spatial frequencies related to the two directions 

x and y and T is the transfer function of the aperture. For a scan 

along one line of data the relationship between the one-dimensional 

information and the two-dimensional power spectrum must be found. The 

auto-correlation function and the power spectrum are a Fourier pair, 

thus 

R(2.,p) = 	ji S(u,v)e
i27(u2, + vp)

du dv 
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Therefore the measured auto-correlation function 11' for a one-dimensional 

scan (where p = 0) is given by 

2 
R

f (Z) 
( jrm 

S(u,v) 1 T(u,v) I dv )ei271-"du 

Equally well 

Co 

R1 (Q)= f  S1  (u)e i21Tutdu 

Thus 

S' (u) = ji Co  S(u,v) I T(u,v) I 2dv 

If the transfer function of the measuring optics can be ignored, then 

T(u,v) can be expressed in terms of the filter function of the slit. 

If the slit has a width a and a height b 

S (u) = I(  S(u,v) sine
2 
 (au) sine

2  (bv) dv 

S '  (u) = sine
2 
 (au) S(u,v) sinc2  (bv) dv 

If S(u,v) is constant over the region that sine
2 
 (bv) is appreciably 

non-zero, then this relationship reduces to 

S (u) = sine.2  (au) S (u,0) jf sine
2 
 (bv) dv 

. 	2 
sine (au)  

S (u) = 	S(u,0) 
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If S(u,v) varies over the range of spatial frequencies defined by the 

slit length b then the measured one-dimensional spectrum is an 

integration over the v spatial frequency of the two-dimensional function 

weighted by the transfer function of the slit. 

The scans which were obtained for the investigation of the 

calibration process were measured using a 10pm x 10pm slit with samples 

taken every 10pm. This leads to a folding frequency (fc) of 50 cycles/mm. 

However, the emulsion noise power is known to be flat out to 80 cycles/mm 

and the power in the frequencies above 50 cycles/mm will be folded into 

the calculated spectrum, producing an aliased spectrum. For any 

frequency f in the range 0 < f < f
c 

the higher frequencies that are 

aliased with f are given by (2n fc 	n = 1,2 	 Thus the 

power at 60 cycles/mm will be folded into the calculated spectrum at 

40 cycles/mm. 

To avoid these effects the spectrum should only be calculated up 

to a frequency such that the power which might be folded in is small. 

The 10pm measuring slit serves as a filter which attenuates the higher 

spatial frequencies, dropping to zero at 100 cycles/mm and only reaching 

a peak of about 5% in its second lobe (fig. 4.3.1). Taking 107, as the 

highest accuracy one is likely to obtain in these calculations the 

filter has dropped to this level at about 75 cycles/mm. This frequency 

will be aliased with 25 cycles/mm in the calculated spectrum so that the 

function from 0 to 25 cycles should be substantially correct. 

The resolution bandwidth (Be) of the final spectrum had to be fairly 

small since the interest lay in the region round the low frequency end 

of the spectrum. The maximum number (m) of lag values for the 

calculation of the auto-correlation function was chosen such that Be 

was 3.33 cycles/umt. For a string of N samples the normalised standard error 
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for the noise-power calculations is given by 

e = FE 

Therefore for a fixed length of scan the error goes up with the number 

of lag values, i.e. as the resolution increases. For the typical scan 

lengths of about 300 points this leads to an error of about 30% on the 

individual noise-power estimates. 

To compare the results before and after calibration the same areas 

of scan had to be selected and processed in the same way. A fairly 

narrow strip well clear of the main step in density due to the change in 

mica window thickness was chosen. The calculated spectrum was corrected 

for the effects of the measuring slit which produces an attenuation at 

25 cycles/mm of 0.81. The two sets of power spectra both before and 

after calibration are shown in Fig. 4.3.2. It can be seen that the low 

frequency components of the noise in the uncalibrated data fall off by 

about 5 to 6 cycles/mm while the calibrated data produces a fairly flat 

spectrum. The emulsion noise at the density of these exposures (0.6 D) 

should yield a noise power of 0.12 D
2
p
2 
for the uncalibrated data and 

0.24 D
2
p
2 
for the corrected scan. The average levels from the two sets 

of data are 0.11 D
2
p
2 

and 0.22 D
2
p
2 
respectively. 

These figures were obtained from a fairly restricted area of the 

scan which was free of dead spots. Another spectrum was calculated for 

the corrected data but taking in a fairly large area. The lines were 

added together to form a set of data which was equivalent to measuring 

the exposures with a slit 600pm long and 10pm wide. This spectrum 
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FIGURE 43-3 : NOISE POWER SPECTRA FROM LARGE AREA OF PHOTOCATHODE 
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FIGURE 4.4-I : SOURCES OF LIMITATIONS TO PHOTOMETRY 
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(Fig. 4.3.3) again shows a reduction in the low frequency noise components. 

The overall noise power has risen slightly in the calibrated data; this 

might be expected if dead spots are taken in with the emulsion noise. 

There is a peak in the spectrum around 20 cycles/mm which is also present 

in the uncalibrated data. This would imply that there is some periodic 

variation which is not being calibrated out. 

From these power spectra it can be seen that the low frequency 

components of the noise due to sensitivity changes of the photocathode 

can be removed. These effects seem to be restricted to spatial frequencies 

lower than about 6 cycles/mm, i.e. they are of the order of 200pm in 

size or greater. 

4.4 Limitation to Photometric Accuracy  

It has been shown that emulsion noise-limited performance can 

only be obtained in areas of the photocathode that are free from dead spots. 

Therefore when studying objects which extend over substantial areas of 

. photocathode photometric accuracy is limited by these features to the 

region of 1% to 2% of the background level, depending on the concentration 

of these areas of zero sensitivity. Figure 4.4.1 shows a summary of the 

contributions arising from different sources of noise, as a function of 

background density. It can be seen for the case of emulsion and 

microdensitometer noise alone that the same limiting density, that is 

the density at which the microdensitometer noise exceeds that of the 

emulsion, is reached for all the different sizes of measuring aperture. 

This would seem reasonable since the improvement in machine noise due to 

the increased photon flux from a larger slit will be matched by the drop 

in emulsion noise due to grain statistics. A straight line indicating 

1% residual photocathode non-uniformities after calibration shows that 

these do not severely limit the measurements made using lOpm or 20pni 
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slits, but for the 40um analysing aperture they prevent full use being 

made of the possible storage of the emulsion. The two broken lines show 

the effects 2% and 1% residual non-uniformities would have. 

One way of reducing the effect of dead spots would be to use some 

form of interpolation routine. However, this will only be possible if 

they are of a size that is small compared with the resolution element 

in the exposure. 

Since the emulsion noise on the calibration exposure is added to 

that of the astronomical data, the scan used for correction purposes 

should ideally have a substantially lower noise value than that required 

of the final processed image. Thus the astronomical exposure need only 

be long enough to reach a density which gives an emulsion noise of the 

order of the final accuracy required. The noise of the calibration data 

can be reduced by either taking it to higher density or by some form of 

artificial smoothing, provided this does not limit the correction of the 

slow changes in sensitivity. 

Taking 1% as the best limiting accuracy, it is possible to calculate 

the emulsion density required for 1% photometry and different sizes of 

analysing aperture. Figure 4.4.2 shows that for slits smaller than 20um 

the microdensitometer noise will limit the performance of the system 

and of course the higher the background density required the smaller the 

dynamic range of the exposure. That is to say if DB  is the background 

density and DL  is the limiting density fixed by microdensitometer noise 

the dynamic range is given by 

D
L
-D 

O.O1DB 



FIGUPE 4-4.3 
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when the photocathode is limiting the photometric accuracy. If it is 

the emulsion noise that is providing the limitation then the dynamic 

range is given by 

DL-DB  
a
D 

Thus for a 40pm aperture with the emulsion noise reduced to the level 

of 1% (background density 1.25 D) the dynamic range available is about 

350:1. The maximum dynamic range is set by the smallest and largest 

density that the microdensitometer can measure; Cohen (64) has calculated 

that this is at least three orders of magnitude. 

Figure 4.4.3 shows the densities'required for 1% emulsion 

accuracy on a 1 arcsec resolution element for telescopes of different 

apertures and f-numbers. If better image resolution is required, in 

terms of the number of samples per arcsecond, then a trade-off must be 

made between photometric accuracy, field, dynamic range and exposure time. 

For example, if the resolution element is increased to 1 arcsec then the 

density must be increased by a factor of 4. Also, as the f-number 

increases so the relative exposure goes up by the square of that quantity. 

Thus there is a difference in exposure time of 25 between an f/16.25, 0.5m 

telescope and a f/3.25, 2.5m telescope, although the image scale and the 

required background density arc the same in both cases. 

The limitation of 1% to 2% photometry set by the photocathode means 

• that features 4 to 5 magnitudes down on the sky background should be 

discernible. This limitation is important for broad band photometry 

where one is trying to distinguish faint features against a high sky 

background. The accuracy of measurement of relative fluxes across an 

object is set by the dynamic range of the electronograph and although 
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each individual measurement may be accurate to the order of a few 

percent the smallest measurable flux may be only a few tenths of a 

percent of the peak flux from the object. Therefore in stellar 

photometry, although the flux from each star can only be obtained to 

an accuracy of 1% to 2%, the dynamic range and linearity allow the 

estimation of relative brightness over more than five stellar magnitudes. 

Therefore it would seem that the extra effort required to reduce 

the effects of photocathode non-uniformities is still recompensed by 

the linearity and dynamic range of the electronographic process. 

Some of the work described in this chapter was presented at the 

Sixth Symposium on Photoelectronic Imaging Devices, London (1974). 
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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

"From the end spring new beginnings" 

Pliny the Elder (23-79) 

The foregoing pages have served as a documentation of three years 

.postgraduate research. Perhaps they represent an unbalanced picture in 

that much of the routine can be written off in a short sentence while 

the thoughts of a day may be expanded to several pages. However, it can 

probably be said that the routine provides the building blocks that 

enable one occasionally to make a quick advance. 

What, then, is the general picture that has emerged from the 

drawing together of all the different parts of the photometric system? 

Clearly, it can be seen that except when sampling with a very small 

aperture, where emulsion noise is large, the limit to photometric 

accuracy is set by the quality of the photocathode. The slowly varying 

sensitivity changes due to uneven deposition of the photosensitive 

surface are easily dealt with, but a large concentration of dead spots 

serves to drastically lower the performance. If these spots are small, 

as compared with the resolution element within the image, then a certain 

improvement could be obtained by interpolation across the area of zero 

sensitivity. If this procedure is used it might be possible to obtain 

a close approximation to the emulsion-limited noise across the photocathode. 

It has been shown, for apertures ranging from 10pm x 10pm upwards, 

that the point at which the microdensitometer noise becomes comparable 

with that from the emulsion is a constant value between 5D and 6D. 

This "limiting" density leads to a value for the highest accuracy that 
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can be obtained for each measuring aperture and thus for a given spatial 

resolution. The residual effects of photocathode non-uniformities have 

been shown to overtake the emulsion noise in the region of 1% to 2% of 

the signal level; therefore they set the practical limit to photometry 

for analysing apertures larger than 10pm x lOpm. 

These limitations to the accuracy of a single measurement must not 

be confused with the criteria which set the dynamic range of the device. 

The latter are basically the smallest and largest densities which can be 

taken as a true representation of an incoming flux. The lower density 

level is set at 1% to 2% of the general background (provided it can be 

resolved by the microdensitometer) while the upper value is simply the 

"limiting" density set by the microdensitometer noise. Cohen (64) has 

calculated the dynamic range to be about three orders of magnitude and 

practically a range of just over 500 to 1 has been obtained (Chapter III). 

This large dynamic range, coupled with the linearity of the electronographic 

process, certainly compensates for the extra care that must be taken to 

remove the effects of photocathode non-uniformities. 

Taking the present system as being somewhat less than perfect, what 

would be the general areas for improvement? 

1) The Image Tube 

Obviously attention must be given to the production of 

high quality photocathodes. Defects such as dead spots should be removed 

as far as possible while an improvement in the general uniformity would 

also be useful. 

Fiducial marks of some sort should be provided. At the 

moment all of the matching procedures are undertaken using dead spots as 

location points. For the slowly-varying surface-sensitivity a 

positional accuracy of about 10pm is perfectly sufficient. The marks 
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should define an unambiguous set of co-ordinates for ease in matching 

exposures. 

The reproduction of such marks on the exposure is no 

problem when there is a sufficiently high background density to throw 

them into relief. However, for narrow-band photometry, where the 

background is very low, a means must be found of providing illumination 

to the areas of the photocathode around the fiducial marks. Probably a 

simple mask which leaves just the extreme ends of the photocathode 

uncovered would be sufficient, but the effects of light scattered into 

the image area would have to be taken into account. 

2) Emulsion  

The results presented ih this thesis have been explained 

on the basis that the L4 emulsion used for the experiments had a fairly 

uniform surface-sensitivity. In fact there has been no evidence to the 

contrary. 

Recently the quality of nuclear track emulsion has been 

criticised (McKay (141), Wlerick (142)) and clearly in some respects 

this is a less easily-handled problem than photocathode non-uniformity. 

The sensitivity of the emulsion (in terms of the density for a given 

exposure) will be dependent on the thickness of the emulsion layer up 

to the point that this exceeds the electron range. Therefore if there 

is a change in the depth of the emulsion across the exposure a variation 

in sensitivity will be found that cannot be calibrated out. Coleman (6) 

• has given the range for 40 KV electrons as about 8um to lOpm in nuclear 

track emulsion. 
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The uniformity of the emulsion layer will be dependent on 

the flatness of the surface onto which. it is deposited. For glass plates 

this should be no problem, provided they are kept level, but the Melinex 

backing used with the Spectracon must first be attached to a glass plate 

before it is coated with emulsion. If this process is not properly done 

the Melinex may lift and cause the emulsion to flow unevenly. 

Therefore, to obtain repeatable results, the uniformity 

of the emulsion layer must be good and it is probably necessary to 

increase its thickness to exceed the electron range. Coleman (6) has 

shown that an increase of this sort would also improve the detective 

quantum efficiency of the process. 

3) The Measuring Machine  

By far the longest part of the production of astronomical 

information from this system is taken up in the retrieval of data from 

the electronographs and its processing into the required form. Because 

of the nature of the machine presently used for plate measurement, most 

of the manipulation of the data (spatial as well as photometric) is 

undertaken using a fairly large computer. For instance the matching of 

two sets of data is undertaken by handling large arrays, one being 

rotated with respect to the other. This process will work quite well 

for a small number of picture elements, but if whole exposures are to 

be handled then it very rapidly becomes cumbersome. 

Obviously one still wants the scan in digital form so that 

both photometric and spatial information can be obtained from the same 

set of data, but if the measuring machine is more flexible one can obtain 

the, specific measurements required. 
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The electronograph itself presents the most compact method 

of storing the astronomical data on it. If it is considered as a read—

only memory then it should be possible to transfer from it to some other 

storage medium (such as tape or disc) only that information that is 

required for a specific job. To do this a microdensitometer with a table 

of high positional accuracy, operated under computer control, is necessary. 

With sufficient interaction between the operator and the machine it should 

be possible to use fiducial marks to define a fixed set of co—ordinates 

and to position the table so that, for example, the same areas of 

photocathode are measured from an astronomical exposure and a calibration 

exposure. The subsequent data handling to obtain the calibrated scan 

then is trivial and fairly fast since the two sets of data can be 

superimposed point by point or line by.  line. 

As stated in Chapter I, machines capable of this type of 

operation have been produced for work on aerial surveys. They are also 

fast but, as has been pointed out, their very speed limits their 

photometric accuracy. However, for work on single objects, rather than 

star fields, a very high scanning rate is not particularly necessary. 

If the photometric performance can be improved by slowing the machine 

down, the loss in speed will probably be negligible as compared with the 

time saved in obtaining data with the correct spatial orientation. 

The problems of producing a method of measuring high 

densities during fast scanning are extensive. If the high density 

(greater than 2D) content of the electronographs is low an improvement 

might be achieved by a selective slowing of the scanning rate above a 

certain density level, without greatly increasing the total scan time. 

This would be important for stellar photometry where the high density 

images will represent the bright standard stars which will be used to 

estimate the magnitudes of the rest of the objects in the field. It 
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remains to be seen if measures such as these can improve the photometric 

performance of fast, single-beam scanners to the stage that they are 

comparable, over the whole density range, with the very much slower 

two-beam system such as that used in the Joyce-Loebl. 

The combination of image tube, emulsion and microdensitometer is 

as much a photometric system as television-type sensors or photon-

counting systems which produce digital data on the telescope. Some 

thought must be given to the optimisation of the whole so that the routine 

production of data is straightforward. Obviously in the future the 

photometry of extremely faint sources of limited angular extent (less than 

5 
10 picture elements) will be undertaken using two-dimensional photon-

counting detectors. However, electronography will still have certain 

advantages which are not to be ignored. Electronographic devices 

potentially will have available a much larger number of picture elements, 

and despite the problems of microdensitometry, the nuclear emulsion 

represents a very compact and stable form of information storage. For 

example, to digitise a complete Spectracon exposure 3 cm x 1 cm a 7-track 

magnetic tape 1,200 feet long is required. If the digital image of an 

object is to be preserved for any length of time a more compact form of 

storage than tape must be used. Thus for two-dimensional photoelectric 

photometry of larger fields and for the storage of this data in an 

archival form electronography must be considered as a prime candidate 

for some time to come. 
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APPENDICES 

"This concludes the supplement, with the exception of 

forty pages of illustrative and mathematical notes, 

which could greatly enhance the size and price of this 

work, without commensurably adding to its general 

interest. Ed. Sun." 

Richard Adams Locke 

Note at the end of: 

Great Astronomical Discoveries Lately Made by 

Sir John Herschel at the Cape of Good Hope. 

"Supplement to the Edinburgh Journal of Science" 

Published in the New York Sun, August 21st-31st 1835. 
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APPENDIX I 

Processing of Electronographic Emulsions  

1) 2 minute soak in distilled water. 

This serves to swell the emulsion and reduces the diffusion 

time of the developer by a factor of about 100. 

2) 5 minutes development in Kodak D-19. 

A nitrogen bubble burst system is used to maintain a 

continuous exchange of developer and reaction products within the emulsion. 

3) 1 minute stop bath in 1% acetic acid. 

4) Fix for 11 times the clearing time in Hypam fixer plus hardener. 

5) Wash for 1 an hour in running filtered water. 

6) 2 minutes rinse in 50% alcohol, 50% distilled water. 

7) 1 minute rinse in 95% alcohol, 5% distilled water. 

The last two processes help to shrink the gelatin and to aid in 

quick drying. 
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APPENDIX II 

Computer Programs  

This appendix contains the listings of the computer programs 

described in Chapters III and IV . 

Program 	 Page  

JLTRAN(ZTRAN) 	 168 

LARD 	 173 

MICSIT 	 175 

DSPLY 	 179 

VOL 	 192 

MATCH 	 196 

POW 	 201 
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1=1 
J=1 ma,.Kr2.41. 
Cc TO 20 
warrE (o,6c) 
FcAtixl l 14HuNEYPEC 
SilDP 2. 

PO c..TANDNP1„0 RSGCED 

nJF(t)pECuPt25-4;» 

63.10 

rEb EoF ) 

tso WR...ITE (6.5I) Ur- 

	

sa Fee.tiAi 	3ito C.CtOP_ IN Is,IITSAL R.CCo&D IEE= 	)•
S70P b 

(:44 4  F I Le FINt 	FOR ferft-NDkRD TOPE 

727 
73t 

tlt( i34 

• 31-', 
7i.,1 
773 

U

▪ 

r1f 
1102 F.L 13 
001r -i" 
Li 1.t 12 
• 13 

301 r:.?? 

1 , r  3  

sa IF (1.442•! . E. 0 ) 	10 'so 
vaiTE(6,246) 

pov iretmAltirl ,x,5-514 SCau.NoT 
liANE 

t.,:f 6.1D 7 
( NO F-NF) 16 .18 b7 

16c w1ck:1.Tc (;) 	15C kLi MPX. A5b1. &C 
?.;} wal 7: te , h ) nitri ,NPA 
$j 	( $lt, 	, IS; t OH LINES 0 

PX-W) NO 7 
40 SS 
k,NP /ci 
IF 0(.61.014c10,  55-  
Do S-6 koc,71,): 
i„i4.0 ill 1?i1-44 

Tt t4p..1TE (3) £'.TA 
• K =0 X 	Z 

IF (K.60,0) 40 To SS  

EN re,  uzcHivE DUE TO fvoN rio44,03 

DT.NO,A, CDENS( JJ).bENPI(JJ),Jj=1,olotil 

ip Tbp 6-41 PoZwas ) 
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L. 

	

c:ni r.36 	 CFRE) 1.7'■ (DkiA(ixio,kit=1..<) 
•, 0, 1 '1, /, 	 wa../TE (3.) (D0' 110600 icic:"I 1  x- ) 

	

, • ..;- 	$5 cor-ii i 04.. 
Enic,  GIt.E 

	

1 ,  ■ ;' 	 12 IE v./ ■ sJ 0 7 
'., 1 	1 	 Irit" l r,tog-uf-  ), 16,38.'5-7 
fi .  I ,  F 4  

	

41; U 	J 	 „ L 

P...0 	141 .2-Z-61 	(  
  

T, 	 TEA, Fla) 

	

!it 	 Y-mto UJ Isule a256) 	o) 
 

-/Nricicit_ 27CA- 

	

1: 	 Contict4 IV1+1Z 
1, 4 **• Sura-Pv7 1,4 r Tc? 01T411.4 	 woR-D's 

Er-g-=• I 	NurCrta-t- a_E Tu,tN 
1. 	 2 	(bop cer-  Li NF 

19,4„:1-1  
Deafk. WAS 24E40 
Parir EaloP- 
I Li-

-a. 
 ric141. Ctia-cALT EP- 

4 4  Felt-4LO C.(Z. STA4■7 

	

a'ar.1n 	 -t1 

	

I (1 1'n e 	
ret•1 

	

.0 .,.,..)1 	
loc:- 1 
IF ( bl.cq.c,  ) Clo To z 

	

`, ,, r! 13 	3 Jjr_22(.- 14 ( icur, r, J ) 

	

tiO 0 c1.4- 	 IF CJ.k.CCL. 1.0L.JJ.E4.1S) (.0 To S' 
ou?? 

	

tic, !.-35 	
if (Ji.E. 3 .012.....1.).E'Ca.27) 4o TP S 
jr. JAI. 

	

,.,' .. 3f , 	IF ( ..1.1-1.1.1 ) co To 3 
1... 	...A 

	

(1(que, J. 	 i-,:14.1 

	

i; ;  ,1L 2 	 If t 14-T.2.57 ) 60 1 0 3 

	

,•Lik 	 1-..1 
ma.-...14443 un"r!“ ,, 

	

OfA1 1- 	 WFFEA. Iki (1,IPAR) (7.40F(1),:60,(2.5-6)) 

	

:•!It I ti e. 	1,1. ca.1.1.- YELL 
1.; f.h7 Tr t th417,1 ) i6(.,3,6,7.7 

	

 
I) Ot ii. 1 	

t,  1 e.P.:1 
) r" IL 	 7 Ei.Efia-71;114  
9.41 1'3 llift_)„) 

I 
it  

f "44  PA-LK Cop-s_AcrnEgs 
(. 

00I'Itt, 

	

..*? • 1 --. 	2  LI' fL:t L 1  

	

i.: f 1' 1:-. 	)4 .1..r4Z04 ( 13UP, I. J ) 

	

06:113 	g. loTtex)-":JJ 
etPsilt- 
• ii 7 	 Vtjtt J. LT.11 ) go To ci 

■,.,•, 121 	 jr.1 

	

120 172 	 s=1.+1 

	

Co': 1 2. 3 	 rF ( I.LT .2s-i ) co TO c  

	

.1:: 125 	
31 

	

ti Of 1 ?I 	 lr 120- IN ( ,Iiive.) agilF(1).EgLir ( 25-6)) 
lisultz-Nre.41 

	

6 01 147 	10 ; 
. 

.• 

	
r 

-.. 
 ALE LL   X 

 

Re.1 

	

f i 

i

, 1 	Ii1E2
(oNr7 .) 10,11.647 

	

00 1 b2 	q•qc_WC*l 
 

	

110f lt.4 	 IF (10:.t_T.5 1 qo TO 14- 
t 
l 44.7-4 TEST Fbiz. ZE,C.ot 
. 

	

f"' 1.. 1 f.6 	
t. 	

Do 12 JJ-zi,4- 

	

1)(.1 i fo:' 	12 IF (11)7(..1.1) .NE.0) Cit, TO 13 
." ' 17E4 
t , 1?, 

	

. (.; 17e, 	
tl-rz.01:6• 

t 
,...4 4,4  ollciot):4E clitta-AcTeES 
t• 

 1E, /3 

	

177 	
13:0 .' 	7 
IF (11,1(14 . Li. 16) 40 Tto ii, 

t. 
1.: 4844  RE:n(74E ow CR Et_oeu illi T 
1 

	

I.,' 2" is. 	 Ctc,  1.7 JJ=1, 4.. 

	

I.7 .:. ' "c" • t. 	 T. 	( 171>T1,1.1).G1,3L) go ro 15- 
■ .11,21: 	17 3.DTLJJ)=LDT(1,1) -it. 

	

0 Ot,?1 , 	TS*-1:00P 
t 
1 .," * TEST VALIDITY 

	

,:t Ll f 	
( 	

16 Do t B' J.1=2, 4- 

	

i.., ,V2 	 IF (TUT( /IN .41.9.0k. 113T (.3.1).1_7.0 ) c'C' 70 I 5-  •, r , Jig 	) g' e0■44 INNt.,  
lc-  0 jrr Li), , ra. is-  ) itc:(2_r2_ 

	

f ,.L.1 	 LH:7-1-4..- ii)I(l- )4-1CC..+TDT l 	4.1 041-r..D.1C4-, 

	

I if 7,,-/ 	 it.,t; TL; :.N 

	

:. • •,:i i 	Is-  Ilta6 

	

,,, 	 tri
-
i 

• ' ', ' 	 t21;, 0:0' 4 



L 

112 /7 
	

r...)/2 	• 70/7 
	

J22 

,.r4 	" 	twr,t 
'YlrY IV; 

311:11 	•Irc 

C 	3:,,011 52;•11 	A171V3':31 CZ 11111.4 
; 	S1:.1  t 113 GZ 	,r3so ?:9T! ;Atc 	ir) 11:r 4t.-1 

	

ticsil 	: t 

	

E 00 tele4 	ZX*TY 	c/ 	ZT9;; 

	

A-1,77 	+ 1.,%.-.7 yr k 

	

> SY 14 zn z 3 k, 	29 	. 	tLonfir—z 	1 

	

31-tts 	3X 29 	N 

	

9324 S NI lad 	Tx 	41crs 	,34-7.E.! 

	

9
Z  
'z 2X+2$ 	7X

)0
.1 	?A2tii 1 

	

1 	2 	020? 

	

*47 	Z 	7X1 	l'. 7 ' 

	

2x 	EX5 	• 7.! 

	

53/1m1-13B gt r).C. '54-1/ 	EX-4?)( 	/xY 	!,-,7LI 

	

OT 	*rscq 	2T":1,7.,r1 

	

8(1i4'6 oFtv:231-31 4317 	t-4,9 	IAJS 	'rti.!4-1:r.: 

	

X3.3r4 ?,1)41,11-1dp 	75(4; 	h.g5 	‘71'1 
1 1 	1 	7 

1.m5 
	.,:'(- 	

.! 
1,; 

t J,3 	Eli 	V5 	..,..: 	.  

	

S59 	H327 	T 
1/ST ' 	H127HL /7/ 	33A 	'.!-,:,!.1c; .:=  

I r 'r `dam Y' ) 40z.azfr 	. . * * * 
olgi kv27zt/ 3441 e.0 d'saA 'HI j 101 WO'M 	* 

-20114.11434) *HI r 1+41 gNiv2t0 onv1-A4n=1 137nN1 5fN ( * * * * * 
* 

	

4777 	L-v/N21 
2:430I 

,-.7j/n1/"q. 	•,-.4V7Z •C 	MT.-) NCZ 

+t 
	

mlzz 

•SPiid 

r ,J 
1"7. Jr 

• SO 411 ll 11..,nn AA,I4N7.1 	
HON31 
	

3Si "'In 4 

c11-173 ???11'. 

1.0 	••'•-",•,!! •1../ *7 1?.17 / 'T S /eIwn1 
111 k -v" 1111 311 1, ! S 



eAt-t- START 
ta-1,c 

tit, goaNP 3 
&L WT NO 4- 
wTml*T+-1. 

L**** REAP HL(4Dik. DA-TA- AND CHECK SCAN lb 
C 

REPrDt 101) TNLP 	• 
i01 PORN0-16.10i.  Iles) 

tua-ITE (CI, 	tu5z.,t sc, ASor , SLOT 
SO2 Fc-tA7l1K1, 14M 	USSR 3 .D. , 

IZAPosomi, 
iti4DATFvNio,5-s,5*.P1. A Ye , 

3 	" 	4&10, Sx SI4SLIT 
IF 	 X,-54.11->(:t 

TFC1SCP.11.1.14c-) gt To 30 
Ws-LTE(L,i01)ISL, ISc 

tol fec.)4A-1(/ ) s., Z31) SCAN PPS DONi 
CALL 

1 
ENPkol-CO. DJ 

SWF 

Sl
i

ALAD (3) lUg.,ISLINL,Npg,AsoT, SCDT 04Dri )  coatis CJJ), Demi ( JJ) 
J If (NT. c11,1) 	lo 301=1, NOW  

rs-,2.0x,1015.cA).; T.D. 
11.10.,5X77t4FrLTi.2 141C,$( 
Pt10 
*WIZ) 5")(101-ITELESC OPE, A-10 

D4R-Ers/ tX.904TA-PE 
10%, SHLktO ID 'Lb) 

173. 

Eocitam Livaq> tINPor.OUTFOT,SCAN.TAPE37ScaN,TAPEszixieuT, 
TA-PE L=OuT I TAFEtr, TA-r 2rs  TA PC 17 rArE &LI p 	2 	REAL LThIE 

tIC■ 	2 	tirIENSION L".041 tZ000)•?tor 1200 o4 ,DA-TA CSI 	ASPT 	SCOT CS) ,P♦DT (S) 
,teNSL(1)sDeuggt%) 

On( Or? 	 eXTERNAA. (4.1Pb-or 
11Ct,c• 2 	CtrLt. ENTRAP (ENPLOT) 

L**** TOYTIALLSE 
0000rP 
00 1̀Dr. ijr,cf.6 
ur!:riv 
1..C( F.1.2 

OCCC114 

u•n-,-,0 57 
r.“—  f.61 
COPLE 
OW C75 

Orr,t,75 
Oil( 1.77 

Of 11 7 
D Di 111 

L 
(,**** i(CP.0 TN CALI) Pf -JA.. To SELECT AREA OF SCAN REiluiP_Er) 
C 
U tiFST.NFST******HFT,NLST 
1 	 * 	. 
1_ 	 3 	* 
✓ 4 	4 	• 
C 	 rd-5rows7t744.4 b- HL.51.r4Lsr 
C 
C:**** CONSIDECL SCAN  AS AN CIA-efuy luill4 rt m(;US A-No ni cvt.iimus 
(41,4.V. 	tiFST,tJF%11 Defertg,s syn cur oF SF_Lec Yea ilsZe A 12,4*,,. 	riL SY 1Ni. Vc 0 E FT,Ji; ENO OF CELE-C.' hi : 6 AREA Lv4** 	Iet_k_ r.,, TAP N.4.-LQ.e.2 OF POINTS 1*/ ito id cis- COLthia (**** 	ro ca A-D 4.0 ro civE ot.ig Pi_oTri-Wc Po:iNj 
L null?. 	V. cklEAD t 5-, 10c1 PirS 7 . p-ir V(' , K—sT 1 Nt.s I % J.' et.x , eL3Yr 

10' 133 	300 Fee.t.uk-Tc5-Iici SINIO) 
"4* e kiEcit riu ALAA FOP- rt.t.fiTL&C. !JCS inTkIleJ SCAN 

(44.r. 	AND r-A-LLULATE SLZE OF r6.0771,44 AP.41A4 
C 

0,11 133 
001131. 
unt 14e 

WI! 192 

I:Pr 155 

. 
t I. 1 r 2 
f.r..174 

0^i 177 

IFt)41-67.r, Npt S NLS TzwPR 
Jr-S 	a:Ls 7 -rig 	#.1) /Ir,L rt  
gLsyr (oLvr-NF•>T11)/ICLit 

(c 44" PcsITICN sce,w 
• 1.0 Cr4F4.T. kA. IA 40 To I 

tiCeiir-APS1-•1 f• 
1•4" gtini IN vivs,liec■ SCA-NS 

Cc 3 J--zi,AFKI 
r**** hroTi. OATA A.locK CtNSTSTs OR SIZ 	work FULL 

112  t(Nri. 	C,L1 To 4o 
Dv (,4_ r,,14 az 1,Na 

41 SAO 13) Lc, 
iF 	eG..?) Co To a 
a,60(3) (DA 74 0•11413) .14KS-7-1,lskg) 

3 LCNCILKIc,i 
f*** FOE- etcco JAtuE OF 



1; 
( ,,,,,, etoutt ins J pircurri cp) 
( 

c51 2:, 2 	 Do 6 	1:-:-1 ,713oe 
1 . 	. . 1 i23 )J=f4Pf./Y1 2 
I. 0 ! ;)71, 	 Iti-1 hiPt.-t43.44-  I 2 
(P:■ 1  331-1 	 fF COg-1) 43, 4.4-) i-S- 
r. ", ?.i 7 	44- geaD I. 1) (44 NECK). K=1, $12l 
Ir.' 	i'd I 	 go rt.■ rah 
1; ul 241 	44-  DO 51 f1=-1, Na 
co r?4. 3 	 teic,  II gr 5-1 2. 
PPE 21,1: 	 Ki=-Kt -S-1.1 :-, r 1 247 	S^1 CEAD ( 3) (LItsiE(K) )1(=-K-locK) 

1.  ni 21.1 	 Ki=r-K-0-( 
Gr,772 	 i.c.A. Lir-Ha_ 
0 Cr, 2t,r- 	 Yr tkL-1) 4-(,*  52 y 5.2. 
Cr',  2 c,F, 	14 ic Jr.i 
1 r 1  ?.e 7 	 kictct,. 
011, 271 	57. aco.i) C 34 (U11/4)2(10 7 ICk J i  rt ) 
lOL.300 	46 IKE:Nor-ST -1 
t ,",: 3. 2 	 Do 6 1C=1 ,1L57 
Litt i: 3r. 4 	 rroi =0.0 

i 
C•*** RADI)LE IN k DERECTIC;N 
C 

tilt 31.5 	 Do 7 iicr- i j  I CS.K 
o9 31 2 	 ',cp.:licit-1 
Ii?!' 313 	7 STO7r-$7o7 ft_ imi• cren 
00031b

r 	
g egVA(14).=F04,,F (K)+s701 

t.: 4**4  IR IT 1 INt. trAt. tie (# LIciITS 
C 

ii 1.1  I,  32F 	 I.i!  (i.GT.i) Go To g 
G Fi , -'; 3r 	 XNAX=PC‘F(L) 
0 Cl.: 330 	 X MTN: XNA- X 

e 
14 *** FIND XttlkY-VIMIN 
C 

1.1.1'• 33? 	B Do ct Kr- t ,KL 4-1 

0ri' -.4;:r 	f:1 IF (caug (ig , t_i . XtliN) Xe-,/t.);--Fe,s;P LK) 
00r:31,  t; 	 F C Pes...F tz>.‘r. )(NATO xtus- x=Psit4F(K) 

t:!7!•347 	4_ togrrE c.‘•1 t,PC,oF (.1.4-.0 9 SQ:•1.KLST) 
C 
C 4.4'** FUtiTTING Co NcTAN1 5. HIGN XS DISTA ivce ro iNcHes 
C•+'+ 	 c.cx.tcsrct.v.;:Nr, To Xiit‘X-x11211 
C; 

11.11 3F-4 
i^f .36F 	

Mit-0 (.5-, to 4-) 14 I CA4 
to re(;-NAT(Fto. 2) 

9 ni 365 	 ScPct_Er. uciicot-XviP-1),HYGH 
ill' 37! 	 DZ57= CV) . C-07.14.1 a .rrq.cri-T c11.51) 
ilY 373 	 IF (DIST . 61-. 0.2) DIST 7.0. I u 

C 4 *44  FLO' t-MA-DiTo_ uND;A.. 1-ttatt ri.e4 
Lyr,,,, 	11-till-LE. (_,TNrc,FN IN INC, if ES (..4...., 	pL:ri. Vi-  EiNGrm IN iNcliES 
C 
C**** Clot) rile x Tist/N CF PLOT f4t13 14‘744 Lk 1,4•047.05 ° 
C 

001:377 	 e Le Fk-Cfr7 (RLST)ADIS7 
tl'■4 4,  I 	 TL=e..; 

o,i 41 
560  Ittz(rTit.../-f2L-T,Co, 611 62 

01040? 	 X2z.PL/ 2.-it.o 	 . 
c::1413 	CALL 	SYnc.44. (X2., D.o. O. 1.1 PLDT $ co.° ,Bo 1 
p pi 1.23 	

CALL SYNiao.. t 42..,o.t7 ,0.1,SCQ1100 .v560) Oct 4i7 
CA44 STr(sys CT iv  1... otV.1, MD( )0 41 . C')C0 Dr..427 	 CASA- PI-o( (p.t.)) i . 5-, - 1) 

orm.4422 	 co 10 61 
;'; 143:3 	63 tiiLL • SritoL ( 0.0 0.0,0.A, Pt-DT, Ov. (...t.-c) kt,:r 437 	 CALL synect (C.c., o.s , C.1. ,Sc DT, CO. 0,'0) 

ON 44 3 	 CA-i-I. sY,titct, 1(•011,0,0. i. y AS I) r, co. 0, d'o) 
ft Cm 4.17 	 CA3-1.- PLOT 	(P. 011.C, -3) 
Pi" 452 	 qo TO 4. '. 

GO( 455 	
CZ R.2=Ft/ 2_ I. t.: 4 F.3 

ilAt. 0-44- 
00P461 	 CA-(.L syticti.-(- ( D. ov D.0 ) o. t , PL-Dr, co. e. ico) 
criv 465 	 cAt-t- Sillec(- Co •o ) o•s*, o. 1 . s(-ol , oo. 0, .sc.) 
0"471 	 CALL STitDoL to •o, 3•o, 0.7. 02,501, 004 01 fgC1) 

nr•.r 21 2 	/ DO Cr  J= f JLST 

* 2/9-0 -rite et-oTTINCi Frgetri 
111! ?it 	 Do 5-  ie=1 Ki-ST 

f'St.)r Lic;•-; 

174. 

	

ffiIf 1475 	CALL eibT (YZ, 1.5:-1) 

	

0^C 6::r 	61 Ni7c)r-5-rigkortruLs r) 

	

n - ,.: 2 	 X=0 .0 

	

qv. I:  •• 3 	. 	xiric .7 DIST 

	

11 r11 ,..r Fru 	 rFS T=1 

	

n^! r_.,:r.: 	 ItiC =1 

	

0 i : E , I- 	 Is..sT.rkt. SI 

	

t, '.:. si r 	 r.Ewl ND it 

l **** el-01 kr-RAY 1-INIZ BY LINE 
c, 

	

ef..t Si 2 	 Do 10 J=.11J1-ST 
strtsTre ( 6„ ,..1.3.1 J 

1.3 rcm-tiv-tt 7ri Li.ivz . Ito 

	

0 f; ,•r- ?I 	 R,Ftt 1.41 (Pc,:o F c ITO , ra--:-T . KL,s T1 
■ c r....7 	 C,A-1.,4. Ft-c1 CT,'  Ft- le iss.;t: l it'; T1 - xt-s(to) fscAkE:1) 
:■ 	1- 'I- 	 .E-4 iF -1 

	

i. .! c 1 . 	1 It 	r.*:,  ..t.  I-  ..- IjI:- 

	

9 ." 'I0 	 Xn i,+X tr.) C_ 

	

V' I I,  4 	11 CINI--t fLoi ("K,Y h (Plcir t.r.)-ok,D4) /ScAtAg, 2) 
.,,, 	51,3 	 re cz .1...v. . ILS ill cc) TV lit 

	

.1.,, to,r, 	 1sT=IL.:,1-  
ILSTA rtrsT 

	

0(11  ' 1,7 	 rinsT.: iS1 
"., 

 

	

r, 7 	 INC= - il,K- 
7-1.4\tf- X 1‘..t 

to y -,..Y - n5 .7  
IF.  0.11 .fic1. NCP)40  70 eo 
caul. p‘-c.: 1 ( tr. 04-10-1, 2..C)C, •V) -3) 
cl, TO (,,, <./ 

y■z) 
 

U,-LL Chtf't.O1 C2.041---LoAT Clet-51-YrDiST1 
570e 
Ea) 

11!: 1 	CO: 	 Fr 1, ,  



175. 

F7,0GetAH OICS1T(IWPUT,OUTPJT,SCANOAPE3=SCAN,TAPE5=INPUT I TAPE6= 
aUTPUT *TADMTAPF2) 

GO0u02 	REAL LINE 
000002 	DI1FWSION LII.F.(2050),PiNF(2000),DATA(ii12),ASDT(5),SCJI(6),PLOT(5) 

,DEWz(E)* DEN11(9) 
000002 	EXTERNAL ENPLOT 
000002 	CALL OJTkA' (ENPLOT) 

C 
C"'" 

000004 	READ(0,100) ICtL 
0 3 0012 	100 FO::MAT(11.0) 

C 
	

C 
C""" ICOL IS FLAG FOP, DIFERFNI CALL TO START 
C 

C 

000012 
oonni5 

0111317 
000020 
000022 

. 000023 
000025 
000026 
000032 
000032 
000034 
00)036 

• IF(ICAL-1) 10,11,12 
10 CALL START()) 

GO TO 13 
11 CALL START(1) 

GD TO 13 
12 CALL START(2) 
13 NT=0 

N,7ITE(61200) 
200 FoRIAT(1H1) 
6G REWIND 3 

REWIND 4 
NT=NT+1 

C 
C* 4" READ HEADER DATA AN) CHECK SCAN IO 
C 

0000L0 	14 READ(3) IUR IISC,NLOPX,ASDT,SCDT,ND1,(0EIS(JJ),DEN1(JJ) 
1 	9JJ=1,ND4) 

000072 	IF(NT.GT.1) GO TO 15 
000076 	REA9(7,1_01)ISCPIN0P 
000105 	101 FOR1AT(T.10/7.10) 
000105 	W7:ITE(6,201) IliittISCIASDT,SODT 
000121 	201 FORNATUH 1 1.H 	USER I.D. ,I,20X,101SC"*N I.D. ,I526 

1 	 X ,-,A 1..••. 1 5X, 	EXPOSN 2F,A10,! X ,7•1FILTE.'' ,:10,5X 
2 	41-flATE,A10:3X,5HPL1TE,P10 
3 	,//,1X,i..1101E.X *5HSLIT 1 1110,1CX * 10HTELESCOPE,A101 
4 	 6X15NTNEE ,A1G,t;X,NFIL!i ,A10) 

• 000121 	IF(ISCP.E1.ISC) GO TO 15 
000123 	W7..ITE(61202) IS0* -,SCF 
000133 	202 FO.2NAT(/,X,23H SCAN ID'S ODN'T AGREE ,/,X,9ITAPF ID =,I61 

1)X,J4,:satU) ID =,I3) 
000133 	CALL ENPLOT 
000134 	STOP 1 

C 
C* 4".  READ IA CA20 DATA TO- SELECT AREA OF SCAN REQUIRED 
C 
C 	1FSTOIFCT"'"*NFST,NLST 

C 
C 	 MLSTO:FST""'"*NLiT,NLST 
C 
044" COWSIDER SCAN AS (4 ARRAY WITH I ROWS AND N COLUINS 
C**44 	NFST,NFS7 DEFINE START OF SELECTED AREA 
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000136 
000/55 

C...44 	!ILSTOLST 	DEPINE 	END 	.-217 	SELECTED 	to'Ef. 
C.v. 	 IDLK 	IS 	THE 	.fl1Xs6', or 	ROP!TS 	IN 	ROq 	0' 	GDLU)114 
Crk.. TO 	DE 	ADDED T 	GIVE 	OOE PLOTTING POINT 

	

15 	REA0(E,102) 	HFFT,'!FSTOLST,NLST,I9LK,PLOT 

	

10? 	FOiHAT(_I10/FA10) 

C''+' CHECK THAT 	APEA 	FJR PLOTTING 	LIES WITHIN 	SCAN 
AND CALCULATE 	SIZE OF PLOTTING ARRAY 

C 
000156 IE(NLST.GT.NL)MLST=NL 
000161 IF(MLST.GT.NPX)WLST=HPX 
000164 AST=(1LST—HEST+1)/IDLK 
000171 KLST=(NLST—MEST+1)/IDLK 

C 
C'' 	POSITION SCAN 

C 
000175 IF(MFST.E0.1)G0 	TO 	2 
000177 MFAI=MFST-1 

C 
C"" READ IN UNUSED SCI NS 
C 

000200 00 	3 	J=1,MFMI 
C 
C44" NOTE. 	DATA BLOCK 	CONSISTS OF 512 WORDS WHEN FULL 
C 

000201 N3=NPX/512 
000204 IF(ND.E1.0) 	GO 	TO 	40 
000205 DO 	41 	HN3=1,ND 
000207 LI PEAD 	(3) 	DATA 
000217 40 M9=NPX—N0'512 	• 
000222 IE(N3.E1.0)G0 TO 	3 
000224 REA0(3)(DATAGMC),M1:?=103) 
000232 3 CONTINUE 

C 
C. 	FOR EACH 	VALUE OF 	J 
C 

000235 2 DO 	4 J=1,JLST 
C 
C`..x ZERO THE 	PLOTTING 	ARRAY 
C 

000237 00 	5 K=1,KLST 
000243 5 PBUE(K)=0.0 

C 
C*"* REDUCE IN J DIRECTION 
C 

000245 00 6 	I=1,I5LK 
000246 ND=NPX/512 
000251 KL=NPX-1434.512 
000253 IF(N0-1)43,4i"45 
000256 44 	READ(3) 	(LINE(K), 	K=1,512) 
000253 GO TO 46 
000254 45 	DO 	>i 	II=1,NB 
009266 KK=II*512 
000270 KJ=KK—ili 
03J)272 51 	READ(3) 	(LINE(K),<=KJOCK) 
000304 KJ=KK,1 
000305 KK=KOKL 

(' 
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00030? 

000311 

000312 

005114 

000323 

000325 

43 

52 

kb 

IF(KL-1)45,52,57 

KJ=1 

KK=KL 

P7:A0( 7 ) 	(LINE(K),K=KJIKK) 

iKi= ';737-1 

00 	6 K=1,KLST 

000327 STOT=0.0 

C 
C"" mF)LICE IN K DIUCTION 

C 
000330 00 	7 - IK=1,IOLK 

00033.; IKI=IKTfl 

000336 7 STDT=STJTf- LINE(IK1) 

000341 6 P3UF(K)=P13UF(K) 45TOT 

C 
C+"•*  INITIAL 	VALUE or LI1ITS 
C 

000350 IF 	(J.GT.1) 	GO 	TO 	8 

000353 XIAX=PlUF(1) 

000353 XMD1=XNAX 

C 
C""  FIND XMAX-X0IN 

C 
000355 8 DO 	1 	K=1,KLST 	• 

000363 IF(PJJF(K).GT.XMAX)XMAX=PqUF(K) 

000366 9 IF(P3UP(K).LT.XMI1+)V11N=PrIUF(K) 

000372 4 W..T.TE(L)( D3UF(10),IQ=1,KLST) 

O00403 REWIND 4 

C 
C""  SCALE THE PLOT 

C 
000405 IF(ICIL-1) 	20,21,22 

000410 20 X=41.9 

000411 X = 31.6 

000413 GO TO 23 

000414 21 X=28.6 

000415 Y=21.4 

000417 GO 	T0.  23 

000420 22 X=20.6 

000421 Y=15.3 

000423 23 0I3T1=(X -1.5)/FLO4T(KL0T) 

000426 DIST2=(Y -2.5)/FLOA7(JLST) 

000432 DIST=ANIN1(0IST1OIST2) 

C 
C"" TAKE OLST TO THE NEAREST 1/100TH INCH 

C 
00043 DIST=0IST*100.0 

000436 NDIST=0IST 

000440 DIST=N0IST 

000441 DIST=)IST/100.0 

000442 IF(0IST.GT.0.1) 	DIST = 0.1 

C 
C"" CENTRE PLOT IN FRAME 

C 
000446 PL=DIST'FLOAT(KLST) 

000450 11 =1.0 

000452 XL=ANAX1(TL,PL) 

• 000455 YL=1.!f0IST*FLOAT(JLST) 
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000469 	 XX ,--X-1..;-XL 
0004i).3 	Pl.:,(Y/;?. 0 
0100 0, 	 YY 
C001-,67 
	

0 
000471 
	

CALL dLOT( <N,YNI  -3) 
C 
C"" PL'iT 	11'I''' 	MAIN PLOT 
C4 •4 	TL.T1TL7. LENGTH IN INCHES 

DL=''LUT LENGTH IA INC117S 
C 
C+'+• FIND HAX 	OF PLOT AND '1,71,  OE LENGTHS 
C 

000473 	PL=FLOAT (KLST)"DIST 
000,475* 	TL =5.0 
009477 	IF (TL-PL)60,61 /62 
007501 	60 PL2=PL/2 
000503 	X2=PL/2-4.0 
000)17 	CALL SY1:30L (X2)0.010.12PLOTI03.0150) 
000513 	 LL 	(X2,1 
00'1517 	CALL SY'r3i11... (X2,1.3,6.1, AS97,05.000) 
000523 	CALL PLOT (0.0,1.5,-3) • 
000525 	GO TO u3 
001527 	E-1 CALL SYHDOL (0.0,0.0,0.1,PLDT, 00.0,30) 
000033 	CALL Sri:39! (0.0,:' 	)SC97,30.0,80) 
000537 	CALL sy,inoL (0.0,1.010.1,A 331.130.0,60) 
000;43 	CLLL PLOT (0.0)1.5,-3) 
00954 6 	GO TO 63 
030547 	62 PL2=PL/2 
000551 	X2=4.0 -PL/2 
001355 	CALL SYMBOL (0.0,2.9,0.1,PLDT110.0, SO) 
000361 	CALL SY'lc.ML (0.090.510.1 ,SC9T, 90.0,60) 
001'5E:5 	CALL :3.C.i■-■L (5.0,1.0,0.1,A30T)00.01 90) 
000571 	CALL PLOT (X2,1.51-3) 

C 
C"" DRAW :10X AND SCALE INDICATOR 	10 PLOT STEPS LONG 
C 

000574 	63 CALL PLO -M.010.0,3) 
000577 	CALL PL91-  ( 	C,07.ST ."-,.0AT (1LST) ,2) 
000604 	C;. LL PLOT ( .11ST' FLO;,7 (KLST) iDIS T 4  FL9AT ( it-ST) ,2) 
000613 	CALL ')LOT(OIST' FLOAT (KLST) ,9.0,2) 
000620 	CALL PLOT (OIST' FLOAT (KLST'3) ,0.0,3)  
000.'26 	CALL i'L0T (JIST 4 FL`.)Ar (KLST 2) ,0.0,2) 
000:.)34 	 (ALL PLoT COIST' (r1_0".,T (KLST ) +2.5) 3D. 013) 
009642 	CALL PLOTC1IST ° (FLOI.T(KLST) 4- 2.15),15.0'3IST12) 
000652 	CALL PLOT (OI!;T' FLOAT (KLSTI-7) ,13.0*OIST, 3) 
000361 	CALL PLOT ( 3IST-• FLOAT (KLSTf 2) ,10.0'DIST, 2) 
000670 	CALL PLOT (OIST' FLr.AT (KLST) 10.0,3) 
000675 	CALL FLOT.(3.0j0.0: 2) 

C 
C"" CA.LCULAT E GEZEY LEVELS (NG IS NUMSER OF GEY LEVELS) 
C 

000700 	READ (51100) NG .  
0007 06 	DX= ( XNAX-X1I(.')/FLOAT (NG) 

C 
C**** PLOT A'R;AY LINE SY LINE 
C 

000712 	00 70 JJ=1) AST 
000713 	READ( 4 ) (P3UF(K),<=1,KLST) 

005721 
• 000723 

000725 
001727 
000730 
000732 
003733 
000734 
000735 
000737  
099740 
1355!,7 
00071.6 

. 00-9751 
001759 
000762 
000765 
0 017'.5 

001770 
000772  

.C'O 75 KK=1.,KLST 
DEN.P9JF (KK) 
OL=(O''N-XNIN)/OX 
LV.DL 
L.L.V+1 
FL 
1(2=".L/ 2.0 
L2r.L/2 

IF('. O.0.3) CC T2 70 

	

= T 	- 117.ST/7!.^ 

	

FLJAT 	Li) fiT311.".. 
CALL SY luL(X0,YP,OIST,„D.1,-1) 

70 
lr (ill. ;;-. .111P) GO TO 30 
CALL 'C.:WPA 
GO TO '36 

I'LOT 
STOP 
CN0 

IL r:."Fl 
01 .7 00 
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PRUGRA1 OSPLY (19nUT,ONTPUT,SCAN,T'.0E..3=INRUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT, 
. 	TAPE3=SO4N,TAPE2:),TAPE2L,,TAPC27,1APE2) 

000002 	OINEW;i0N ASOT(d),SCDT(5),PLDT(8),HT(1g0) 

	

1 	,DMS(9),DENN(9) 
000002 	COMdON A(5000) 

C 
C4-4" RE4D FILE DATA AND CHECK SCAN ID 
C 

000002 	RE4I4,3 3 
000004 	REA0(3)IU2,ISCOL,APX,ASDT,SCDT0.01,07N3(JJ),DENN(JJ),JJ=1, 

	

1 	 NOM) 
000036 	WD.ITE(6,100) 
000042 	100 F02MAT(IHI) 
000042 	WF1ITE(6,10t)ASOT I SCOT 
000052 	101 FDRMAT(/,X,4A1C,5X,BNEXPOSUp.E ,A10,SX,7HFILTER ,A10,5X, 

4113.4TE,A1':',..X,5HPLATE,A10, 

	

2 	//11)(14t1,:.)X,LHSLIT ,A10,5X,10HTELESCOPE ,A10, 

	

. 3 	5X,5HTU3E ,410,5X,5H FILM ,A10) 
00002 	0EAD(5,200) ISCP 
000060 	200 F029AT(I10) 
000060 	IF(ISCP.E1.ISC) GO TO 2 
000062 	WRITE(6,102)ISC,ISCP 
000072 . 	102 FONAT(/,X,22HSCAN ID'S DONT'T AGREE 1/15X,1CH TAPE ID •=1I10,/, 

	

1 	iX,17HPLOT ID m ,I10) 
000072 	STOP 

C 
Cm' READ IA CAr0 DATA FC.A SUT2OUTIME WHICH FORMS PLOTTING ARRAY A 
C 
C 	 MFST,NFST"'"4 IFSTOLST 

C 
C • . 
C 	 MLSTOFST"""NLSTOLST 
C 
C'4" COISIOE:2 04TA TO DE SELECTED AS A DLUC< DEFINED BY 
C"."IFST,W-- S1 Al) 4LST,NLST. I3LK IS THE NUMBEL OF POINTS 
C*444  IN A 	02 COLUMN WHIIH A2: ADDED TOGETHER TO GIVE 
C"'" ONE FL)TTINE POINT IN ;WRAY A. 
C"." PLOT IS AN ALFHAIERI:s. SUMNA2Y OF ABOVE FOR PUTTING ON PLOT 
C 

000074 	2 kEAD(5,201)'.FSTINFSTOLST,NLST,IELK,PLDT 
000114 	201 FU;RMAT(5IJA/C410) 
000114 	M=(NLST-MFST+1)/I3LK 
000121 	N=(NLST-NFST+1)/T3LK 
000125 	CALL SECTN(NFSTOFSTIMLST,NLST,IBLKIAINLOPX,M,N) 

C 
C+"+'+ INITIALISE PLOTTING PACKAGE 
C 

009/37 	CALL START 
C 
G."*" CALCULATE PLOT LENGTH FOR USE IN LAOELLING PLOT 
C 

000140 	PL=FLOAT(N)'0.1 
000142 	TL=5.0 
000144 	IF (TL-PL)50,61,52 
000146 	U0 PL2=PL/2 
000150 	X2=PL/2-4.0 
000154 	CALL SYNEJL (X2,0.0,0.1,PLDT,00.0,60) 



	

0011,:.1 	r:t-LL 	i . CL  

	

0011F.,t, 	CALL SY:AOL 	 !-s ) 

	

11:1171 	PLO1 

	

00117.3 	1,3 

	

00,i1/4 	 • 	,33.0,5c) 

	

e0c?fm 	 iL Y • u 	. 	, 	, 	 , 

	

00204 	 OtkLL SYM-_,UL (0.0,1.0,0.1“,s-, 1 1 30.0 1 80) 

	

010210 	■.3;•-.LL 7OI0,—)11.• 

	

070213 	FO TO ,3 
6.2  

005n6 
001.'2? 
00T126 

	

000232 	CA,L SYAbOL 

	

001236 	CALL PLOT (X?1 1.5,-3) 
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C 
C 

C*444 

C"..  

C".4  

C4*** 

c*.** 

C 
C4,444 
CIF*** 

CAL4,F4 

C*44.4 

C4444 

C 

READ IA CA2D DATA FOR INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLOTTING 
WH:N FLAG=1 T-iEN THAT PAPT OF THE PROG:PH IC USED 
IC9N=ELAG FOk Er1U:-LLY SiACiJ COATOURS 
1FIX=FLAG FO. SPECIFIED HEIGHT COHTOUR9. 

IGON=1 IS ALSO REQUIRE.) FOR THIS PPO:ESSING 
ICLOG=FLAG - FUI LOS CONTOURS 

NOON=AUHDR OF C04TOUF3 FOR BOTH EQUALLY 3°0CED 
0313 FIXED HEIGHT CONTOWIS 

HT IS THE AR:t:AY CDNTAINING THE HEIGHTS OF THE FIXED coATouas 
NOLOG=NUMDI'2 OF LuG CCHTOWIS 
Z+:0=ZERO POINT FO LOG COATOURS 

000241 	63 REAa(5,202)ICCN,IFIX,/CLOG 
000253 	202 FORHAT(3111) 
001253 	kEAD(5,201) NCOA,MCLOGI ZRO 
000255 	203 Fu-RAT(2110,F10.5) 
000265 	IF(IFIX.NE.1) GO TO 3 
001267 	CO 4 KL=1,NOON 
001271 	4 i-,EAD (5,204)LL,HT(LL) 
000303 	204 FoIHAT(I10,F10.4) 
000303 	3 REAIND 3 
000305 	RN=N 

C c444.4 

C 
000305 	IF(ICON.NE.1) GO TO 5 
000311 	CALL CO3ITNI(A01,NINCON,IFIXI HT) 
000315 	P.L1=RV10.3 
001317 	 IF (RLA.LT.8.0) GO TO 6 
000321 	XL=RLN+1.0 
000323 	CALL PLOT (XL,-0.413) 
000325 	GO TO 5 
000326 	5 CALL PLOT (1.3,-0.413) 

C 
4 MM 

C 
000331 	5 IF (ICLOG.NE.1) GO TO 7 
000333 	CALL CO11LOG (A,M,A,NOLOG,ZRU) 
009337 	RLA=,2A/10.0 
000341 	 IF (RL(1.LT.8.0) GO TO 8 
007343 	XL=R01+1.0 

000345 
000347 
000350 
000353 
000353 
001355 
000357  

UNUSED 
030300 

CALL PLOT (3L,..•0.L,,-3) 
GO TO 7 

8 GALL r'LOT (9.0,-0.4,-3) 
7 C,I;iiTITF: 

CALL EIIPLUT (2.0) 

STOP 
ENO 

COHI'ILER SPACE 

PLOT LINEAI CONTOURS 

PLOT LOG CONTOURS 
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181. C"" Tii 	 A:1J 	)AT.\ F 1.0'. A FILE 
■!4 1) 	It;Th) 	Pt. 0 ■ T 1,1c, A 

000014 
0H7 1t. 	"ii - 	A 	T 	‘r-  (.7 

i%1AT 	 LIF.S 	SO;M 
AN.) LLCULAIL :;iLL ui=  PLOTTi:,C AC.RAY 

• 007014 
000017 
0.1)0:!2 
003026 

C 

C 

IF (',c3', 	C•1" . t.1L) 	T ='IL 
IF ('IL51.* 	ItLE T = 	-) X 

ri) 	2LK 
KLiT=Ca- ST -,JFST 41) /I7LK 

POCITIOA SCAN 

000032 	IF (mFSI.E1.1) GO TO 2 

000034 	mF11=1F3T-1 
C 
C***4  RC43 IN UNUSED SCANS 
C 

000035 	00 3 J=1 INFmI 
C 
C****  NOTE.flATA 3LOSK ON STANDA:0 AT;CAI/E TAPE CO'ISISTS OF 
C** ** 	F12 NJROS WIEN FULL 
C 

000036 	NO=NPX/512 
000041 	IF(NO.E1.0) GO TO 42 
000043 	00 41 tiN3=1,N3 

000044 	41 dEAD (3) DATA 
000057 	42 HO=NPX-N0,.. 512 
000063 	IF(113.L70.0) GO TO 3 
001054 	PEAD (3) (1 ATA(mA0 ),1N3=109) 
000076 	3 COATINT: 

C 
C*44* ZERO PLOTTING ARRAY 
C 

000101 
000104 
000111 

000113 

000121 
000121 
000124 
000127 
009132 
000137 
000143 
000145 
000147 

2 ILST=JLST*KLST 
00 5 1=1, ILST 

5 A(I) =0.0 
C 
C4"4  FOR CACI) VALUE OF J 
C 

DO 4 J=1 ,JI-ST 
C 
C" 4*  RE 31.10i: IN J DIRECT ION 
C 

DO 6 IZ=1,I3LK 
N5=NPX/312 
KL=NPx- 04512 
IF(NO-1)43,44,L5 	• 

44 	(LINEAK),K=1,512) 
GO TO 4E, 

45 DO 4? II=1,ND 
KK=II':;12 
KJ=KK-511 

0001:;1 
001165 
000170 
000171 
000173 
000174 
000176 
000211 
000213 
000214 

47 READ ( i) (L IhE(K) K=KJ,KK) 
KJ=KK+1 
KK =KKf KL 
IF (KL-1) 4b145,48 

43 KJ =1 
KK=K1. 

4 3 READ (3) (LINE (K) K=KJIKK) 
46 IKI=kFST -1 

DO U K=1 yKL ST 
S TOT =0.0 

C 
C.*** kElUC7. IN K DlitECTION 
C 

000215 	00 7 IK=1, 
IKi=1.<1 1- 1 

(9 	--; 
0007.26 	i= J4- J-sT 
00723' 	U A(I)(I) 4.3TOT 
000245 	4 CTIN4E 
00621.0 	=TU . ) 
0002150 	E'I1 

UT)51:0 
	

SPAi;r: 
031000 
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C 
SIC3 ,1rItcr: 	CC!iT 	( 	A, 	H, 	ti, 	VI_ 	) 

A( 	:-1, J 	) 	:3 	: c 	.1-1, J+1 	) 
C:-.',crIln=,  
CDT' J. 	c 

C 4444,4.4 CONT00e- 
C 
C 

4 	4 

* 	* 
CLcuT100., 
CONTJJ1.:„ 

C 4 4 	* 	2 CONT07ir: 
C 
C 

* 	' 
4 	' 

CDNT000=, 
CONTnn  

C 44 ***** CONT0010 
C A( 	I,J 	) 	1 	A( 	I,J+1 	) CONTY111 
C THIS SjURUUT1NE CALLS 	NIN3E0, 	NEDG, 	GIST, 	WtY AND ARCIST nNT0012  
C CONTG31: 

000006 011ENSIUN 	A(11,11), 	X(F.00), 	Y(500), 	IXY( 	1500), 	CX(4), 	CY(4), 
1 	 311(3), 	IW(L) 

CONT101,,  
CONT0015 

000006 LOGICAL 	NINSEC, 	NEOG CONT0G1f; 
000006 Cu11ON /COAC04/ LA 3(4) CONT 0017 
000006 DATA 	IW/ 	3,4,1,2 / CONT001-; 
000306 0.0 CoNT0017 
000006 K0=1 CONT002.3 
000007 iIN=FLOAT(N)4'0.1-0.1 CONT0021 
000012 211=FLOAT(1)'0.1-•0./ •CONT0022 
000014 NIK=N-•1 CONT0073 
000016 KLOOK=1 CONTOO?, 
000017 KF=1 CONT002.., 
000020 00 	61 I=1,100 CONT002=J 
000024 61 	IXY(I)=0 CONT0027 

C CONT0325 
C MAIN LOOP WITH INITIAL CONDITIONS SET UP CONT002 
C CONT003 

000026 DO 2 IK=20 CONT0031 
000032 DO 2 	JK=1,4IK CONT9032 
000033 II=IK CONT003.-: 
000034 JJ=JK CONT003,t 
000036 3 	IF 	( 	K0)1509 	) 	46,16,47 CONT303:; 
000041 47 	WRITE 	( 	6,13) 	IK,JK 	, 	KO, 	KA CONT003', 
000055 46 FTRHAT 	( 	53H EXIT 	FUN CUNT 	DUE TO 	LACK () 	STOR.AGE 	SPACE 	AT ,2I",CDNT0037 

1 	 39 	K0 	IS 	, 	I4, 	OH 	KA 	IS 	, 	IT 	) CONT0035 
000060 RETURN CONT0033 
000060 46 	IF( 	KA-500 	) 	74,74175 CJNT0040 
0000,53 75 	WF:ITE 	(6,43) 	IK, 	JK, 	KD, 	KA CONTOO1 
000077 RETU'iN CONT0042 
000100 74 DO 	4 IZ=1,4 CONT0043 
000106 CX(1Z)=0.0 CONTOOto. 
000107 CY(IZ)=0.0 CONT004-1.. 
000107 4 LA3M)=0 CONT104;-) 
000110 K4=3 CONT0047 
000111 KSCC=1 CONT00 ,, 
000112 IF 	( 	KA.E0.0 	) 	I=II CONT0041) 
000117 KOUNT=1 CONT00.3 

C CUNT6051 
C EXAmius FOR INTERSECTION OF CONTOIR AND BOX C3NTJOc2 
C CONT00i;3 

000120 IF 	( 	NINSEC 	( 	A(IIpJJ), 	A(II1 JJ+1), 	VAL 	) 	) 	GO 	TO 	5 COCCI- 00, 
000135 LA3(K,JUNT)=1 	. CoNT005i, 
000137 CY(l)=FLOAT(r-II)'0.1 C3NT005!'D 
000141 CX(1)=FLO:J(JJ)40.14-DIST(A(II,JJ), 	A(II,JJ+1),VAL 	)-0.1 CONTOOW 
000157 KOUHT.KOWIT+1 CDN1- 01,-.5 
000161 5 	IF 	( 	NiNSE0( 	A(II I JJ+1)1 	A(II1,JJ+1)1 	VAL 	) 	) 	GU 	T0.6 CONTOOtiJ 
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000177 
001201 
000204 
000222 
000224 

LA3(KOJNT)=2 
CX(2)=FLGAT(JJ+1)'0.1-0.1 
CY (2)=FLUAT (M-II) 4  O• / + DIST ( 	A ( II, JJ+I.) 3 	A (I1-11 JP-1) I 	VAL 	) 
KOUNT=K0U4r+1 

6 	IF 	( 	HINSECC 	A(II-1,JJ+1), 	A(II-1,JJ), 	VAL 	) 	) 	GO 	TO 	7 

CONT0060 
CJN10061 
CONT0062 
CJNT306 3 
CONT006,- 

000241 LA9(KOUNT)=3 CONTJ06:) 
000243 CY(3)=FLOAT(I:-I1+1)*0.1 CONT006:a 
000246 CX(3)=FLOAT(JJ)'0.1+DIST( 	A(II-11.17). 	A(II-1,JJ+1), 	VAL 	)-0.1 CONT0067 
000264 KOUNT=KOONT+1 CDNT0063 
000266 7 	IF 	( 	NINSE0( 	A(II-1,JJ), 	A(II,JJ), 	VAL 	) 	) 	GO TO 	5 CONT00,=10 
000302 LA9(KOUNT)=4 CONTO07 
000304 CX(4)=FLOAT(JJ)40.1-0.1 CONT0071 
000306 CY(4)=FLOAT(1-II) 4. 0.1+DIST( 	A(II,JJ), 	A(II-11.11), 	VAL 	) C300072 
000323 KOUNT=KOUNTti .  CDNT0073 
000325 8 IF 	( KOUNT 	.EQ. 	1 	) 	GO TO 2 CONT0074 

C CDNT 0375 
C SEE IF THIS BOX HAS 2EEN PLOTTED ALREADY CONT0076 
C C0'470077 

r 
000327 KC=2 CONT0073 
000330 IF 	( 	K3 	.E3. 	1 	) 	GO TO 	44 CONTOO7O 
000332 IT=K0-1 C0NT0030 
000333 00 	9 K9=1,IT CO1T3051 
000334 KW=IXY(K9)/100000 CONTOOS2 
000337 IF 	( 	KW 	.N7. 	JJ ) 	GO TO 9 CjNT0093 
000341 K41=103000*KW CONT3334 
000342 KX=( 	IXY(K3)-KW1 	1/100 CONT0055 
000345 IF 	( KX 	.NE. 	II 	) 	GO 	TO 9 CONT0306 
000352 KX1=100*KX CONTOOW 
000353 KF=( 	IXY(K3)-K41-KX1 	)/10 CaNT003 
000357 K4=IXY(K9)-KW1-KX1-KF4 10 CONTOOS"J 
000362 KO=1 CONTOCPP 
000363 03 TO 44 .CONT0091 
000364 9 CONTINUE 'CONT0092 

(..; 000367  44 IF 	( 	KA 	.F.O. 	0 	.AND. 	KC 	.En. 	1 	.AND. 	K4 	.GE. 	3 	) 	GO TO 2 C31.410093 
000402 KA=KA+1 CJNTO037 
000403 IF 	( 	KA 	.70. 	1 	) 	SO 	TO 	( 	2, 	2, 	10, 	62, 	52 ), 	KOUNT C)NT009 ,  

t_ 000415 GO 	TO 	( 	2, 	2, 	14, 	63, 	11 	),KOUNT CONT9096 
C CONT0097 
C 3 OR 4 INTERSECTIONS CONT03,35 
C C0110093 

000426 62 K4=3 CONT0130 
000427 1=4 CONT0101 • 
000430 IF 	( 	LAB(3).EQ.3 	) 	1=1 CONT0102 
000433 . 	X(1)=0X(I) C0NT010'.=,  
000435 Y(1)=0Y(I) CONT010 

-• 000436 KF=I CONT0105 
000437 KA=2 CONT01C3 
000440 IF 	( 	X(1).70.0.0 	.0R. 	X(1) .EQ.RIN 	.0R. 	Y(1).EQ.0.0 	.0R. 	Y(1).EQ. CONT0107 

1 	RIM 	) 	GO TO 67 CONT0105 
000455 JJSTR=JJ CONT01G) 
000456 IISTR=II CjilT3110 
000460 ISTOR=I CONT0111 
000461 KLJOK=2 CONT3112 
000463 GO TO 67 CDNT0113 
003463 63 K4=3 CONT0114 
000464 1=IW(I) 	

. 
CDNT01.15 

000466 b7 OD 	64 	IZ=1.3 COAT 011., 
000470 12=LAO(I7-) C341.0117 



184. 

000471 
000472 

000511 

IF 	(I2) 	L,5,64,5'- 
65 	IF 	( 	AP5( 	CX(I2)-CX(I) 	) 	.GT. 	.000301 

1 	. 	.0001301 	) 	30 	TO 	66 
64 CONTINUE 

.0R. 	L33( 	CY(I2)-CY(I)).GT. 
cJ'1Tnii 
C1NT0113 
CDAT0120 
CiiN10121 

000513 66 1=12 C3N1.0122 

000515 GO 	TO 	( 	50,49 	),KC CONT0123 
000323 50 	IF 	( 	KA.EQ.1 ) 	GO 	TO 72 CONT0124 

000525 GO 	TO 17 CONT0/25 
C CONT0126 

000526 52 GO 	TO 	( 	53, 	54 	), 	KC C3NT3127 
C CONT0123 

000534 54 	1=2 CjN1.1123 
000535 IF 	( 	II.EO.M 	) 	1=4 C0NT3130 

000540 IF 	( 	II.E1.2 	) 	1=3 CONT3131 
000543 X(1)=3X(I) 	. C0NT0132 
001545 Y(1)=CY(I) CONT0133 
000546 KA=2 C3NT0134 
000547 IF 	( 	X(1 ).E0.0.0 	.0R. 	X(1) .EO.RIN 	.0R. Y(1).E0.0.0 .0R. Y(1) .E0. CONT3135 

I 	RIA 	) 	GO TO 45 	' CONT0136 
000564 ISTOR=I CONT0137 
000555 IISTR=II CONT0130 
000567 JJ3T.2=JJ CONT0131 
000570 KLUOK=2 CONT3140 
000572 45 KF=I CONT0141 
000573 K4=2 CONT0142 
000575 CALL WAY 	( 	CX, 	CY, 	KF, 	I, 	1021 	KM3 ) CONT0143 

- 000601 GO TO 49 CONT0144 
C CONT0145 

000604 53 CALL WAY 	( 	CX, 	CY, 	KF, 	K91, 	I, 	KM3 	) CONT0145 
000610 X(1)=0X(I) CONT0147 
000612 Y(1)=3Y(I) CONT0146 
000515 KA=2 CONT0149 
000616 'IF 	( X(1).E0.0.0 	.0R. 	X(1).EQ.RIN 	.OR. Y(1).E0.0.0. .0R. Y(1) .E0. CONT0150 

1 	RIA 	) 	GO TO 	71 CONT0151. 
000635 -ISTOR=I CONT0152 
000636 JJSTR=JJ CONT0153 
000640 IISN=II CONT0154 

000541 KLOOK=2 CONT0151; 
000643 71 	IXY(K3)=IXY(K3)+2-10*KF+10-4 I CONT0156 
000651 K3=-7 CONT0157 
000652 I=KM3 CONT0153 
000653 GO TO 49 CONT0151 

C CONT0160 
000654 11 GO 	TO 	( 	55, 	56 )1 	KC CONT0161 

C CO1'11.0152 
000662 55 	I=IW(I) CONT0163 
000664 IF 	( 	KF 	.E0. 	I 	) 	30 	TO 	17 CONT0154 
000665 CALL WAY 	( 	CX, 	CY, 	KF, 	KM1, 	KM2, 	KA3 	) CONT0153 
000671 KC=I CONT0165 
000572 IF 	X 	KM2.NE.KC 	) 	I=KM2 CONT0167 
000677 IF 	( 	KM3.11E.KC 	) 	I=KM3 CONT0165 
000702 IXY(K5)=IXY(K0)+2 CONT0169 
000704 K3=-7 C3NT0170 
000705 GO TO 49 CJNT0171. 

C CON13172 
000706 56 	I=IW(I) CONT0173 
000713 CALL WAY 	( 	CX, 	CY, 	I, 	KM11 	KM2, 	KM3 	) CONT3174 
000714 KF=I CONT0175 



185. 

000715 
	

I=KM1 
000717 
	

K4=2 
000720 
	

GO TO 49 
C 
C 
C 	2 INTERSECTIONS, FIRST POINTS ON A CONTOUR - 
C 

000723 	10 IF ( NEDG( JJ, 1, 4 ) ) GO TO 20 
000732 	X(1)=CK(4) 
000733 	Y(1)=OY(4) 
000735 	I=LA0(1) 
000737 	GO TO 21 
000737 	20 IF ( NEDG( JJ, NIK, 2 ) ) GO TO 22 
000746 	X(1)=CX(2) 
000747 	Y(1)=OY(2) 
000751 	I=LAd(2) 
000752 	IF ( LA9(2) .EQ. 2 ) I=LAB(1) 
000756 	GO TO 21 
000757 	22 IF ( NFDG( II, 2, 3 ) ) GO TO 23 
000766 	X(1)=0X(3) 
000757 	Y(1)=CY(3) 
000771 	I=LAB(1) 
000772 	IF ( 1 .E0. 3 ) I=LAB(2) 
000776 	GO TO 21 
000777 	23 IF ( NEDG( II, H, 1 ) ) GO TO 24 
001005 	X(1)=CX(1) 
001006 	Y(1)=CY(i) 
001010 	I=LAB( a) 
00/012 	GO TO 21 
001012 	24 I=LA3(2) 
001013 	X(1)=OX(I) 
001015 	Y(1)=0Y(I) 
00/017 	JJ3TR=JJ 

- 001020 	IISTR=II 
001122 	ISTOR=I 
001022 	I=LAD(1) 
001024 	KLOOK=2 
001326 	21 X(2)=8X(I) 
001027 	Y(2)=CY(I) 

- 001031 	KA=2 
001032 	GO TO 19 

C 
C 	2 INTERSECTIONS WITH CHECK FOR EDGE 
C 

001033 	14 IF ( NEDG( II, 2, 3 ) ) GO TO 25 
001042 	1=3 
001043 	GO TO 26 
001044 	25 IF ( NEDG( II, M, 1 ) ) GO 1 - 27 

- 001052 	I=1 
001053 	GO TO 26 
00/054' 	27 IF ( NEDG( JJ, 1, 4 ) ) GO TO 28 
001063 	1=4 
001064 	GO TO 26 
001065 	28 IF ( NEDG( JJ, NIK, 2 ) ) GO TO 29 

- 001074 	1=2 
001077 	26 X(KA)=CX(I) 
001100 	Y(KA)=CY(I) 
001102 	GO TO (34, 35, 34, 35 ), KLOOK 

C3117117') 
:J,irO17? 
CMT1173 
CD(;T017'.1 
CONT3150 
CONT)131 
CONT9132 
CONT01?.3 
C:11'470/34 
CaNT0185 
CUNT0136 
LOUT 0137 
CON-101.33 

CUNT 019.) 
C3103101 
CONTO1V 
G314'10193 
COIIT 019.+ 
CONT019:-. 

CONT 0197 
GONT3193 
CONTliY) 
CONT0200 
OC .IT0231 
CONT0232 
C3hT3203 
COUT0204 
CONTO?05 
CONT020o 
CON1A20i 
COOT 0218 
CD,4020-.4 
CONT0210 
CONT 021.1. 
CCINT021. 
GOUT 021.4 
LOUT 021-.  
CONT021:i 
C3nT921h 
C:JqT.3217 
GOVT 0218 
CONT0213 
CXJ0220 
CnT0221 
CONT02:27 
CON10223 
CnT0224 
CDT4T322 
GOUT 322:1 
C3NT0227 
CONT 022 
CJNT 0229 
LOUT 023 
CONT0231 
CONT02i2 
CONT 023 



186. 

00111? 34 	CALL 	A.:CTIT 	( 	X, 	Y, 	1, 	KA, 	35, 	1.0, 	1.0, 	0. 0, 	0.0, 	2 	) CON10"(4 
001127 13 	IYYM)=K44.10*Kr.110'II+1000OU'JJ CONT015 
001137 

y., 	C:,+1 Cifl-)23, 
001141 72 	KC=2 C0NT0237 

001142 KA=0 CON13233 
001141 KLOOK=1 CONT0239 
001144 GO 	10 2 ':):0G210 

C CONT0241 
C ACTIOA 	FM,: SEArO!f-7A:K CDN1V2 
C CJAT0243 

001145 35 	KSTO=KA C1NT02-.4 
001146 IXflw.))=K*+16*KF+10a 4 II4-100000 4 jj COUT0245 
001157 KO=K11-1 CONT0246 
001160 37 KLOOK=4 CONT0247 

001161 I1=IISTD. CJNT0245 

001102 JJ=JJSTR CONT0249 
001164 I=ISTOR COUT0250 
001166 GO TO 51 CJNT0251 
001166. 36 KATN) 2 03NT0252 

001170 DO 	39 	ITC=1,KSTOR CONT0253 
001172 IT=K3TOR+1-ITC CONT0254 
001174 39 	14Y.ITE 	(2) 	X(IT), 	Y(IT) CONT0255 

001210 IT3=K3T0P+1 CONT025 

001212 DO 	41 	IT=ITS,KA CuNT0257 

001213 41 	WP.ITE 	(2) 	X(IT), 	Y(IT) CONT0253 
001227 REAIN) 2 CONT0253 
001231 00 	40 	IT=1,KA CDN10260 

001233 40 	READ 	(2) 	X(IT), 	Y(IT) CONT3261 
0012..7 KLOOK=1 CONT0262 

001250 GO TO 34 CONTO263 
C C3NT0264 

C COATI WOUS CONTOUR CONT0265 
C CDNTO2G5 

001251 29 GO 	TO 	( 	17, 	30 	)) 	KC CO111'0257 
001257 17 KA=KA-1 C:INTO265 

001261 CALL 	ARCIST 	( 	X, 	Y, 	1, 	KA, 	35, 	1.0, 	1.0, 	3.C, 	0.0, 	1 	) CONT3269 
001272 KLUOK=1 C0NT0270 

001273 KA=0 =413271 
001274 GO TO 2 CONT0272 

C CONT3273 

C (NDER IN WHICH THE 	POINTS Ao.E 	TO 	DE DLOTTED AN) NEW II,JJ CALCULATCOAT0274 
C CDNT0275 

001277 30 	I=LA2(1) CONT0276 

001300 12=LA3(2) 00NT0277 

001302 IF 	( 	X(KA-1) 	.LO. 	CX(I) 	.ANO. 	Y(KA-1) 	.r0. 	CY(I) 	) 	GO 	TO 12 	CONT0273 
001316 X(KA)=0X(I) CONT0279 

001317 Y(KA)='3Y(I) . CONT0280 

001321 GO 	TO 19 C0NT0231 
001321 32 	I=LA3(2) CJNT0232 
001325 49 	X(KA)=CX(I) CONT0233 

001326 Y(KA)=CY(I) CJNT0234 
001330 IF 	( 	Kg 	.E9. 	-7 	) 	GO 	TO 	51 CJNT0285 

001332 19 	IXY(KO)=K4+10+KF+100•II+10a000*JJ CONT0256 

001342 KO=K0,1 CONT0207 
001344 El 	IF 	( 	I 	'.E0. 	1 	) 	II=U+1 C3f4T0238 

001347 IF 	( 	I 	.E1. 	2 	) 	JJ.=1.1 4-1 CONTO289 
001353 IF 	( 	I 	.Erl. 	3 	) 	II=II-1 CONT0290 

001356 IF 	( 	I 	.ED. 	4 	) 	JJ=JJ-1 CONT0231 

001361 IF 	( 	 ) 	GO 	TO 	( 	34, 	31, 	), 	'<LOOK CjATOn2 
001401 IF 	( 	JJ.LT.1.0r.JJ.3T.NIK 	) 	GO 	To 	( 	34, 	36 	), 	KLOOK 	C)NT0293 
001421 GO 	TO 3 OJNT0294 
001422 2 GOATLNUE CDNT0295 
001427 RETURN CONT026 
001427 EN) 

UNUSED CO ,IPILER SPACE 
025300 



187. 

SUi'-',0177jA7 	ArKCIST 	( 	X, 	V, 	Ill 	I?, 	')'OP, XM, 	Y1, YA, IS4:3H 	) 	A:C 
000014 01.`:MCI;iN 	K(1), 	Y(1) 

0"" 	(0 	E USF.) 	lh FLA.E OF THE 	FULL AF.CIST TU JOIN P.1INTS 41Tq ST::AIGHT 
C•"* 	LI )LS A-2C 

000014 CALL 	'LOT 	( 	X(I/), 	Y(I1), 	3 	) Ar:C 
000026 I3=I1+1 ARC 
000027 DO 	2 	J=I3,712 A3C 
00/030 CALL 	PLUT 	X(J), 	YU), 	2 	) 
000042 2 	CALL 	LiNUA 	( 	X(J), 	Y(J), 	) 
000056 IF 	( 	ISNICH.EQ.1 	) 	CALL 	PLOT 	( 	X(I1), Y(Ii), 	2 ) ARC 11 
000072 =TU^rr AZC 

000073 ENO ARC 

UNUSED CONPILER SPACE 
031700 

SU3ROjTIW: 	IINUM 	( 	X, 	Y, 	I 	) LINUM007 
000005 C01110A 	/CONCOM/ 	L43(4),C:IVAL,J LINT-I/CT 

C IN 	07-K -.R 	NOT 	TO PJT 	A 	NUM/Ei ONTO Inc GRAPH PUT RIVAL= 0.5 LINU100- 
000005 DATA 	10/41/ L1NUM0C - 
000005 IF 	( 	ABS(:UVAL) 	.LT. 	1.0 	) 	RETURN 
000011 IF 	(I) 	2,3,5 LINU400'., 
009013 2 J=J+1 LINLHOe' 
000015 iF(I0-J) 	4,5,4 LINUA003 
000016 5 CALL 	NUNOE2 	( 	X-.025, 	Y-.023, 	.0E., RIVAL, 	0.0, -1 	) LINUA00] 
000025 CALL 	PLOT 	( 	X, 	Y, 	3 	) LINUI101:: 
000033 3 J.0 LINUA01 
000034 4 RETURN LINU101: 
000035 ENO LINUM01-; 

UNUSED COMPILER SPACE 
032000 



188. 

e., 
SU3i-,OHTImE 	CONLOG 	(A,M,N,I1ALIZRO) 

010007 DIAENSIoH AW,N) 
000007 COMHOI/GOAN/LA9(4),RIVAL,K 

C V44*  THIS SU0F.OUTINE PLOTS 	'VAL CONTOURS 
C..4-. 

000007 DO 57 IZ=101 
000010 00 	D7 	I9=1,11 
000017 57 	IF(A(I!,I1).LE.Z20) 	A(11,1Q)=ZRO 
000031 WRITE(t,,5) 
000034 5 	FORMAT (1H1) 

C'"•* 
C"" DRAW 30X 

000037 

C.444,  

PNIK=FLOAT(H-1)/10.0 
000042 RMIK=FLOAT(N-1)/10.0 
000044 CALL 	PLOT(3.01 0.0,3) 
000046 CALL 	PLOT(3.0,RNIK12).  
000051 CALL 	PLOT(Zm..4.K,HIK,2) 
003054 CALL PLOT(tHIK,0.0,2) 
000057 CALL 	PLOT(1.003.012) 

c***4 

ti 000065 

. 	C'''4 	SCALE THE 	ARRAY • 
c**v* 

	

13 	CALL. 	,!,11GE(A14,N,MAX,RMIN) 
000067 ST;ALV=ALOGUiMAX—RMINUFLOAT(IVAL+1) 

C"" PLOT CJNTOLRS WITH VAL AS HEIGHT 

009102 DO 58 	J=1,IVAL 
000106 FIVAL=J 
000107 VAL=R1IH+EXP(SCALV‘PsIVAL) 
000114 CALL 00iT(A,M,N,VAL) 
000124 513 	W:ITE(6,50)J,VAL 
000142 59 FOHAT(20H CONTOIP. WITH NUM3ER,I3,11H HAS 4EIGH7,5X,F9.4) 
000142 RETURN 
000142 ENO 

(MUSED CC1HPILER SPACE 
031400 

4,0 



009010 
000010 

009010 

SH.!..-"00TI1!r 	;;1"1";:.. 	(A,H,h,1,CL,IFTY.HT) 
,HT ( IV V._ ) 

( 	) 	(-!1 	L 
'.7C.:1T(701"' 

WiTE 	(6,5) 
000013 5 	FU',0AT 	( 	101 	) 

C 
C 07:114 	9.)X 
C 

010017 0MIK=FLJATO!--.1)/10.0 
001021 0::K=rLT(-1)/13.0 
030024 CALL 	PLOT 	( 	0.1), 	3.9, 	5 	) 
001026 CALL 	PLOT 	( 	0.0, 	2 	) 
000031 CALL PLOT 	( 	OIK, 	2 	) 
000034 CALL 	PLOT 	( 	RHIK, 	0.0, 	2 	) 
000037 CALL 	PLOT 	( 	0.0, 	0.0, 	2 	) 

C CAAIN", 	CONTOT:S AT FIXED 	HEIGHTS 
000042 IF(IFIX.ME.1) 	GO 	TO 	13 
000047 00 40 	L=1,IVAL 
030051 VAL=HT(L) 
000053 CALL 	:,ONT(A,N,H,VAL) 
000060 (J) 	W,7:ITE(.,41)LIVAL 
000075 41 	F0?AAT(2011 CCNTOU 	WITH 	NO03E1, 	I3,110 HAS HEIGHT, 5X,F9.4) 
000075 RETURH 

C 
C F02. IVAL EQUALLY SPACED COWTOURS 
C SCALE THE 	ArtRAY 
C 

000075 13 	CALL P,ANGE 	( 	A, 	0, 	H, 	R'1AX, 	RMIN 	) 
000077 S3V=I:MAX-401N)/FLOAT(IVALF1) 

C 
C. PLOT COI1TOU'S WITH 	VAL AS 	HEIGHT 

000107 	' 00 	58 J=1,IVAL 
000110 RIVAL=1 
000111 VAL=RMIN+FLOAT(J)4SCV 
000114 CALL 	COMT 	( 	A, 	MI 	N, 	VAL 	) 

00012? 53 	WRITE 	(6,54) 	J,VAL 
000137 5i 	FO:i0AT 	(294 CONTOj'Z WITH NUMBER, 	13, 11H HAS HEIGHT, 5X, 	F9.4 	) 
000137 RETURh1 
000137 ENO 

UNUSED COHPILE1 SPACE 
031400 

189. 

CDATUlut,  
C'JATOOU; 

CC, f,Td101 

C'rii!110? 
.7.;Jilu311 
C:1 qTU91? 

C'Y.111313 
C::.:4TU114 

CjNT.0016' 
COWTU017 

COWTU018 

CONTO019 
6MTU020 
C6AT0021 
C0NTU022 
C0'41.0023 ' 

. CO:471_1024 
COAT0025 
C0NTU026 
C3!TU025 
C0NTU027 
CONTU923 
C31TU030 
C3NTU031 
caNruo32 
CDNTU033 

SU172OUTINC %ANGE ( A, H, N, RMAX, tthIA 

C 	THIS 3U31:0HTINE FINDS THE LARGEST VALU.F. (?MAX), AND THE SMALLEST 

C 	VALUE (1t1fl4) or Al 	A(0,N) 

000007 	01NENS1.0 A(004) 

000007 	3=A(1,1) 
000007 	C=3 

00'1011 	00 2 :=1,1 
001012 	00 2 J=10 
000021 	C=.1"AX1( 	) 
000024 	2 q=AHD:1( 3, 	) 

000034 	PIAX C 
Cw017; 
030035 	PETW:11 
000037 	ENO 

UNUSE0 C'DMP1LU. 
cmnon 

C 

002 
093 
00. 
00 
006 
007 
015 
01,1 
010 
011 
012 
010 
014 



000105 
On te9t) 

JUM13 
003013 
(133013 
044017 
001017 

p,YAL r.J,c11. 	L-,1 ;1 L1,{,,vAL )  

IF(A.L).(.) ,;() Tr: 1 

C-(,.120--A)/(":',)"0.1 

• j3 
1 !=1.05 
' )7.'37=7 

EN• O 

190. 

COd2111.F.' 	. 
03L!100 

SU3,''.OUTINE PAY ( CX,CV, Kr, K111, K12, 	) 

000010 	011EWSION CX(4), CY(4), 0.15(2), LO,;(7), N(2) 

000010 	DATA 	LOC / 4,1'2,3,4,1,2 / 

009010 	DO 2 1.1,3,2 

000020 	J.-(I+1)/2 

000022 	K.KF+I*1 
000023 	K.LOC(K) 

000024 	N(J)=K 

000025 	2 OIS(J)=( 	(K)-•CX(KF) )4'2+( CY(K)-CY(KF) )"*2 

• 000037 	IF ( 31S(1)-DIS(2) I 3,3,4 

003045 	3 U1=N(1) 

000046 	KM2=N(2) 
000047 	GJ TO 5 

000050 	4 Kl1=N(2) 

000051 	KM2=N(1) 

• 000052 	5 00 7 I=1,4 

000054 	IF ( KF.E0.I ) GO TO 7 

00107i5 	IF ( K11.E9.I ) GO TO 7 

000056 	IF ( KM2.E),I ) GO TO 7 

000057 	KM3=I 

000060 	GO TO 

009060 	7 CjNTIWJE 

000062 	6 COATIqUE 

000062 	kETURN 
000063 	END 

UNUSED COMPILER SPACE 
- 031600 

WAYG0002 
t.100003 
WAY01004 
WAY0390: 
WAY0000 
WAY33397 
WAY03003 

WAY0103? 
WY03010 
WAY00011 
WAY01012 

WAY00013 
WAYO001, 

WAY0:3317,  

WAY0001:D 
WAY00017 
WAY03013 

WkYOOD1,3 
t.10002'3 

WAYS 302? 
W4Y0012? 
:48,Y000,  

W4Y000 ,r 

WC(3002:: 
Wt,Y0002:, 

LOGICAL FU4CTIOil NINSEC( A, 0, V ) 000005 	 LOGICAL G 
000005 	 0..TRUE. 
000005 	IF ( A.0E.V.ANO.V.GE.0 ) G=.FALSE. 
000017 	IF ( A.LE.V.ANn.V.LE.B ) G=.FALSE. 
00.9031 	NTNSEC=G 
000033 	i■ETURN 
000033 	ENO 

UNUSED COMPILER SPACE 
032000 

NIN37CC" 
NI NSE05 
((I NS r=05. 

NI NS EC 
MINCED, l; 
NINSFCG,) 
NINSEC ej 

C 
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LOGIGU FUNCTION NEDG ( 	I, 	IVAL, 	LVAL 	) NEDG 2 
000005 LOGICAL G NEDG 3 
000005 CO11101 /C01COm/ 	LAB(4) NEDG 4 
000005 G=.TRU=:. NEOG 5 
000005 IF 	( 	I 	.EQ. 	I4 AL 	.AND. LAB(1) .E0. LVAL ) G=.FALSE. NEDG F, 
000016 IF 	( 	I 	.E0. 	IVAL 	.AND. LAD(?) .E0. LVAL ) S=.PALSE. NEDG 7 
000026 NEDG=G NEDG 8 
000030 RETURN NEDG 9 
000030 ENO NEOG 10 

UNUSED COMPILER SPACE 
032000 
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CLOOt, 

ut,C162.1 

OCOGn 
lAtt.:041 

CO)041 
ia0073 
C6LZ75 

• 06C105 

Oi.01:17 
CCtk,112 
Crf115 
CC 12' 
GLC125 

ur.r.:1(.3 
CC!..,145 
UiL147 

1-AL1'..t4 
tiC;A...)5 

tiV.:163 
C L'.1 7. 
6611175 
GC".175 

liCO27.3 

UP7t2ft? 
00024? 
CCE243 
GCC27.2 
Lit.252 

CCO2r.:7 
Git:12 

UtfliCC;d 
pgoc,p,Am vat. /NPVT, UVTPU1 , CON, TAPES"; 1wPoT, TAP E6 	PVT,TArE3ISE-ANT) 
DINENCION Jiti9) 	0) ,K1 i OS ,K2(.1 	,A (20i:40 ' AMA>,  I la) 	LO) 

DAIA(512) ALINE (1000),gvF (1000 ,Sum1 (1000) I  OW:ti () 
1 	 SCOT 	DENS (.9) DENI4( 4) I tK i01 ftms (10) 

IZEAA IN /DEH73TY et: Sc rif.hu.vmtf:: of ot-ten-S ()lag toi-fjci-t 1511C KGZOUNO Ir TO LE ASSESSCO A-Kiti 'SLOG KING F4-{..FOR TO DE USED 11-tECV6r1OUT 
•• A N.S. 	BLoCicmc FP TOR cc ONE MUST BE USE 0 WITH THE C ri4ULA C.  • ' • 	prPERTIAS Stiftgouttue. 

*ALTO (e5, 2 11 et) 
200 FORHT“(1..141.) 

40 (5,100) LSC.1. 	113 LK 
LOO FOCJIAT (IV)/ 110 /Ile) 

GEC26? 
tal_27,1 
u u27, 
O CC272 

CC,J3r.2 
LCudlb 

321 
C L 324 

C C 331 

r  

RJERD IN CO-ORDINATES OF A-zErtS TB BE L)SE0 FOR. 1141KcR00/41) 

ItEA0I5, lot) 2.11 	, KILT, ,,J2 (I) , ir2 Ct.) 	,AI) 
101 FOR.HAT (Las) 

C 
'. READ DATA HEADER OF TA-PE 

C 
RpleD(1)tuR,.7.75C,NL,N0x.,/lsoT, sc_DT,Norio  (DruS ( J.)) ,DEut4(4.1) ,,Jit ,NDH) 
I 	. 	"Mc ) go To 20 
we-1TE 16 1 201 ) :SC , rc 

Zgi FOt.HRT(ZS4-4 SCAN 1.0. •,S 11)0H9-  AREE /1E14 CtsECZUEST 	159 
1 et9rc 1 	

214 Intl 1.0.= I  IC; f 

C 	- ASSeSS SEC 11-a-a-TF_ CA-c Icq ROUND LEVELS AND ReS NOISE VA.L.UES 

20 Dc 2 =,N 
1,F 	a 

.1 
(33
1 
 .c.T• 

Tr (K2. (.i) 
kt. 

(J J1 (JA 4-i) .6 
ck2(J) - ( _0+2) /IT.K 

0114. 5e.(TH (31(J),k1t.1),../2.1..)),K2.(J),IEllt.,PiiNL,NP)t,J1.,k1.) 
IA•z.143,KL. 
SUN o.0 
002 tzis  TA 

(1.• Cr. )Co 70 21 
Arot-)t. I, 3) :4(4) 
At1rr4( J) =411AS( j) 

	

21 IC OCT) .4T. W144 );)atimt 	4-( ri 
tridn .t.T.Arat-ic..11aRms.14(j)=Fici) 

2 suf“ Svp,44 (1) 
Rirk:FL0fir 

(3)=WP-4 / 
Ch-LL. mvf S 	IR ,E,k 	(-.Nt WA) etsvrig() 3 
RE (1) IUP , 'SC NL , NP y 	sc PT. NDH. (DENIS( J.3) DENW JJ) J.1.1, HON) 
52.•:0.0 
5.1%6=0-0 
C.) 3 1.=1 
Su5-.75N54.7.H5113 

3 St,:sah i',1( 
gmlrLo(rroJ) 
A NS S /RN E.Rer.sgm.0 
E.A.K Is THE WvERc.66 CACt6a0uf4P (.EVEL Ts! k EN ovee N RgEgIS 
'40 .44. xs PLAG, Fcg Volvt-te ASSESPIRfol To BE °MITTEL) 
ID A-  IS FL. Ai, Foe cIecuLA-kt C.).1.13.PHgAGm 

RE ADCS, Jell NO VG,LL 
Z Fc at4A r(0.0) 

TF (Ncvvi_ . r;o. it 4O  ro 30 
mf/ fo (5 , 204) IDA 
Lr (I134.E(3.1) CO1 To 30 
Now pzccEss TILE h4in.1 eaJEET LINE av (-THE 
ECAD(S', 101►HFST, rul"---% 	riL*T, 	st 

f e(mLsT.4r.N(..1m“T , NL 
r (M-S I 	Ni Cs ),  tuL.S T= PJI 

tmL51-Ht:-S14-1.) 

.1F (HifS1 . et.1K° To 4 
HPHIr4T-.1"-2 
00 C J.1-71 , tiPmr 

C 

C • a, a 
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4,C0.341 
L CC 31.0. 
L uf"...7 4.2 
1 

uL‘C1ot 
(,:,G372 

(.■ CC ..)75 
I f 	77 
LILL fo.. 3 

D EC V.5 
G 	4r6 
uuu6i 
t, Lt. 413 
t)5Lf416 

t. 
COP 422 
LL^ 421, 
L L. 637 
G LC441. 
I; CC :tft 
C 644 
C CGy1b 
04:1455 

L:C 451 

Ca.462 
C 0■67 

Uf.:3471; 
U La 473 

CGt-I5C2 
C 60 5f.: 5 
G 555 
(15L 5t 
tit 1:515 
ti CC52J 
Ott:5'2ft 

• i 526 
C053,4 

Cf735.37 

Of C542 
6_02543 
)3L 55) 

C 552 
LL25514 

0 CC 554 
0 Gt. 51E: 

C u 615 - 
C L1626 

CC O62C 
C 633 

Cir.lb 3? 
LL.4..16f73 

C GPC,3 
Lb54 

kat NPA/ cl 
IF INS. Oa. )C,0 TO 1,t, 
Do 41 t4N0:-.1 ,tra 

61 	 ( 3) Of 1" A 
40 tifl:NPA-Nfs*S-12 

IF 0-10., EO,. 0) cio 	5 
REAot3) LIDATAChrt(10 pkvt1:1,14) 

5 Cc,i411.1,-)u& 
C• 44' FOR- EACH Vaf.UE VF Jf Z.ERV THE 
C 

LINE. ARRAY 
et 00 6 irt,J1-5T DO 7 le_ =.1 s itcST 
7 WELK-I.:0.0 
g RebuCE IN .1 bIR.ECTIAN 

AO I tr.-1 0701.R 
Naz-hoirsq 512 
KL 	 x -roa,„5-1 z 

(148'■it 	45,4-5 
Do 52 IL:: ,Na 
ICK=11 4S12 
K Jr:KV-51i 
CARD (3) c CfNi(K) ,Kr-ki,KK3 
Kj=k144-1 
I:1C = kg* Kt. 
IF (KL-1)46,SZ,52 
Ri 
JeKf. bd. 
CLEOC3)liNc.INf1R1 R=tKJ, K 
Tee L= fur'S7-1 
bp 9 IC.x1,icL51 
5TO1:O.0  

REAcrEf IN 1c 012ECTI.c•N 
Do 9 ric:1 , TALK 
STOTTSTo I+ A-LINE(1.141) SoF (y1.,:rWr VG) +tact 
soax 	ANo NIN/ OF 06JECT 
IF(.I.y7. I) to To so 
XneF)(reur tie 
)1FtInr-yth(rX 
pc 1 t. kri • g.t.sr 
IF (a uif,  (e.) 	xel Ax) AKA-X=6UP (IC) 

r 
carit„(3) 	

L. 
ftfof 

DO 12 ke1 441..S.T 
S0m..c.0 ----5oNLCJ)+43O0(R)-644t. cow /hi*.  
FIND T07A L VOLUME or OB JECT 
nori=0. 0 
Do 3.3 ti71-)  JLST 
T54) t1-7,17SQ vs* yurte„, 04) 
OUTPUT Tutf' CAC R4RoliND /Hub TOTAL VOLI43E 

39 M-A17€ f.6, 3061 AsOt I scb r 7 17et-K 
2.02. ruattivI0/ ) , 34 CLL.( <1.NC, FAC.Toe. USED mfg. 

I. 	2.404 AtteKcit.ouND LE- vZ 1- ASS ESStiENT , /, fa 
iTE5 OF i‘eilA 	 ttAx OF 	KIN OF 	(SAL 
1 1/2 V.Ii 	 Ji 	KI 	J2 	K2 
1 	1- 0-0t-t THIS Ati.s.1 	NOI‘f 	, /) 

WR.ITIL6,20I) ta, .11(1--) , Kt (1..),J2.c.n,PCZa),ANAX 
1 	 ENS•tit") ) p I=4..U..) 

ZOS i'claWr1" (kg" rz., 6x, 	 1x, ES. 
3 	Fir. 31 
WaITE tb, 24 0 Es4K , A-Ms 

204 l'OP.1-1417 eitt 1 36ts gA L.cC,f;GU Ni ASS f SsE0 O(4 AL k. AR 
1 

	

	 b2,4,  I* rs r: AS SE .-SED ot4 ALL AREAS 
,-..P teg JOL . .i..- 1 1 . 11 Co TO 31 
IP IC7-DA.Ac 3z1 co tu 32 
6arre C6 ,z0c) ttP••: 7 . mi. I , NrSz.tiLs e t  lf,FtAx. Xe-tris)t TS 

ZOr Fur  i-Nit../t .53H 	Ile-CA L.,  f tree-# tisk.° )--01, AS S Fs 
3/7N241-1  &Ars,  Le, r- ,Lltets.r, Gx ,t,t4W&T,C7x ,.1.44fest..S 7/ 7_X , 
1144 	LI.-11r5 OF Agg..4., t....r.e.,),/ 34.x, tno+Icil.,1 7. 
L2314 	voLUtti. of OL; ti‘C.T ---- ,F10.1) 

4c., To 31 
12. eltivo(S-, Co 31 / , ..1, psr, 

A.5 

• 51 

4-3 
52 

c, sat 
L. 

9 
6 

r 
L • 

10 

11.  

12.  
6 

C 

1.3 
C 

i1LX)HaVT r sI2, it 36Y, 
AREA 	CO -0Q.S>1 \IR 

Kqe.001%.0 	 •,-tr-tS 
' Ritt6A 	MICA 

t 	Pau(I) lel< (I) 
1 , 2_.X, F 	1, fs-X1Fci. 	1fX 

EAS r 	sPg,2./ 
• F.e. 3/ 

VM 
'e.J4 VOLUME OF Uu JECT  

14-, 6x, 	6Y/IS.-// 
1164  e..Ve.t.r, F7.1 // 
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••■ 

6l3666 	403 FOstrifrl clIA CI 
C C ,:. 66 I, 	(MA. OLE it, 3, No)4PX,1340 
ouLL72 	31 S ToP 2. 
GEP614 	fND 
Utt...S.  C Cl■PTLE K sel.c: 
L15106 . 

so cvnts* Kw/ 5. Ov ) TA; tk,R.U5) 
G C• u 0..6 	piKENIcr.1 ACM) 
E, L i; t.,.., 6 	bE i/z 0 0 
CO.,,,L7 	Du 1 n.:i., IP,  
LICCJ13 	4. DEL; DE v4,  th(74) -45k-)**2. 
uCui..15 	 P=IA--1 
L COLi2 	ANS=SOAT (044/RP) 
CIAD31 	Re? trAri) 
C■ti....(..,32 	000 

t•Cw 	R SP C.: 
CPC,260 

SUSCOV:TINE OLE a 9 J .14, tirx 
ui,tst;07 	DitiENSIONJ ProIwE (1.0 00) , A-TA (S1.2.) 

C, 	- THIS SUCROtir/i4E FINDS TRE. 110L-Utie 11-F AN CI JeC T 
CONTA,ImED ujTwlw R 01120.4,...AL Arm Kt% [EWA( I, j Dumnitit 

gt*P iN (4411545) LIKS 	PEA 47 

000007 	 L=I whl  
4., L 0 61,1 	 tF 0. ■ EQ .0) clo 10 i 
OCruit 	Do 4. J J--11 I 
u 63 il 2 	Pt 0:-.NPA /S1z 
Gccr,15 	TF 04 .ict. o) co To a 
0 e3 CI.,_, 	04 lj 1414 4=1 sk3h 
C C C17 	ti. AEA0(3) CtAi4 
01,C,:a2 	3 Kik NP A -1\(,*S12 
,;' t3 c, 35 	 IF lt,48 .4a. 01) SO To 1 
c (-I 37 	 EL AD ( ,) ) Cin-aA-0(_0() 1 ICK z 1 g M(l) 
0 : t.. G5) 	i CONTINUE 
C CC 053 	 IA.:,'0 
CZ, iti53 	 SO/1=0,  (,) 

C 
C , 4  FIND Vat-U141 OF 00 JEC/ (41.30 AREA OF 0Y RPHRIIEt4 
C 

t: CC 09if 	 WC! 7.,14 -1 
LL,,057 	 p0 S' AR-=1, kW 
C, Cu i r-,C 	 C-N -.99 
C C._ aZ1 	 ct to UL 
66,-J 3F-2 	$4 --.SCIIT (Ci_4( 214/4-AL) ) 
Ca C ':-/ 3 	 A-*:R-X +0.5-  
blin.)74 	 ML: A% 
0 Lu ;.,76 	 Li72itkit..-1 
CCAr.1 	 ev3,114Prs / 512. 
cr.:I.:if 	Itt.=NPt-N6ES1 2 
, 6 -  v..§ 	IF (tia-1) 4- 3 , 4-5 1 4-5 
6:.b11: 	irc po Ct II:ift48 
0:.,k.1.12 	iric-4:14-5-12_ 
6Lu114 	14,3 'XX - .':VI 
. L r.: 111-. 	S1 LEAD (31 (41-INE (t) , (C=K.1)1CIC) 
CuC4.73 	 ej=lttl. 
u CC; 131, 	 ILK:- Kg. r rt.,. 
l C C 1,36 	 IF tici.-47 4- 6, 52,52 . 
G .''' 14.1 	4.3 W. J "A 
c c (C. 1:41. 	. 	KK, r.kL 
l;Cu142 	52 EEA-E(33 CfkerweOci ,K=K.1, 100 
C 'C 155 	40 Ts:-  (LX.IF.: C..0) CIO 'T 44 V 
C, C'1.:t6 	 DO S-  4=1 , LA 
CI OL If , 	 2-zALTNEC 4-,,a+ (-) 

-G Cu lul • 	 LgiNkr.ta.l.AND.L.WE.i) co TO 6 

,J , -471 . 	 tAllsi=r,HA-9e 
Lit,17- 	Er IF (-2 , LI,. XI-ITN f Xlmit,=2. 
pC1,176 	 IF (2...C,T. m-, A ,r, )0.1Peitr. 2 

0 .12 ,•z.1 ,:. 	S"  C Ord I 3m; 
of., 242 	ta-ITE.. (6. ge n) I. J,Ntsi, IA 7 SW+. 01 Ax, xNADJ 
,..^2:-54 	20c i-L.01-4A -1(//'IS-i4  INPeP-Tue- -  Oer1/4-  ,,t/ . $4% C F_ esi at , / , 4.t+ Ir )14 /,r-t« Jr , 

II4/ // , 4ff OI A NO ',= , / , r4,6f# stEps,,,.E0 AzcA,/,f6,811 SvPLEC  y//, 
2Z014 voteuria of Gajgc..7 = ,t-i 0 . 1 . /i, Zu+0 kw* ofF OATA tlYI ETA = ,F7,1.,//, 
32c:A 1-01.) of DNTA :...si..-1). = .F7. 1) 

6E1 oRNI 



000014 
COnE17. 
LU0022 
000026 

t. 
600032 
0644 0 34 

000035  

C A-.4 
C 
C 
‘4• 

C •- • 

195. 

0711240 	040 

C6r1ILE4 SP4CF 
C1ViLZ; 

Cr0011+ 
000014 

• • • 
C.,  • a- 

447.4104,7T4( SEorw (bArS . POST , eiLS1 	T 'TV.* 	Wt.-, wr). JI_ST,ICLST) 

1147i SUatzotPTTNe SiLECTS 34O 6LoCkS 'DATA Fgol4 A• PILE 
AND FfXDi 1r 3N7o INN noTrIts& r1RGA-Y 

Rt At- LTINg 
DtttzNGft.,.%1  At..)t.ST I KLST), LLNE (2E34) . 0/1-T4(512) 

1- 4--  CHECK THAT A-12Ea FOR PLOTTING, LIES MI H7,14 SCAN 
•." 	AND C LCULAri SIZE ,OF PLUTTI).14 erDS.RY 

IF OILS T 	ni.S1 
tr(NT.4T-.NPKINLST=PeX 
JLST-.--,(MLST-1-0-%'T at) /Ie.LK 
KLST.IN(,ST-biT$T41) /rGt..K 

POSITECN SEAN 

IP (Mfs 	1) co To 2 

REAR IN 1,44USeb SCANS 

DO 3 .1:1001-17- 

NOTE.D6T1 r,LoC K ow STAN01142P ARLWIVE TAPE CONSISTS OF 
512 wcarts WHEN FULL 

h6thiPx/5-• 2. 
IF MD. ea. D) Co TO 42 
DO 41 NN :1,N 

41 REAL) t3) 00-TA 
42 14e.rwi'1%-t464-6(2 

IFANS-Ale..e) co TO 3 
fte-1ko (1) (0A-TActip,A) tak4=1,P10) 

S CONTItiv€ 
4  It gd PLorrrawq RAMAN 

2. ELST=JLST*IcLsr 
DO 5" /=1,16.sr 

5 A(4)=0.0 

T 	roe EB-CM iALVE OF 

660036 
Cr.A',41 
60004.3 
Ca (.^ 044 

CC ti57 
- oC0063 
UC0064 
0606/6 

C 
CCU 1:1 
u Oc 104 
(i0111- 

C. 

C. 
066113 DO. 4...1=1.JLST 

4.a REpuCe 	j Diet err 014 
C 

C 
6 CI, 12C, 	 DO 6 IZzl,Igut. 
Oci)121 	 N&r.NPik/ 51 Z. 
Lar.:1?4 	 KC: pPk-k4&4-112.- 
CV.:127 	 IF (NZ- t1 4.3 s 45) MS 
ii.W.131 	4-5-  be 4T El": 1 , NA 
OC:.'133 	 otr-T,b4-5- t2 
JC0125 .;- 140c-S-ti 
DC7.137 	4-1 ittilk-D (*3) CLINIAellocr-N47)C44) 
4i6'154 	 K.1---4-1 
Gt.:. 156 	 KKzg'1tICL- 
iiiit'157 	 IF (Kt -1)46,48,48 
c, cr 161 	4.3 1t".1:-1 
0 Cr 16? 	 ItiCtieL 
LuC1o4 	4S gi.r.o (3) (LINEtt) , lezi4.11 la) 
i.Ct,177 	16 TIK.E=NPST -1 
C L I. 2:' i 	 ro 4 14 .:1,t1.ST 
JC132(.2 	 STOT:-- 4. 0 

C% "/ REDUCE IV It DlfirCTION 
i. 

660203 	 Do _7 lc ,--1_,Tal-t-■ 
LL.,21C 	 LKL=1417+1 
ert211 	7 Slorrcre, r*L_ThECIET) 
t: LL 214 	 1r..14-JLST-t(k--1) 
IJC,!.:223 	b A(1.1:-.4(1-)11-.STOT 
. 1.. '... 2.z3 	it Conn' Twv E. 
LCC.236 	 CETvV-14  
.....,'.- 23.) 	 ENP 

Cur , ILLR 	C 
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PROGRAM MATCH (INPUT,OUTPUTAH,OTA,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT1 
TAPE3=SI3AN,TAPE4=ROTA,TAPE7) 

000002 	DIMENSION DATA (512), AL INE( 100') XA(10),YA(I0),X2A(19),Y2A(10 ),  
1 	A(10003),ASOT(8)0iSOI(3),SCDT(6),CENS(9),OEN4(9) 

C 
C**** THIS PROGRAMME TAKES KNOWN CO—ORDINATES OF FIDUCIAL 
C"" FEATIS IN IWO AR,;!AYS AND USES THEN TO PUT THE DATA 
C"" FROM Ot,E ARRAY INTO I NEW ONE WITH THE SAME X,Y ORINTATION 
C"" AS THE ARRAY YOU ARE TRYING TO MATCH 
C 

000002 
	

WRITE(6, 200) 
000006 
	

200 FUl:J(1H1) 
000006 
	

READ(5,100)IUR,ISC1,ISC2 
000020 
	

100 F0e01;,f(I101I10/110) 
C 
C*"**  IUR IS USER ID, ISCI SCAN TO WHICH ONE IS MATCHING 
C**** 	ISC2 SCAN WHICH IS TO BE TONSFORMED 
C 

000020 	READ(3)IURIISC,NL,NPX,ASOT,SCOT,NOMODENS(JJ),DENM(JJ),JJ=1,NOM) 
000052 	IF(ISC.E0.ISG2)G0 TO 2 
000054 	WRITE(G,201)ISC,ISC2 
000064 	201 FURi1AT(1H 1199 I.D.'S DON'T AGREE/X1109TAPE IO = 'Ile/ 

1 	 X,13HREQUEST IO = ,I10) 
000064 	STOP 1 
000066 	2 WRITE(6,202)ASOT,SCOT 
000076 	202 FORNATU,X,4A1(1',5X,XPOSURE 010,5X17HFILTER 010,5X, 

1 	4HDATE,A1115X,5HPLATE,A10 
1 	fl/,1X,4410,5X,5HSLIT ,A10,5X,104TELESCOPE ,A10, 
1 	5X,5HTU3E ,A10,5X,5HFILH ,A10) 

000076 	READ(5,101)NESTINFSTOLSTINLST,IBLK 
000114 	101 FORMAT(5I10) 
000114 	M=(HLST-.MFSTI- 1)/IILK 
000121 	NT(NLS7—NFST41)/I3LK 
000125 	CALL SECTN(HFST,NFSTOLST,NLST,IBLK,A,NLOPX,M,N)• 

C 
C"" THIS SUBROUTINE FOR1S THE ARRAY A IN MEMORY 
C 

000137 	PEIAD (5,102) IX, ( XA (IJ) YA (IJ) ,X2A 	Y2A CIA ) pIJ=1,,IX) 
000162 	102 FOIAT(I10/(4F10.4)) 
000162 	READ(51103)IPST,LFST,ILSTILLST,ISCALE 
000200 	103 FORIAT(5I10) 

C 
C**** I AND L REFER TO THE Y AND X CO—ORDINATES OF THE ARRAY 
C***" TO WHICH ONE 1S MATCHING 
C 

000200 	ISTOP=0 
000201 	CALL STRECH(XA,YA,X2A,Y2A,R,SC,IX,ISTOP,ISCALE) 
000212 	IF(ISTOP1NE.1)G0 TO 4 
000214 	STOP 2 
000216 	4 REWIND 7 

C 
C44" EACH LINE OF THE FIRST ARRAY IS'LOCATE9 POINT BY POINT 
C"" IN THE: SECOND AND A NEN ARRAY IS FORGED AND WRITTEN 
C"" ON TO TAPE 7 LINE 3Y LINE 
C 

000220 
	

IEND=ILST'./FST+1 
000222 
	

LEND=LLST-.1FST+1 
000224 
	II=IFS T-1 
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000226 
000227 
000230 

000232 
000236 
009240 
cloon2 
000243 
000244 
000246 
000257 
000253 
000270 
000272 
000274 
000275 
000277 
000301 
000313 
000314 
000320 
000327 
000332 

. 000334 

00 10 I=1,IEND 
II=II+1 
RI=II 

C 
C"" CLANK THE LINE OF THE NEW ARRAY 
C 

DO 12 KK=1,LENO 
12 ALI:;E(KK)=0.0 

LL=LFST -•1 
DO 11 L=i,LENO 
LL=LLfi 
RL=LL 
CALL CARRY(XA,YA,X2A,Y2A,R,SC,RI R RL,X,Y) 
CALL FUDG/T(X,Y,Z,A,M,N) 

11 ALIN,--AL)=Z 
IL=LEN0/512 
IFIIL.E0.0100 TO 42 
00 41 IIL=1,IL 
KIL=IL4512 
KIL=KIL511 

41 WRITE(7)(ALINE(LI),LI=KILLIKIL) 
42 ILI=LEND 

111=11. 45124-1 
WRITE(7)(ALINE(LI),LI=ILL'ILI) 

10 COATINUE 
ENa FILE 7 
REWIND 7 

C 
C"" PUT NEW ARRAY ON TO TAPE WITH IDENTIFICATION IN HEADER 
C**** RF-],,LAE SCOT WI1H A NEW ARRAY RSOT WHICH CONTAINS INFORMATION 
C**** ON WHICH SCAN THE .NEW ARRAY HAS COME FROM AND TO WHICH ONE 
C**** IT IS DEIWG MATCHED 
C 

000336 	 READ(5 1 104)RSOT 
000344 	104 FOP,HAT(0A10) 
000344 	 REHINO 4 
000346 	 WRITE(4) IUR,ISC,IENO,LENOOSOTIRSOT,NOH,(DENSIJA,DENM(JA, 

1 	 JJ=1,NDM) 
000400 	 00 14 H4=1,IEND 
000402 	 NI=LEND/512 
000405 	 IF(NI.9.0)G0 TO 50 
000406 	DO 51 NII=1,NI 
000410 	READ(77 DATA 
000415 	51 WRIT::('}) DATA 
000425 	50 INI=LENO-.NI*512 
000430 	 IF(INT.E0.0)G0 TO 14 
000432 	 READ(7)(DATA(M)p1IN=1,IND 
000440 	 WRITE(:)(DATA(NH),NN=1,INI) 
000446 	14 CONTINUE 
000451 	 ENO FILE 4 
000453 	 STOP 3 
000455 	 END 

UNUSED COMPILER SPACE 
030100 
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SUiROjTINE STRtCH(XA,YA,n,YU,R,SC,IX,ISTOP,ISCALE) 
000013 	DIMENSION (A(1010,A(10),x0(10),yri(t0),V,;(10),SCALE(10) 
000013 	P1=3.141t)12153b 

C 
G ,f** IT WILL GAL!IULATE THE ROTATION AND CHECK FOR 
C*"** A VARIATION Gt::EATER THAN ONE PERCENT 
C 

P2=PI/2.0 
II=IX-1 
00 1 I=1,II 
X7=XA(II.1)-XA(1) 
YZ=YA(I4-1)-YA(1).  
G=ATAN(X2/Y2) 
XX=X3(II/)-X8(1) 
YX=YLIIII1J-.Y0(1) 
B=ATAN(XX/YX) 
RR(1)=0-G 
IF(RR(I).GT.P2)RR(/)=RR(I)-PI 
IF(R(I)41T.-P2)RR(I)=RRU/sPI 
IF(I.GT.1)C0 TO 2 
RMAX=R(I) 
RHIN=RHAX 

2 IF(R(I).GT.RmAx)RHAX=R11(I) 
1 IF(RR(I).Li.kmIN)RHIN=RR(I) 
RN=RmAx-RHIN 
yRN=C;N/u<lINI-KN/2.0» 41.00.0 
IF(VR1.LE.1.0) GO TO 3 
WRITE(61 30)RAX,RMIHORR(JJ),JJ=1,II) 

30 FORMAT/1H ,16H MAX OF ANGLE = ,F7.4,1611 MIN OF ANGLE = ,F7.4/ 
1 	13H ARRAY ANGLE,/,(1H ,F10.4)1 
ISTOP=1 
RETURN 

3 ISTOP=0 
PSUM=0.0 
CO 4 L=19II 

4 P.SUh=RSUN,-RR(L) 
R1=II 
R=RSUM/RI 

C 
C**** CALCULATE SCALING FACTOR  
C"" AND CHECK FOR LARGE VARIATION 

000014 
000015 
000320 
000021 
000023 
000026 
000037 
000041 
000044 
000047 
000051 
000063 
000070 
000073 
000074 
000076 
000102 
000111 
000112 
000115 
000120 
000133 

000137 
000140 
000141 
000142 
000143 
000150 
000156 
000157 

C 
000160 	DO 5 J=10II 
000162 	SCALE(J)=SRRT(((Xd(J+1)-XU(J))*42+(Y0(J+1)-YU(J))**21/ 

1 	MA(J4-1)-xA(J))**24.(YA(.1.+1)-YA(J))*42)) 
000203 	IF(J.GT.1) GO TO 5 
000207 	SCALEX=SCALE(1) 
000207 	SCALEN=sCALEx 
000211 	6 IF(SCALE(J).GT.SGALEX)SCALEX=SCALE(J) 
000215 	5 IF(SCALE(J).LT.SCALEWSCALEN=SCALE(J) 

C 
C"" CHECK VARIATION IN SCALE IS LESS THAN TWO PERCENT 
C 

000224 	SCAR=SDALEX-SCALEN 
000225 	VARN=('SCAR/(SCALEN+SCAR12.0))*100.0 
000230 	IF(VAN.LE.2.0) GO TO 7 
000233 	WRITE(6,31)SCALEX,SCALENOSCALE(JJ),JJ=1,II) 
000246 	31 FORHAT(1H $1511 MA.X OF SCALE =,F7.4,15H MIN OF SCALE =,f7.4/ 

000252 
000253 
000254 
000255 
000257 
003260 
000266 
007,274 
003:75 
000276 
000277 
000300 
000301 

1 	12H ARRAY SCALE,/,(1H ,F10.4)) 
ISTOP=1. 
RETURN 

7 ISTOP=0 
INISCALE.E0.1) CO TO 8 
SLN=0.0 
00 9 L=1,II 

9 SUH=SUMiSCALC(L) 
RIX=II 

GO TO 10 
0 SO=1.0 

10 Ri:T1P,N 
ENO 

wprc.,n c.:writEl SPACE 

030500 
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StPiROjT1tr: 1;A:0:Y(XA,YA,XJ,YB,R,SC,k1,RLO I Y).  C 

O"*. T1trS sw:rr.,.!rPT PERFCR.'1S INC TRANSFOlATION OF THE 
C"*4 	eIlitLp TO Y Al) Y. iL"L.,,`CTIVE_LY 
C 

000014 	pl!,,MS:0!4 '<A(10),YA(10),Xi(10),Y8(10) 
000014 	Xt1=L-XA(1) 
011316 
000020 	VN--,(k.cLtY.i(?)vat'SIN(R))+Sc 
001037 	WN=Pei*CS(1)-XN*SIN(R)F.'SC 
000057 	X=4Nt-X(t) 
000060 	Y.iiN6.YO(1) -  
000063 	RETURN 
000054 	ENO 

UNUSED COMPILER SPACE 
031700 

SUBROUTINE FOGIT (XpY s ZpA I MI N) 
C 
C**** THIS SUDROUTINE INTERPOLATES TO FIND THE NUMBER AT POINT 
Cm* XpY OF Th.': ARRAY BEING TRANSFORMED 
C 
C 	apK1**********J/1 K2 
C 

• 

C • 

C 	 J21 K1 	J21 K2 

C 
000010 	DIMENSION A(MpN) 
000010 	J1=Y 
000011 	K1=X 
000013 	J2=J1•1 
000015 	K2=K1+1 
000016 	RJ1=J1 
000017 	RK1=K1 

000017 	YI=A(JI4 K/)•(A(J2pK1)-A(ApK1))*(Y-RJ1) 

000032 	Y2=A(J11 K2)F(A(J2,K2)-A(J1,K2))*(Y-RJ1) 

000044 	Z=Y1t(Y2-Y1)4(X-RK1) 
030050 	2=7*0.5 
000051 	IZ=Z 
000052 	Z=IZ 
000053 	RETURN 
000054 	ENO 

UNUSED COMPILER SPACE 
031700 
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0101/4 
001314 

000014 
000017 
000022 
000026 

$1.16,-..GUTI141: 	Citl (i;;:srors Ti)ILSI,NLSTIILJLK,AgNL I NPX, JLST ,KLST) 
C 
C"" THIS SU0ROUTINE SELECTS AND MLM0KS DATA FiZOW A FILE 
C'""" 	ANO FEEDS IT INTO THE CLOTTING ARRAY A 
C 

RE 1L LINE 
01:1L:GION•LINC(2000),DATA(512),AULSTIKLST) 

C 
C"" CHECK THAT AREA FOR PLOTTIN3 LIES WITHIN SCAN 
Cs'"' 	AND CALCULATE SIZE OF PLOTTING ARRAY 
C 

IFOLST.GT.NUMLST=NL 
IF(MLST.GT.N;')UNLST=4PX 
JLST=(NLST-eMEST+1)/I0LK 
KLST=(NLS.NNEST11)/16LK 

C 
C"" POSITION SCAN 
C 

IF(MEST.E0.1) GO TO 2 
HFNI=HFST.•1 

000032 
000034 

C 
C"" READ IH UNUSED SCANS 
C 

000035 	 DO 3 J=1,HFHI 
C 
C"" NOTE,DATA BLOCK ON STANDARD ARCHIVE TAPE CONSISTS OF 
C'' * 	512 WORDS WHEN FULL 
C 

000036 
000041 
000043 
009044 
000057 
000053 
000064 
000076 

000101 
000104 
000111 

N3=NPX/512 
IF(13.EQ.0) GO TO 42 
DO 41 NNB=1,113 

41 READ (3) DATA 
42 ):3=N:'X10*512 

IF(H3.EQ.0) GO TO 3 
READ (3) (DATA(MMO),IH6=1,HB) 

3 CONTINUE 
C 
C"" ZERO PLOTTING ARRAY 
C 

2 ILST=JLST'KLST 
OD 5 I=1,ILST 

5 A(I)=0.0 
C 
C"" FOR EACH VALUE OF J 
C 

000113 	 DO 4 J=1,JLST 
C 
C"" REDUCE IN J DIRECTION 
C 

000120 
000121 
000124 
000127 
00013? 
009137 
000143 
000145 
000147 

DO 6 IZ=1,I3LK 
NB=NPX/512 
KL=NPX-NBs*512 
IF(ND-..1)43,44,45 

44 READ (3) (LINE(K),K=1,512) 
GO TO 46 

45 DO 47 II=1,N8 
KK=II*512 
KJ=KK511. 

000151 
000166 
000170 
000171 
000173 
000174 
000176 

• 009211 
003,A1 
000214 

000215 
000,!22 

D00.3 

001:!!.1 
00000  

47 READ (3) (LINE(K),K=<J,KK) 
KJ.KKI.1 
KK=KKtKL 
IF(KL•1)46,48,48 

43 KJ7). 

48 READ (3) (LINE(K),K=KJIKK) 
46 IKI,'NFST-/ 

r) G Km1,KLST 
STOT.'3.0 

C 
C'"' RI:nucc IN K DIRECTION 
C 

co 7 IK=1,10LK 

7 ST"'T -- ''.2TttTE(IKT) 

6 J.,( 0)•A(I)f.STOT 

PE 
C,'■1 

TW;ti 
f.MO 

ONW.L0 COMPILER SOACE 
051000 
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